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From the Editor’s Quill

Role of Bihu Songs: Political Mobilization of
Peasantry through Ryot Sabha
‘Music, when soft voices die, vibrates in the memory.’ We can adopt these lines of
Shelley to say that Music, when slogan shouting ends, lingers in the memory, and has the
power to sustain hope in the minds of people when effective action against the oppressor
seems difficult to organize. The Music played a significant role in the freedom struggle
against the Colonial rule. It is a matter of fact that the folk songs (Music) which form part
of the cultural tradition of a people or a community act as a major supplement to traditional
historical sources and help us immensely to get an inside view of certain historical events
where the common people played the major or pivotal role. For such, narratives of ten tell
of protest ‘in a manner that reflects the ideological stance of their audience. Assam has had
a strong and vibrant tradition of folk songs and rhymes in the form of Bia-Naam, Hussari,
Bihu songs, Aii Naam etc. which has been expressing itself over the ages as the spontaneous
expression of the life spirit of a people. In the light of the above discourses, our intention is
to focus the importance of song particularly Bihu songs in mobilizing the Ryot Sabha, a
popular peasant organization of the Brahmaputra Valley against the existing British
imperialism.
Before starting the importance of Bihu songs, a few discussions is necessary
regarding the emergence of the Ryot Sabha, a popular peasant organization in the
Brahmaputra Valley of Assam in the pre-independence period. Noteworthy that, the
penetration of the British and their new economic policy not only seriously hit the Assamese
agrarian peasantry, but also created strong resentment, as elsewhere in India. As a result,
since 1860s, there occurred many peasant uprisings in the Brahmaputra Valley in connection
with the enhancement of land revenue in the places of Phulaguri at Nagaon, Mangaldoi,
Lasima and Ranga. The Raij Mel, a militant organization of the peasantry during this
period, played a very important part in organizing these aforesaid revolts against the Colonial
British Government. But, with the beginning of the 20th Century, peasant took a new turn.
At this time, the nature and outlook of the peasantry of the Brahmaputra Valley underwent
a great chance. According to many Scholars, they gave up the militant and violent path of
agitation and began to adopt what can be termed as a constitutional path of agitation based
on ideas of liberal democracy. The Raij Mels began to lose their grip over the peasantry
and its place was occupied by the Ryot Sabha, a popular organization of the peasantry of
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the Brahmaputra Valley in particular and Assam in general. However, so far as the
organization of the Ryot Sabha was concerned, Bihu songs and Bihu dance too played a
remarkable role in political mobilization of the Ryot Sabha. A good number of Bihu songs
were composed and sung in order to raise consciousness among the peasantry against the
evil effect of the Opium. These were popular Bihu songs which expressed this rising awarenes
‘Kani Bhang ere De / Swarajoloi Dhon De / Swarajor jujate / Gandhi Joi Ani De.’ (Give up
taking opium, Give your money for the Swaraj. In the battle of for swaraj, bring Victory for
Gandhi). Similarly, we see the following extracts highlight the importance given to Swadeshi,
‘Gunguni Jatare / Pajikata Solare, / Swaraj Je Labo Lage, / Hate Kota Sutare’ (“With humming
Spinning wheel, with fine spindle, Swaraj is to be obtained by hand spun yarn). Likewise,
‘Motilal Neherur Sat Khalapia / Karenghar Kolile Dan, / Dhesore Karane Dehaku Bilale /
Pale Goi Swargot Sthan’ (The seven stories Kareng of Motilal Nehru was donated. The body
was sacrificed for the Country and then reached a place in heaven). The Detroit economic
condition was found in the following Bihu song which was expressed by the peasantry of
Tengakhat, ‘Desore Dangoriyai / fatekot Asegoi / desot lagise ran / hiyat jalise / bejaror
agoni / jihetu Napore mon / Dukhiryar gharat / khaboloi Natoni / pindhibor Kapur nai /
desore abastha / vabi mor deuta / sakut Tupani nai / ga-dhui uthi / aitak khujilu / Bihur
Kapur saj, / suda jopa meli / aitai kondile / palu monote laj.’ (The leaders of the country are
all in the prison, there is battle in the country, the fire of sadness burns in the hearts. The
mind does not rest anywhere. There is scarcity of food in the home of the poor, there are no
cloth to wear. When I think of the country, sleep remains away from my eyes, after bathing I
asked my mother for Bihu dress, my mother opened the empty bamboo basket and wept, I got
ashamed in mind). In order to inculcate and infuse more national sentiment among the
peasantry, we find the following expression in the Bihu song, ‘Aji Bihut Gogona Nalage /
Bajise Ronor veri / Aha saji-kasi pranare logori / Badhu Akatar jori.’ (We don’t need gogener,
a small kind instrument made of bamboo, in this Bihu, as there is blowing of trumpet for war,
comes prepared my friend so dear to my heart, let’s us tie the thread of unity). In a same
manner, the peasantry of Borhulla gathered to celebrate Bihu, but their Bihu songs were
filled up patriotic consciousness particularly an awareness of the plight of peasants. Their
Bihu song expressed that sentiment: ‘Harak pani kori o’ mur kisak bhai / tejak pani kori o’
mur kisak bhai / sali toli korilu mati / o’ mur kisak bhai / aru nathaku sai / akata gohibor hol
/ Sulani dhanot o’ mur kisak / jamidar sarkare o’ mur kisak bhai / melile boliya hati / o’ mur
kisak bhai / aru nathaku sai / akota gohibor hol.’ (O my farmer friend, the field for sali
cultivation has been prepared, leaving no stone untouched, o’ my farmer friend, there is no
time to wait and ponder now ! It is high time to unite. O’ my farmer friend! The government
of the Zaminder has let the wild elephant loose on the golden paddy field. O’ my farmer
friend! We should not tolerate any more, it is time to unite and protest). Likewise, in order to
establish communal harmony among the different castes of the peasantry, we see the following
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Bihu song expressed the sentiment: ‘Dhudor ali bondhale / kune o’ lahari tumia ami / asilu
milere / tumar mon bongile kune / tumaloi saute / japana diute / bindhile aghaya hule /
tumar mone gole / muru mone gole / kariba kalita kule’. (This is the song of a lover sung
before his sweet heart. He described that ones Dhudor Ali was constructed by the peasant
workers irrespective of caste and community. Likewise, Bihu husari is also organized by all
caste and community. He belongs to different community and his sweet heart belongs to
Kalita caste. Their Bihu is symbol of unity and integrity. Hence, Kalita or any other caste is
not a problem making a conjugal life’). In fact, mobilization of the peasantry through Bihu
and its songs had three importance features. First, the membership and involvement of the
rural masses increased in the Ryot Sabhas. Secondly, the Bihu songs which were sung in the
movement exposed the strong bitter sentiments and protest against the colonial government.
The Third, but not less important fact was that the Bihu played an important part in
mobilization of Peasantry through democratic front and integrity that emerged from the
rural areas of the Brahmaputra Valley through the Ryot Sabha. From that point of view, we
may draw that the Bihu songs were able to establish strong integrity among the rural masses
through the Ryot Sabha which later on contributed solid integration in the freedom struggle
against the British government. Indeed, the Bihu songs decidedly help us to have a more
comprehensive view of the events in Assam history in the freedom struggle. These are yet to
be properly evaluated on the basis of richly documented evidences.
Anyway, it is our fourth and humble approach to publish this volume of Journal of
the department of History of our College. This editorial does not claim any originality.
Much of the thoughts expressed here have been picked up from numerous publications. Not
a perfect volume in many ways, nevertheless we feel that the completion of this volume, in a
way, is redemption of our pledge to the subject of history. In this context, special expression
of our gratefulness goes to our founder Principal Sjt. Ananda Saikia, who is also a devoted
scholar in the field of historical research, Sjt. Durlav Chandra Mahanta, founder President,
Governing Body and Sjt. Indrajit Kumar Barua, president of the present Governing body of
our college. Their inspiration and guidance, in fact, sustained us in our Journal. We would
forever remain grateful to all the contributors of the research papers and learned Advisory
Board. Finally, we offer our sincere thanks to Mr. Latu Gogoi, M/S L.G. computer & printing
centre,Lichubari, Jorhat for taking up the task of computerization with much care and patience.
Expecting healthy criticism and encouragement from learned section,
With esteem regards,
Department of History
Cinnamara College,
Cinnamara, Jorhat-8(Assam)

(Dr. Anjan Saikia)
Editor
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Tourism in Sikkim, between Cultural and
Natural heritage
Olivier Chiron
Doctor in Human Geography
and teacher in Himalayan field
Bordeaux University, France
In this paper, based on my field ground from 2007 to 2013, we seek to analyze the
practices and places of tourism in the Himalayan state of Sikkim. Finally, we discuss in the
last part of this article on the relation between hosts and the tourists in a cultural exchange
in the homestay and on reconstructed heritage sites revisited by Indian tourists.
The total number of foreign tourists in India was 5.9 million in 2010, and 6, 6
million in 2012, and is expected to reach 9,000,000 in 2020 (source) and more than 850
millions in 2016 (Singh, unpublished notes). Today, India ranks 40th among 60 top tourist
destinations but domestic tourism is the most developed in the country while international
tourism is lesser. The primary purpose of Indian tourists is religious; it is for example a
pilgrimage; yatra, join family visit (parivar, family). The other purpose of visit is frequently
motivated by business purpose (conference, marketing). The conference’s tourism is
increasing in India.
Now, let us examine the domestic tourism in India which is studied by Gladstone
(2005) and Singh (2001). But the behaviour and the relation with hosts is studied by Sagar
Singh (2016) in an autoethnographic study in order to understand the reciprocal relation
between hosts and tourists. According to Tej Singh (2004), more than 94 % Indian tourists
travel for religious worship. Other forms of domestic tourism also exist, such as tourists
are thus nowadays diverse and plural. The practices of domestic tourism in India have to
be more clearly defined and characterized the type of tourists’s model: how do they move,
think and consider their touristic space in the point of view of the tourists.
Since, Sikkim became a full fledged Indian state, 25 years ago, domestic tourists
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have shown keen interest in visiting the region and Sikkim emerges as a major touristic
destination with 633 000 visited Sikkim in 2009 (according to Gvt. of Sikkim, Dpt of
Tourism in Rizan, Ashokan 2013: 414) and 577 991 domestic visitors and 40213 foreign
tourists in 2014 (Pradhan 2016). A large majority of tourists associate leisure to religious
tourism and thus, these practices are different from Europeans tourists (Sacareau 2012:
199-202). Why sacred sites of Sikkim, historical or religious place attract so many people
particularly these religious sites located in some headlands (Solophok, Ariyar, Jangchod
chörten, Pemayangtse and Samdruptse, and c...) because Sikkim is not a place of pilgrimage
compare to the attractive centres of pilgrimage of Jagannath-Puri along the costal plain of
Odisha in the periphery of Sikkim religious’s centres but in the Himalayan’s mountains ?
Recently, new sites have been built, especially in South district in Namchi under
the auspicious sign of the chief minister, Pawan Kumar Chamling who have planed the
construction of the new heritage sites in Namchi. So, we focus in this text our attention on
two kind of sacred sites: former and ancient (like in Do drül chörten, Samdruptse, Solophok,
and Kaychupalri) or essentially recent (new buildings with big statues) with Samdruptse (a
Guru Rimpoche statue) and Solophok (a Shiva statue).
The region is dissected through gorgeous valleys described by the meanderings of
the Tista River and its tributaries (Choudhury 2006: 9), towards Lachen in the West and
Lachung in the East, (two radial valleys with the river of Lachen, Lachung, the most important
bank tributary of the Teesta) accentuates from Mangan (956 m) by going towards the
plateau of Yumthang (more than 3600 m). This zone corresponds to a way, an area forming
an isthmus between the hinterland of Bengal and the Himalayan mountain of Sikkim.
Thus,we can consider geographically this region as a “bend”, due to the northward
curve of the river from the south and the Bengal plains, where water is the key element of
the geomorphological device of the region. It is even more commonly known as the “chicken
neck” near Siliguri corridor (Chiron 2015, Lamballe 2002).
In this article, we would like to show the geographic origin of the tourists (mainly
come from the big cities), as well as their practice around the cultural heritage. We especially
focus on the reconstruction of the cultural and natural heritage and emphasize that there is
5
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a process of sanctuarization in spiritual parks of religious tourism especially in Solophok.
We question how the locals and the tourists are involved in the process of heritagization
and thus give a meaning to the Sikkim space or heritages places. The tourists have their
own reading of the space. There is also evidence to suggest that if there is different touristical
practices, there are different tourism and different heritages sites with different values. The
different values attached to cultural heritage and the different values systems through which
heritage is filtered. This values have a positive and negative impact on the traditional heritage.
The construction of the dams is a sign of the State’s will to control the water and
the Tista River, which is the source of electricity in the northeast quarter of Sikkim at
Mount Pao Humri (7?m) which flows from North and South. This water that leaves the
Himalayas flows into the Tista and then goes towards the Ganges before to reach the
Brahmaputra, it is the symbolic of Parvat. “Parvati” the mountaineer and Durga, both
married to Shiva, the ascetic god of the Himalayas. Water is of crucial importance for this
region but it is also the prerogative of the gods. It is endowed with a strong symbolism and
attracts many tourists and pilgrims who appreciate the beautiful romantic cascades, in
front of which the Indian couples like to be photographed and thus posed in front of
Kangchendzonga falls or Phamrong falls (West Sikkim).
It is true to say that these tourists come mainly from the big cities, here they come
to admire the magnificent environmental setting of Sikkim as well as its cultural heritage.
Another place of great interest is in West of Sikkim, the “wish full filling lake” of Sikkim
which takes a great importance in the representation of the place by the tourists. Here, the
lake has a great symbolic and symbolizes a lotus (Kecheodpalri) in the Vajrayana Buddhism
and recalls the presence of Tara Dolma, the Tibetan deity of Buddhism whose foot print is
the wish fulfilling lake of Kaychupalri and attract not only tourists but local pilgrims and
monks in the surroundings villages of Lethang, Chojo and Kaychupalri communities. The
lake is also the place of a Hindu worship with a temple (mandir) near the lake.
In total, Indian tourism in Sikkim according to my surveys account for 70%, with
foreigners venue for only 30% of the total. But, the Bengali Indian tourists are as much
attracted by the mountains as by the sea. As a consequence, they also frequent the coastlines

6
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of Odisha and West Bengal, the tourists beaches of Digha especially, Shankarpur,
Mandarmoni, Gopalpur as well as the major temple of Jagannath Puri, place of Hindu
pilgrimage for Vimala (situated on a hillock), Krishna Jagannatha, Balara, Shubadra, Vishnou
(Eck 2012: 277,390-391). Spatially, the coastline, the city and the mountains can be combined
in the main tourist attractions. Some people from Kolkata, for example can go to Sikkim
and even to Bhutan where there are actually many tourists from West Bengal.
One of the specificity of the region we are studying is actually being the home of
Bengali family tourism (82% of the total number of Indian visitors recorded in 2008-2009),
it shows how what our surveys also say constantly. Despite this, on the other hand, Sikkim
is not included in the list of ten Indian states most visited by foreign tourists:
Figure 1: The ten Indian states most visited by foreign tourists
Delhi

17.3%

Maharashtra

14.5%

Uttar Pradesh

11.6%

Rajasthan

10.7%

Tamil Nadu

9.1 %

West Bengal

8.8%

Andhra Pradesh 5.9%
Karnataka

4.4%

Kerala

3.8 %

Goa

3.3%

There was a significant inflow between 2003 and 2006, with an augmentation of
65% despite a significant decrease was observed in 2007 (minus 45%). After thorough
surveys of tourist flows, it can be seen that most of them come from the warm and humid
plain of Bengal near the Duars. It is an important source of income (in 2010) generated by
domestic tourism (7 lakhs in 2010), seven times more than by international tourism (0.21
lakhs in 2010).
The starting points of this tourism are the sprawling cities of Kolkata (the place of
distribution of the “Sikkim” film by Satyajit Ray and discussed by S. Das 2014) of Siliguri,
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the city of Midnapore (district near Kolkata), Delhi- Uttar Pradesh (6% with large numbers
of tour operators), Mumbai in Maharastra (5%), Ahmedabad (5%) in Gujarat. For the rest
of India, tourists also come from more southern states such as Kerala, which is also the
most prevalent center for Ayurvedic tourism in India (mainly Trivandrum), Andra Pradesh
(city of Hyderabad), Karnataka and Bangalore (in particular with fewer than six families in
2011 who came from there during the interviews in 2011).
In fact, few tourists come from Southern India and the states of Karnataka, Kerala,
Tamil Nadu or Andhra Pradesh which is an interesting observation for the Sikkim touristic
activity. Moreover, it can be noted that they are served appropriate dishes according to
their regional culinary tastes (at the Himalayan Golden Heights of Gangtok for example)
and they are subject to special care as soon as they arrive at the hotel.
I noticed that in Sikkim, the practice of recreational tourism (and especially around
Lake Kaychupalri) merges with that of the pilgrimage: tourists go around the sacred lake
on a walk (near a hill at Shilling Dara) as well as they go to the Hindu temple (mandir
parikrama). This tourist practice complementary to the act of pilgrimage has also
repercussions in other regions of the Himalayas: Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand (Dev
Bhumi, the land of the gods) as well as in Jammu and Kashmir where the tourists explore
the scenes of Hindi Bollywood movies very much popular for them. Indian films are often
filmed in some remote places where there is a kind of sweet atmosphere, to express a
romantic feeling. «There is a extraordinary link between romance, sex and mythology
according to Lugtendorf (2005) in an Hindu saga» (Chiron 2014: 96). The representation
of the landscape is symbolic.
Figure 2: Table of states that mostly visit Sikkim
West Bengal

56 %

Sikkim

12.2%

Maharastra

3.5 %

Assam

5.1%

Delhi

7.4 %

Uttar Pradesh

4.9 %

Arunachal Pradesh 3.3%
Gujarat

2.9 %

Bihar

3.8 %

8

Source:Personal Surveys and
Census of India, Gvt. Sikkim /
Dpt of Tourism,2011.
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Concerning these origin of the tourists, the geographical origins of these tourists
come mainly from the large cities of the plain and from the North of India and for religious
reasons as well as social or cultural other reasons to share with the inhabitant the grandiose
environment and its reconstructed cultural heritage.
According to the Statistical Handbook between 2003 and 2006, Indian tourism is
increasing by 82% of Bengalis tourists according to our surveys 2008-2009) and is growing
even in comparison with tourism of foreigners according to the Statistical Handbook, we
used Statistical method to analyze the tourist factors in Sikkim.
Today, in 2014, it can be estimated that Bengali Indian tourism (55, 8%) in proportion
has decreased to the benefit of other geographical origins of nearby states such as according
to the Census of India 2011 (Figure 2): Assam 5, 1%, Bihar (3,8%), Arunachal Pradesh
(3.3%), Uttar Pradesh and Delhi (11%), or Jharkhand in Northern India. Sikkim has become
attractive to other states of India than the Sikkimese themselves (note that they represent
according to the Census of India 2011, 11% of the local or regional visitors) who are
considered as local or regional tourists. But, Sikkim welcome visitors from other states
such as Maharastra (3.5%), and Gujarat (2.9%).
The Indian tourist shows a cultural interest for religions different from his own.
For example, he will meet the Buddhist religion on the sacred site of Samdruptse where
the giant statue of Padmasambhava stands. He also frequented the Hindu site of Solophok,
which was designated as a pilgrimage site and cultural center a “Cum Pilgrimage Cultural
Center” inaugurated in November of this 2011 year (Chiron 2013). It costed a lot of money
about 99.56 crores (14 million €). This mountain landscape located on the fringes of the
Indian world and in periphery of the Tibetan Himalayan or Tibetan-Burman cultural area is
perceived as a new frontier of Indian tourism, “the new Eldorado”, an ideal place for
honeymoon.
The heritagization of certain sacred spaces (complete recent restoration of the
Kaychupalri monastery, Tashiding monastery, Yuksam Norbu Gang coronation site) brings
tourist flows by bus or jeeps converging to these sites managed and sometimes renovated
by the ‘Archeological Survey of India’ but also in some places like Solophok making a
marketing heritage. Indeed, around the great religious sites and according to our fieldwork,
we also noted this heritagization of the Buddhist heritage reconstructed by tourism money
9
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or government investment, and even in other religious sites of a universal character (on the
site of Solophok in Sikkim for example). In this regard, these sites represent a universal
heritage shared by the Sikkimese regardless of their religion (they go from one site to
another) and their rank in society (high lamas classes, religious pilgrims, high casts). During
our survey, we questioned the different categories/ concepts that compare a recent heritage
reconstructed from an ancient patrimony such as the monasteries at the base of a religious
landscape; a palimpsest of a period regretted by certain Sikkim Buddhist minorities
(Suchismita Das: 2014).
Tourism money was used to renovate older sites (Rabdentse, Dubddi) and to remodel
them or to build new sites by Indian companies (Dulco, Hindustan Steel Work, etc.) and by
transforming the local architectural heritage renovated in more recent heritage (Mitra, Roy,
D, 2015: 173), the creation of the government with the support of Hong Kong and Shanghai
Banking Corporation.
On the soil of Sikkim (India), we note the flourishing development of Hinduism in
the pattern of mandala, it can be understood as a conquest the territory, revealed by the
presence of the temples at the four corners of the complex and the statue of Shiva erected
at the very center, raised higher than the surroundings temples and reached after climbing
massive stairs (the whole thing featuring a stratum pattern). This particular architecture is
a means of giving reality to the Hinduist cult in Sikkim. It’s a new territorial implantation of
religion mainly since 1975 (date of the annexation of Sikkim into India) resting on new
spatial inscriptions, markers. The statue of Kirateshwar at the entrance of the path evokes
the figure of a Hindu warrior, symbolical of the conquest of the territory by Hindus gods :
a patrimonial staging in the Hindu notion of religious territory.
Solophok delimited a char dam, it creates territory, and extends the Indian Hindu
symbolism on a traditional Buddhist territory and whose traditions (tribal with the Tibetoburmese populations, Lepcha with Bongthism, Buddhism with Bhotya, Yumanism with
Limboo) differ from Indian despite its annexation to India in 1975.
This reproduction of the char dam created since 2011 (exactly in november 2011
for the inauguration of the big statue) in Namchi at the regional scale of Sikkim for
development purpose. Spatially it is extended the religious territory of an Hindu nation
10
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(Tarabout, Berti 2009) on a former Buddhist Nation and Kingdom, a contemporary form
of Hindu conquest of the soil. Diana Eck (2012) has showed the importance of the sacred
territory in India and also the reproduction of the temple in small size like in Solophok. It is
also the aim of tourists being settled on a temporary territory to interact with these spaces
by discovering them through their imagination and for leisure activities.
As for the foreign populations, with their processions of trekkers fascinated by the
Himalayan peaks, the study shows that they do not always have the same centers of interest
as the Indian tourists and did not always mix with them and do not share the same places
especially along the trekking trails. Foreign tourists said that they loved nature and enjoyed
the natural landscape, snow-capped peaks and peaceful places. The mountains are seen as
recreational place of relaxation or recreation. Sikkim represents this quest for the exotic or
ascetic ideal and withdrawn from the world. In this view, they are very much making to
discover their country, Sikkimese are opening their country to the ecotourism. Indeed, the
place of ecotourism in the management of the environment and local cultures is increasingly
important.
Indeed, there is an augmentation of Ecotourism Development Committees in the
fringe of the Kangchendzonga National Park zone by enlivening the rural and village areas
and using the local populations available to participate in the development of ecotourism.
Local committees are involved in the management of sustainable development in Himalayan
mountain area of Sikkim.Thus, locally these micro-structures (committees Ngo:
Kangchendzonga Conservation Committee based in Yuksam, Green circle, Kaychupalri
Welfare Committee; Samdruptse Management Committee and others village communities
ecotourism based like Yuskam Ecotourism Committee, Yambong Ecotourism Committee,
Dzongu Ecotourism Committee, Tshoka Ecotourism Committee, Sidrangyangbong Friendly
Society ; community based trekking ecotourism, Joint Forest Management Committee,
gram panchayats) sometimes sponsored by the government of Sikkim (Chiron 2012: 92).
Thus, this exceptional environment of Sikkim which makes this place a unique ecological
region with more than 35 species of rhododendrons, 448 orchids and 20 species of Bamboos
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of different sizes in the Kangchendzonga National Park, associations and committees in
the area of the Kangchendzonga National Park are all affected by touristic activities and
particularly by mountaineering trekking.
It is a place where ecotourism developed considerably and provide an important
source of income for the local population. The homestay, the dwelling of the inhabitant, has
also developed in recent years in a principle of exchange, where the tourist residing in the
inhabitant learn the customs of another place and were transpose in a local family. In a
homestay, tourists can eat ethnic and exotic dishes of the region (momos, thukpa, Tibetan
bread, etc..). The reception of the tourists received as hosts to the homestay provide a
significant income and complementary activities to the local populations who in the same
time weave bonds of friendship with the tourist populations, when one meet each other in
a principle of reciprocity (MIT, 2002).
These are crossed territories where mobile tourist companies (Mathis Stock, 2005)
meet the dimension of another humanized mountain territory (presence of yaks at high
altitudes in the village, crops on the slopes therefore a humanized mountain environment).
The homestay, which is still underdeveloped in Sikkim, is nevertheless already playing an
important role by improving the financial autonomy of local communities (with agricultural
and trekking activities) in Western Sikkim, especially in Yuksam.
Sanu Kinzang, a member of the Yuskam village belonging to Bhotya community,
has got in this village a hotel “the yak and yeti”. This hostel welcomes tourists in an homestay.
Hotel prices are not excessive and affordable (on average less than 1,000 rupees per night
in Yuksam, West village). Here in 2008 and 2009, we met mostly in the evening the foreign
and domestic tourists by exchanging about the history and culture of Sikkim while chatting
and eating momos (ravioli with flour stuffed with vegetables, meats or cheese). The
Sikkimese also use to talk about the environment, explaining the importance of protected
areas and the role of the yak losing its pasture land due to the set-aside of the land by drastic
protection measures aimed at protecting the Park and reducing the number of animals
(with associations based at Yuskam such as Yuskam Eco-Tourism Service provider).
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The leader is called Phembu Nadikpa or “Pala” (father in Tibetan language) for the
local population. We met other Bhotyas, such as Nadikpa, Phemba Bhotya in the village
below make handicraft also in the village (in Peeling the cooperative just opened) or Phembu
Bhoyta who manages the drinks and the restaurant because people in the surroundings
Lepcha village are poor and unfortunately alcoholic and drink many beers. We have already
noticed in the region and in Sikkim since the beginning of the century (Gorer 1938) that
conditions of living were very poor for Lepcha people, and Lepcha people lived on the
threshold of self-subsistence (all the resources may not be sufficient even rice imported
from Bihar, West Bengal and Odisha), clothes and habitat remain obsolete. An enormous
effort is made within the local villages for tourism and hospitality. The Lepchas are very
hospitable but they don’t have homestay in Kaychupalri area. Thus, despite the presence of
their religious heritage in the form of festivals and monasteries; we are in fact in a very
poor region as described above and this is what we saw during my fieldwork in this original
geographic area (Chiron 2007: village of Chojo, Lethang, Linge, Kaychupalri).
In the village of Kaychupalri-Linge-Tshojo, some member of the Lepcha community
ask for money to Shangderpa Bhotya (village of Tshojo) and buy rice from Pema Rigdzin
Bhotya or from other Bhotya like Nyngma Sherpa (lived in Tshojo). The money borrowed
varies from 300 to 1400 rps. They repay the money from their loan by working in the
cardamom plantations from Shangderpa Bhotya. With the surplus of the cardamom, the
Lepcha buy rice, sugar, tea and salt. But, this is their only benefit because the Lepcha sell
their land and especially that of the fields of cardamom. The selling price of cardamom in
2005 to kg is around 100 rps. The cardamon farms belong mainly to the Bhotya tribe
(Chiron 2007: 122). Most of the rice fields have been converted into dry crop fields and
cardamom plantations over the past decade (Chiron 2007: 68).
In the village of Chojo, the three Bhotya families have an 8-hectare farm, which is
not a very large size.Bhotya are not sufficient to develop too much cash crops and they do
not even have enough money to renovate the school despite the presence of cash crops like
cardamom plantations with people who also own land in some fields lands around and thus
invest in land and hotels like Phemba Bhotya.
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The perception by tourists of the sacred landscape of Kaychupalri has something
to do with the excellent and perfect location of the lake. This place, the pure land of
Vajrayogini (Ti. Rdor je rnyal bro ma) is associated to the teaching lineage of Naropa
(1016-1100), the Indian Buddhist master whose teachings are followed by the Kagyupa
Tibetan Buddhist sect, the reformed school of Buddhism which emphasize oral transmission
(Chiron 2013: 24). In the Tibetan representation of the sacred landscape, in a symbolic
representation of nature, the lake and the mountain are associated to a clanic combination
(Bentley 2: 99-100) each group of related families (clan) are the descendants of a mountain
(male component) or a lake (female component). The hostel of Pala (pala means father in
Tibetan a very old Bhotya) is situated on the hill above the wish fulfilling lake of Kaychupalri,
it is far from the main road linked to the bazaar of Kaychupalri busty. This old lama (older
than 70 years old and known from everybody) practices Tantric yoga inspired by Milarepa
in a hut near the homestay, thus he imitates Milarepa (1040-1123), the famous Tibetan yogi
master, he shows to the tourists the postures of this yogi with his song before or after the
meal in his meditation hut. It reflects the different postures of the yogi master and the realm
of the khechara mudra, an harmonious and metaphorical hand gesture (Evershed, Fish
2006: 10) between the physical representation of the lake and its interpretation by Buddhist
religion.
During the lunch, the host share a very basic but delicious food and do justice to
the meal, it is a sign of sikkimese hospitality and even an earthquake (like the 18 September
2011) can’t disturb this quiet atmosphere at Pala house. I was in Pala house this unforgettable
night of the 18 september 2011 and the atmosphere was so sweet that nobody would have
expected this event. A few minutes after the disaster, the villagers recited mantras to keep
the soul of the sacred landscape and the gods of the earth (Ti. sa bdag) in order to preserve
the balance on earth and human in the cosmos as well as the khechara world of
Khecheodpalri-Kaychupalri.
By way of conclusion, in my research (Ph.D), I have developed the idea that the
patrimonial inheritance within the Kaychupalri area of West Sikkim transcends the physical
elements of property ownership and include the inheritance of sacred landscape. Indeed,
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the transmission of this heritage belongs to immaterial patrimony such as the sacred
landscape and oral traditions (Chiron 2013: 22). To take over the intangible heritage or
religiously appropriate symbolic space and territorial markers such as temples evolving
also under the impact of mobilities including religious conversion, invention, syncretism
and migrations (including temporary migration tourism). We note a process of
territorialization (Vincent 1995: 367) and sanctuarization of religious site and making
sometimes marketing heritage in Solophok (South Sikkim) contrasted with the traditional
heritage of typical Lepcha Buddhist area of oral traditions of Kaychupalri (Chiron 2013).
Source: According to the summary, the tourism sectorin India. UBI Economic Mission Indian Ministry of Tourism).
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The history of the Vedanta
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The Meaning of Vedanta
The term Vedanta has come from two Sanskrit words: Veda and Anta. Veda means
the four Vedas viz. Rik, Sama,Yajur and Arthava.Each Veda has four parts: Mantra,
Brahmana, Aranyaka and the Upanishad. The Upanishads comprise the last part of the
Vedas and therefore they are called the ‘anta’ of the Vedas. So generally by Vedanta we
mean the Upanishads. This is however the etymological meaning of the word. But in the
course of its development it has changed its original meaning and has taken new import.
Now by Vedanta we follow a definite philosophy propounded by many philosophers
beginning from Badarayana.
The Origin of Vedanta
We have mentioned above that the Vedanta as a philosophy starts with the
Upanishads. There are other philosophies in India and all of them try to take the elements
from the Upanishads. But the Vedanta is directly involved in the Upanishads. To this effect
Dr. Radhakrishnan observes, “Later systems of philosophy display an almost pathetic anxiety
to accommodate their doctrines to the views of the Upanisads, even if they cannot father
them all on them.” (Indian Philosophy, Vol.I, p.138)The Upanishads are more popular
than other Vedic parts due to their non-mythological and non-theological approach. But
they are not truly philosophical treatises; rather they are mainly soul-searching books.
They are the products of different authors at different times. So it will be a wild goose
chase if we go to search in them for any system. So it is difficult to pinpoint a definite
philosophy in them. But one truth is certain that they potentially bear the seeds of the later
Vedanta in an unthinkable manner. Their highest contribution is a non-dualistic metaphysics
which has been adopted by the later Vedantins like Shankaracharya (hereafter Shankara).
After the Upanishads we have the Bhagavadgita (hereafter Gita) which comprises
another source of the Vedanta. The writer of the Gita (the writer is unknown, assumed to
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be Vyasa) has felt that the Upanishads are not meant for common people as they are meant
for the elite section of the pundits. So he has felt the necessity of creating a book which
might attract the minds of the common people. He has, therefore, selected a common
episode of the Kurukshetra war between the Kauravas and the Pandavas. The Gita refers
to the despondency of Arjuna, one of the great fighters of the war on the Pandava side.
Along with Krishna, his friend and charioteer, Arjuna has come to the battlefield in which
he has seen his own kinsmen with whom he would have to fight. So he has decided not to
fight and sat on his chariot calmly. At this Krishna has come forward to advise him on the
Vedantic line so that he would be able to induce him to fight. Krishna here stands for God
in the form of a Supreme Person. It is said that Krishna owes his existence to the Upanishadic
Brahman from whom he draws Godhood. So the Gita goes by the name of theistic Vedanta
which stands counter to the Upanishadic Absolutism. This theism is not however of the
form as advocated by the Nyaya-Vaisheshika and Yoga philosophers; but theism as tinged
with absolutism, that is, the God of the Gita is the outward form of Brahman as described
in the Upanishad. Many later followers of the Vedanta have followed the concept of BrahmanGod in place of an individual God as different from the world. In this way the Vedanta has
come to us in two forms: one is absolutistic Vedanta as advocated by the Upanishads and
theistic Vedanta as advocated by the Gita.
The Rise and Development of Vedanta
We have already shown how the Upanishads are regarded as the earliest source of
Vedanta. But they could not satisfy the later intelligent minds. These minds felt the necessity
of modifying, summing up and reinterpreting them conforming to the age they lived. Such
a man was Badarayana. It is assumed that Badarayana appeared on the earth just after the
writing of the Bhagavadgita. His time is assumed to be from 500 B.C. to 200 A.D. It is
however a very long period for a man to take his birth. It will be logical if we assume his
rise in and around the rise of Jesus Christ. There are however critics who want to place the
Brahmasutra before the Gita.
Badarayana has written Brahma- or Vedanta-sutra in the aphoristic style. Its main
theme is to enquire into Brahman, the name of ultimate reality in Vedantic parlance. He has
presented the Upanishadic concepts in formulas or axioms. He has arranged the Upanishadic
thoughts in a consecutive manner. Rather we may say that he has formulated a system out
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of the different trends eulogized in theUpanishads. He has discovered the consistent whole
in them and with this consistent whole he has bound the doctrines systematically.
We find at least five hundred and fifty five sutras in the Brahmasutra. Badarayana
has abstracted the theories from the discrete observations of different thinkers of the
Upanishadic period. But his sutras have also posed problems as they are too obscure to
understand. So we find interpreters like Gaudapada,Shankaracharya (hereafter Shankara),
Bhaskara, Yadavaprakasha, Ramanuja, Keshava, Nilakantha, Nimbarka, Madhva, Baladeva,
Vallabha, Vijnabhikshu etc. They have commented upon all the three sources of the Vedanta,
viz. the Upanishads, the Brahmasutra and the Bhagavadgita, which are regarded the
prasthanatraya. These philosophers have interpreted these three famous treatises as suited
to their own views.
Gaudapada is regarded as the first exponent of the Vedanta and he interprets it in
the advaitic line. He is said to have lived in the earlier part of the eighth century A.D. He
has emphasized the concept of Maya and presented it not principally as a power of God but
as the principle of illusion which not only covers reality but presents unreality. He has
mainly interpreted the Mandukya Upanisad in his Kaarikaa. In his interpretation he has
mainly relied on the Buddhist concept of reality although he has not contributed to the
Buddhist teaching of absolute nothing (Sunya).
Shankara isone of the most prominent interpreters of Vedanta. His rise is assumedto
fall between seventh and ninth centuries. He has interpreted the Vedanta in the advaitic
line. He has propounded the theory of advaita Vedanta i.e. non-dualistic Vedanta in which
Brahman (It is actually Brahma, being the short form of Brahman. The word Brahman here
does not mean either Brahmin or Brahmaa, the creator God.) is regarded as the only reality
the others being ultimately unreal or illusory. Shankara strictly adheres to the Upanishadic
concept that Brahman is Atman i.e. the ultimate reality is the Self itself. His whole philosophy
may be summed up in one verse composed by him. This verse is translated by Max Muller
in the following way: “In one half verse I shall tell you what has been told in thousands of
volumes : Brahman is true, the world is false, man’s soul is Brahman and nothing else.” It
needs no explanation.
Bhaskara has written a commentary on the Brahmasutra called the
Bhaskarabhasya.(His time is assumed around 900 A.D. In it he has propounded the theory
of bhedabhedavada or the theory of multiplicity and unity. He says that both unity and
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multiplicity are real. While the causal state of Brahman is of unity its evolved state is of
multiplicity. He rejects Gaudapada’s illusion theory. He does not deny karma. It is, in his
opinion, the means to attain knowledge which effectuates liberation of the soul. This theory
is known as jnana-karma-samuccaya.
Yadavaprakasha is a Vedantin who lived in the eleventh century A.D. He has
interpreted Vedanta in the non-dualistic line. He has contributed to Bhaskara’s theory of
bhedabhedavada. This theory holds that though Brahman undergoes changes it does not
lose its non-dual nature. As a cause Brahman is non-dual and as an effect it is dual. From
this standpoint it may be said that Brahman and the world are both different and nondifferent.
Ramanuja arose in the eleventh century A.D. He did not agree with Yadavaprakasa’s
views. He called his philosophy as Visistaadvaitavada meaning qualified nondualism.Although he admits non-dualism he admits it as qualified. Soul and matter are the
qualifications of ultimate reality deemed as Brahman. He rejects the nirguna concept of
Brahman but accepts its saguna (qualified) concept. Thus his Brahman appears before us
as real God. His philosophy is therefore regarded as theistic Vedanta which stands against
Shankara’s absolutistic Vedanta.
Keshava comes at a later period to Ramanuja. He is in the opinion that the soul is
both the knower and intelligence. The soul not only knows but also works. The soul,
according to him, is just an anu i.e. atom. Although it is of the size of the anu, it pervades
the whole body. Explaining the nature of matter he says that it is both different from and
one with Brahman. As there is no difference between the serpent and its hood, similarly
there is no difference between Brahman and matter. The jiva is also different from and
identical with Brahman. He ascribes good and auspicious qualities to Brahman and therefore
refutes the qualityless nature of it. He presents these theories in his Tattvaprakashika, a
commentary on the Bhagavadgita.
Then Nilakantha comes to the scene and holds that without the cause the effect
cannot come into existence. He also like Keshava admits that the soul anavik i.e. atomic in
nature. It is a real part of Brahman. It is something like the light of the sun or fire. He
delineates these views in his Brahmamimamsa.
Nimbarka did flourish just after Ramanuja. He elucidates his view of the distinctness
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of the soul, God and the world. His doctrine is called dvaitaadvaitavada i.e. dualistic nondualism. He says that the soul is a form of knowledge. It is also the source of knowledge.
In these affairs it is not independent of Brahman in the sense of God. Brahman is not
without qualities. It possesses auspicious qualities. Nimbarka admits the theory of incarnation
(avatara).
Madhva, another important Vedantin, flourished in 12th century. He rose against
Shankara’s non-dualism and propounded absolute dualism. He also disagrees with Ramanuja
and holds that individual souls are different from one another. He denies Ramanuja’s theory
that Brahman is the material cause (upadana karana) of the universe. He does not hold that
the world is the body of Brahman. He says that God and souls are different. Similarly there
is difference between the soul and matter. He presents his views in his commentary on the
Kena Upanishad.
In the fifteenth century we have another Vedantain named Vallabha. His
interpretation of the Vedanta is theistic. His philosophy is known as Shuddhaadvaita. It is
pure non-dualism. He regards the world to be real and it is subtly Brahman. All are in
essence Brahman. They comprise the being of Brahman. He denies Maya. If we admit
Maya then we will face dualism because in that case Maya would be a second entity.
Vijnabhikshu is a sixteenth century Vedantin. He is both a Samkhyist and Vedantin
and tries to bridge the two systems. He admits of theistic Vedanta and rejects absolute nondualism. He says that the Samkhya is to be understood in the light of the Vedanta and vice
versa. He says that our bondage is due to ignorance. He denies Maya being a species of
subjective idealism as advocated by the Yogachara Buddhists. This is therefore not a Vedantic
theory but a Buddhist one.There are other minor Vedanta philosophers. But I am not
willing to discuss on them due to the shortage of space.
The Decline and Revival of Vedanta
The medieval period (from 600 A.D. to 1200 A.D.) is the heyday of philosophic
thinking. It has suddenly stopped as and when the Muslims invaded Indian and ruled till
the British began to rule the country. India has lost the traditional philosophical thinking.
But the Vedanta survived as Vaishnavism, a religious movement taking its root in the Vedanta.
At the advent of the Muslim culture Hinduism was about to collapse. So people thought of
a viable religion and they found it in Vaishnavism.
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Chaitanya and Shankardeva are two Vaishnava exponents who found the Vedantic
Brahman in the being of Vishnu or Krishna. In place of the impersonal Absolute they have
presented the personal God, so that people can offer devotion to Him. Chaitanyadeva
however has remained faithful to the concept of Maya and he has seen this female force of
creation in the being of Radha. Shankardeva on the other hand has not felt the necessity of
importing the concept of Radha in his Vaishnavism. Other Vaishnava propounders are
Jayadeva, Vidyapati, Umapati, Chandi Das etc.
Chaitanya and Shankardeva both flourished in the fifteenth-sixteenth centuries:
Chaitanya in Bengal and Shankardeva in Assam. Shankardeva was especially influenced
by the Bhagavata Purana which is regarded as the quintessence of the Vedanta philosophy.
Both have given new form to the Vaishnava cult. Both Chaitanya and Shankardeva has a
large following.
Vaishnavism is the religion which has been able to thwart the advance of Islam in
India. The philosophical background of this religion was established by Ramanuja, Madhva,
Nimbarka and Vallabha and under their influence it flourished in the South like anything.
Later one it spread to Northern India and under these circumstances these two doyen
Shankardeva and Chaitanyadeva of eastern India flourished. Their Bhaktivada has imported
a new blood to moribund Hinduism and it has given it a new dimension. This may be
viewed as the revival of Vedanta in a new form.
Neo-Vedantins
Vivekananda, it is to be remembered, is not a system builder but a preacher. He
prefers a Vedantic way of life as he understands it. In his speeches and writings we see a
humanistic bias with a Vedantic outlook. He tries to bring out the divinity which lies within
man.
Sri Aurobindo, a contemporary of Vivekananda, is another modern Vedantin with a
realistic outlook. He is not exactly a philosopher but a saint of a higher order. His The Life
Divine is a famous book where he propounds his theory of realistic Advaita Vedanta. He
denies the illusionist Advaita Vedanta of Shankara. He goes back to the Upanishadic thinking
in this respect and delineates them in the above book with his own interpretation. He is in
favour of acquiring the occult or esoteric knowledge as advocated by the Upanishadic
seers. He tries to present the concept of integral Yoga so that man can acquire this type of
knowledge. From this concept interpreters have tried call it integral Vedanta. This integral
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Vedanta is in favour of asking man to transform himself supramentally. Then only man will
be able to rise to the summit of the human mind and get rid of animality in him.This summit
can be reached by the illumined minds only.
At the contemporary stage we find another Vedantin. He is Sarvepalli
Radhakrishnan. He is an academic philosopher professing Vedanta. He tries to expound
Upanishadic idealism on the basis of his knowledge of western idealistic thinking. In his
opinion it is through intuition that we may come face to face with ultimate reality. This
intuition goes beyond intellect which simply gives us the indirect theoretical knowledge of
the same. He speaks of world-redemption i.e. sarva-mukti, meaning liberation for all, not
for only selected few.
Krishnachandra Bhattacharyya another academic philosopher who mainly advocates
Vedanta. In his writings he deals with the problems like the Absolute, bodily subjectivity,
psychic subjectivity, spiritual subjectivity, value, aesthetics etc. His writings are very difficult
to follow.
Jiddu Krishnamurti may not be regarded as an out and out Vedantin; but his writings
have leanings to Vedantism. Krishnamurti abhors using methods and systems in philosophy.
He says that to know truth method is not necessary; because in truth there is no path. In this
respect he seems to go away from the belief of the Bhagavadgita. Yet we should not abandon
to search for truth. Like Vedanta he is involved in factual truth; not with theoretical truth.
He wants to look into the questions like the factual truths of the human problem, human
suffering etc. and tries to answer these questions in his own philosophical way.
Apart from these philosophers we have certain thinkers and social workers who
followed the line of Vedanta. They are Mahatma Gandhi, Rabindranath Thakur,Balgangadhar
Tilak, Radhanath Phukan etc. Mahatma Gandhi was born in 1869. He confesses that he has
not originated any new principle or doctrine, but has admitted that the Vedanta is a wellmarked road through which we may walk safely. He has relied for his philosophy on the
Isha Upanishad and has praised this Upanishad with the following lines: “If all the Upanisads
and all other scriptures happened all of a sudden to be reduced to ashes, and if onlythe first
verse in the Isa Upanisad were left intact in the memory of Hindus, Hinduism would live
for-ever.” In this first verse of the Upanishad it is said that God envelopes the whole world.
Man should renounce this world for the sake of God. It has asked us not to covet any
other’s wealth. Gandhi is very much influenced by the Gita which is one of the sources of
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Vedanta. Of the Gita he says, “I find a solace in the Bhagavadgita that I miss even in the
Sermon on the Mount. When disappointment stares me in the face and all alone I see not
one ray of light, I go back to the Bhagavadgita.” Gandhi lays more importance on truth than
even on God, as Shankara lays more importance on Brahman, the eternal truth than on
God. So Gandhi advises us to run after truth.
Rabindranath Thakur, a Nobel Laureate, was born in 1861 just eight years before
Gandhi. His philosophy is guided by the Vedanta and is convinced that Atman dwells in the
depth of our being as man. He says, “…on the surface of our being we have the ever
changing phases of the individual self, but in the depth there dwells the Eternal Spirit of
human unity beyond our direct knowledge.” (The Religion of Man,p.17) This is nothing
but the Upanishad teaching. His advaita concept is very much revealed in the following
lines: “In love the sense of difference is obliterated and the human soul fulfils its purpose in
perfection, transcending the limits of itself and reaching across the threshold of the infinite.”
(Sadhana,p.28) The Vedantic teaching that the self knows ultimate reality is revealed in his
following lines: “When we are conscious of our soul, we perceive the inner being that
transcends our ego and has its deeper affinity with the All” (ibid.,p.27).
Balgangadhar Tilak, another Vedantin, was born in 1856. He is particularly interested
in the Vedanta of the Bhagavadgita. Of the Gita he says, “The chief object of the Gita is to
explain which is the most excellent state of man from the metaphysical point of view and to
decide the fundamental principles of ethics with reference to different actions of life.” With
a Vedantic tinge he declares that freedom is identical with God.
Radhanath Phukan, an Assamese Vedantin, was born in 1875. He has translated
into Assamese the Brahmasutra and the Bhagavadgita with annotation, and has written
many articles on the Vedanta philosophy. He believes that to understand the Vedantic concept
of Maya we have to understand modern science. In this context he refers to a saying made
by Woodroffe: “This dematerialization and dynamic view of matter and unification of matter
and energy as aspects of one substance together with the recent revival, though with added
proofs, of the old doctrine of relativity makes the notion of Maya at least intelligible even to
those who have hitherto derided it.” On this observation of Woodroffe Phukan comments
in this way, “My own conviction is that an examination of Indian Vedantic Doctrine shows
that it is – in important respects – in conformity with the most advanced scientific and
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philosophic thought of the West, and that where this is not so, it is Science which will go to
Vedanta and not the reverses.” He supports Eddington when the latter says, “The purely
objective world is the spiritual world and the material world is subjective in the sense of
selective subjectivism.” He is particularly interested in following the Vednatic beliefs like
the duty of philosophy is to enquire the nature of the soul, the immortality of the soul, life
after death etc.
Conclusion
Whatever has a beginning has an end. The Vedanta also had a beginning and a
particular time it faced demise. But it has been reborn again as a religion and as a new
philosophy with the characteristics of the western thought. We have already mentioned the
fact as to how some modern Vedantins have been influenced by the western thought.
In spite of all these facts the Vedanta still survives either as a philosophy or as a
form of religion or as an inspiration for a national feeling. All the Vedantins believe in the
infallibility of the Upanishads. Modern interpreters are concerned with the restoring of the
philosophy of the Upanishads, so that the Hindu religion may be free from unwanted rituals.
They are particularly interested in the oneness concept of Upanishads (Ekam eva advitiyam)
so that they can bring about unity among the Indians. Almost all the Puranas (deemed to be
religiously historical books), the Epics and the later writings deal with this oneness concept.
This oneness is the oneness between God and the world, God and the soul, between one
soul and another, between God and man, between religion and philosophy. The self or the
Atman plays a great role in bringing about these unities, as the self links everything with its
uniting power. So although we cannot accept all the tenets of the Vedanta philosophy the
teachings like these benefit us to a great extent.
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The reign of Maharaja Ranjit Singh is the most glorious epoch in the history of
Punjab. He created a state of the dimension of an empire involving all segments of the
Punjabi society and stands unparalleled as a ruler and statesman in the history of Punjab.
He in his sagacity and astuteness, ensured the participation of all in government and
administration. He endeavoured to usher in an open, pluralistic society characterised by
the values of ‘secularism’, justice, liberty and equality. This was a new revolutionary
humanistic ethos in the medieval age that otherwise was marked by religious bigotry,
communal exclusiveness, sectarian inwardness and compartmentalised value-system. In
contrast to the earlier internecine warfare on the religio-communal plane, the Maharaja
brought in an atmosphere of peaceful co-existence of all faiths ensuring for all the
fundamental right to freedom of conscience.
His political state, was a secular state in which the opposite interests of the various
communities were reconciled, safeguarded and furthered. He tried to affect harmony among
the various people in spite of their several differences. He protected the legitimate interests
of every community and convinced them by his deeds that they would live peaceful in his
rule.
He followed not only secular but also cosmopolitan policy and elicited his officials
from different communities of the country. This policy of government adopted and followed
by him was to place all his subjects on the same political level regardless of their faith or
religion. The policy and conduct of Maharaja towards the non-Sikh subjects were guided
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by the ideas of paternalism, liberalism and benevolence. He appointed the persons against
high posts only on merit irrespective of their caste, creed and nationality.
The key-posts in his civil and military administration were held by the people
belonging to different communities such as Sikhs, Muslims, Hindus and Christians. In his
council of ministers he had brilliant men of various communities. In making appointments
to the army commands of governorship or even the most responsible posts in the ministry
he never discriminated between Hindus, Muslims, Christians, etc. Several of the most
trusted ministers were Mohammedans : conspicuous among them were ‘the three faqir
brothers’- Faqir Aziz-ud-Din, Faqir Nur-ud-din and Faqir Imam-ud-Din, who held the
posts of ministers and governors. Diwan Bhiwani Das, Ganga Ram, and Dina Nath held
the charge of the revenue and finance departments. Mian Ghaus Khan and then Missar
Diwan Chand were appointed chief officers of the artillery department. Diwan Mohkam
Chand was held in high esteem for his military skill and soldierly qualities.1 He conferred
the governorship of Multan on the discreet Sawan Mal and rewarded the military talents of
Hari Singh Nalwa. Sardar Desa Singh Majithia enjoyed the Maharaja’s esteem and
confidence as governor of Amritsar and of the Jullundur Doab. No ruler of ancient and
medieval Indian history could match Ranjit Singh in his cosmopolitan approach who had
appointed to important posts more than sixty persons. Jacquemont writes that during the
Maharaja’s time the fanaticism of the Sikhs had become extinct and tolerance of Ranjit
Singh was so great that all were equal in the good grace of the Sikh monarch.2
He always identified himself with peasants and soldiers and was rather emphatic
that ‘his sword was enough to win for him all distinctions he needed.’3 His decisions, not to
sit on any throne, signified that he was the founder of an entirely a new state which derived
its legitimacy from the Panth Khalsa Ji.4
The Maharaja kept himself fully informed about the state of affairs in the far-flung
provinces. The waqia-nawis or the news-writers in the provincial headquarter sent regularly
the news-letters to the royal court. The news-writers always helped him in keeping a check
over the activities of provincial and local officers. They were the deterrents in the abuse of
power by them.5
The Maharaja conducted all affairs of the state with an extra-ordinary command
and control over all departments. The appointments of high civil and military officials like
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the Nazims,* the decisions about the settlement of revenue and the audit of civil and military
accounts were done by the Maharaja himself or under his direct supervision. His working
day was, therefore, full and hummed with all sorts of activities. Most of the state business
was transacted in the open Darbar. Communications coming from the princes, Nazims,*
army commanders and the reports about the condition of the various ilaqas from Kardars*
were read out to him in the Darbar. His action regarding state affairs was prompt and
speedy. Orders of confidential nature were communicated to the concerned persons through
responsible officers.
The administrative arrangements within the kingdom also stimulated the growth of
urban centers. The state may be seen as divided into primary, secondary and tertiary units
- the suba,* the pargana* or taalluqa* and the tappa*-each administrated by specific
functionaries. Multan, Lahore, Srinagar, Peshawar, Pind Dadan Khan, Jalandhar, Wazirabad,
Jhang and Hazare were some of the headquarters of subas or primary divisions. Gujranwala,
Sialkot, Gujrat, Batala, Bhera, Kartarpur and Hoshiarpur among others were the pargana
or taalluqa headquarters.6
Besides creating a moderate system and transit levies in his dominions, he also
patronised specific industries in the urban centers of his kingdom. The government
established cannon foundries, gunpowder magazines and manufactories of arms at Lahore
and Amritsar.7 Shawl weaving was also encouraged, specially at Fatehgarh, Dera Baba
Nanak and Amritsar.8 The state also introduced the manufacture of Pashmina at Amritsar.9
Ranjit Singh’s encouragement to leather manufacture at Qasur and to textile production at
Amritsar and Multan aided these urban units in their development.10
The agrarian policies of the state too provided the necessary background for the
process of urbanization in the region. Encouragement to extend cultivation was given by
grant of loans and settling of pastoral tribes as well as providing water for irrigation. In
addition, the lower rates of assessment as compared to the earlier times, combined with
protection and other incentives to settlers, favoured agricultural expansion and increase in
the resources of the region.11
The state policy had a deep impact on the standard cultivation and trade in
agricultural produce. In the directly administered areas Ranjit Singh made every possible
effort to increase the land under cultivation. His policy to confer proprietary rights on those
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who brought new lands under the plough, undoubtedly, encouraged cultivation.12 The peasant
proprietors, who had run away for their villages during the period of political turmoil were
induced to retrieve and resettle on their lands. Many of the cattle feeders and inhabitants of
grazing tracts were encouraged to settle permanently as cultivators. An equally important
incentive for the extension of cultivation was the rather low rates of assessment. The income
from land revenue in the whole of the kingdom of the Punjab was less than the income
during the Mughal period. It was largely due to the lower rates of assessment. He did not
bring in any drastic change in the methods of assessment and collection of revenues.13 The
government loans were given for the construction and maintenance of wells and purchase
of seeds, implements and bullocks.14 Cultivators were exempted from the grazing tax as
well.15 The Nazims and Kardars were directed to develop the agricultural resources of
their territories to the highest possible level.
The state policy had a deep impact on the standard of cultivation and trade in
agricultural produce. In the directly administered areas Ranjit Singh made every possible
effort to increase the land under cultivation. His land revenue system of was also responsible
for the high state of cultivation in the central Punjab. Revenue rates were generally low and
were charged accordingly to the crop-bearing of the land. The methods of assessment for
the most part were flexible. More than four-fifths of the land revenue of the Lahore Darbar
by 1847 was assessed under Batai and Kankut.16 Fixed rates on yokes of oxen attached to
a well and plough were also recognised in some parts of the kingdom. In all these where
the system of assessment per well or per plough or through zabt rates was prevalent,
collections were normally made in cash. But in the areas where the government demands
consisted of a share of the crop whether by actual division or by appraisement of the harvest,
the cultivators generally paid in kind. Though the revenue collected under these systems
was often commuted into cash at market rates by the concerned officials yet these methods
implied the right of the cultivators to pay in kind. It is significant that two-third of the
revenue in the kingdom of Lahore were collected through batai and kankut. Under these
methods the nature of the crop and cultivator’s capacity to pay revenue were automatically
adjusted. In the event of natural calamities, abatement in the revenue was given to keep the
distress to the minimum, and land in a state of fair cultivation.17
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A man constructing a new well in a wasteland was often given a part of the area
irrigated from the well as revenue-free land. The share of the state was pitched especially
low in case of new cultivation and was increased only gradually.18 The Chaudharis and
Muqaddams were also given revenue-free lands for the purpose of extending cultivation.19
Maharaja Ranjit Singh, in fact, made all possible efforts to protect cultivators from official
oppression and the raids of the marauding tribes living on the borders of his kingdom.
Strict instructions were given to the army not to destroy crops and oppress the peasants.20
The interests of the subjects were always uppermost in his mind. Definite instructions
were issued to military officers and also to the princes against damaging the village crops.
In 1831, Captain Wade, the British Political Assistant, at Ludhiana wrote about Ranjit
Singh’s special care to prevent the destroying of crops by his marching contingents. “The
Ghurcharas and others were almost all dismounted. His Highness said that he had ordered
them to send their horses away that the country might not be distressed by supporting
them, which led me to enquire whether he had any regulations to restrain the troops from
destroying the crops in their line of March. He said that he had the most prohibitive order
in force on the subject and took prompt and severe notice of any infraction of them. His
attention to the preservation of crops from depredation is remarkable. Few chiefs exercise
a more rigid control over the conduct of their troops than he does.21
According to Sohan Lal Suri, the Maharaja issued an ishtiharnama (proclamation)
to most of his provincial farmers and Jagirdars, namely, Raja Gulab Singh, Suchet Singh,
Misar Beli Ram, Rup La, Lehna Singh Majithjia, Colonel Mihan Singh and Diwan Sawan
Mal, asking them to keep in view the solicitude and prosperity of the subjects in all
administrative matters, especially in collection of revenue and to avoid kind of oppression
of the cultivators.22 From such contemporary observations, it may be remarked that Ranjit
Singh had a genuinely sympathetic interest in the welfare of the cultivators and was always
prepared to do the maximum for them.
The backbone of agriculture in the Punjab, in fact, was artificial irrigation. The
natural means of irrigation in the Punjab were rainfall and river inundation called sailaba.*
However, the cultivation of superior crops, like wheat, rice and sugarcane outside the
inundated areas, and of all crops in the regions with scanty rainfall, was impossible without
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artificial irrigation. The major means of artificial irrigation were wells, canals, Jhallars,*
embankments, water-cuts and river inlets. Of these the wells were the most important.
The prevailing methods of assessment were batai or sharing of the crop, Kankut or
appraising the standing crop, and Zabt or the rates fixed on the basis of measurement of
land. Under batai the rate was generally half the net produce which was equivalent to
about 40 per cent of the total. In less fertile areas and along the river banks, the batai rates
were one-third and one-fourth.23 The rates under Kankut also varied from place to place.
Zabti as a method of assessment involved fixed cash rates for unit area of crops on the
basis of periodic measurement. This method was largely applied to superior and perishable
crops like cotton, indigo, sugarcane, oil-seeds and vegetables-known as Zabti crops in
contrast with the Jinsi.
The system in which actual produce obtained after harvesting was used as the
basis was known as batai (crop sharing or crop division). This was an old system which
had come down the centuries and was generally very popular with revenue payers and
wanted it to be retained. Consequently, the batai system remained in vogue in the larger
part of the state, particularly in the Jullundur, Chaj, Rachna and Bari Doabs, the Dipalpur
and Multan regions and the valleys of Kangra and Kashmir.24
The system based on estimated produce or appraisement of unharvested or standing
crops, known as kankut, was the second most prevalent mode of assessment.25
At the time of assessment the views of the cultivators concerned and the local
muqaddams and chaudharis were duly taken into consideration. Finally, a record called
khasra-i-zabt-i-kankut was prepared, which contained information as to the name of the
cultivator, description of the crop, dimensions and area of the field and the estimated yield.
Ranjit Singh’s policy also affected trade in agricultural produce. Moderate custom
duties and efficient police administration encouraged and protected trade.26 Duties charged
from the native merchants were lower than those charged from the foreign merchants. At
Dera Ghazi Khan, for example, the import duty levied on the native merchants of silk,
when sold in the city, was four annas per seer, while the Afghans paid one rupee. The
duties, moreover, varied for all articles and were comparatively low in case of grains.27
The rates in kind under the system of batai and kankut varied from one-third to
one-half for the unirrigated and from one-fourth to one-sixth for the irrigated lands in most
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of the territories lying between the Sutlej and the Jehlum and the Lahore possessions to the
south of the Sutlej. At places the rates in the central region were as low as one-fifth or onesixth.
There is an ample testimony from recognised authorities to show that the revenue
policy of the Maharaja was neither oppressive nor unsympathetic, nor devoid of any feeling
for the tillers of the soil.
According to Diwan Amar Nath, when Khushal Singh brought a sum of money
from Kashmir in 1833, when Kashmir was in the grip of famine, the Maharaja felt upset
and told that it would have been no dereliction of duty if he had not brought no money at all.
He then sent to Kashmir thousands of ass-loads of wheat to be distributed amongst people
through mosques and temples.28
Under famine conditions Maharaja exempted octroi tax on food-stuffs so that the
merchants could take large quantities of grain to the affected areas. For example, on hearing
of famine in Peshawar in Feburary 1838 he exempted wheat from octroi tax so that the
same could be easily taken to Peshawar.29
William Francklin, who had a first hand knowledge of the Sikhs, wrote, “The Sikhs,
in the interior part of their country, preserve good order and a regular government and the
cultivation of their lands is attended with much assiduity.”30
About the closing years of the eighteenth century, George Thomas, who came into
frequent direct contract with the Sikhs, wrote, “In the Seikh (Sikhs) territories, though the
government be arbitrary, there exists much less cause for oppression than in many of the
neighbouring states; and hence likewise the cultivator of the soil being liable to frequent
change of master, be considered as one of the causes of fluctuation of the national force”.31
And Malcolm who travelled in ‘ the Sikh country in 1803, writes, “In no country, perhaps,
is the rayat or cultivator treated with more indulgence.”32 Many more such contemporary
or near contemporary sources can be quoted to testify the fact that the government of the
Sikh chiefs was mild and unoppressive and that they kept before them the well-being of the
people. They never forgot that they were from amongst the people and their States were
because of the people and that they could not ignore their interests.
Ranjit Singh has been likened to many historical personages as Sher Shah Suri,
Napoleon, Bismarck, Abrahim Lincoln, Shivaji, Haider Ali, etc. In fact, a person cannot be
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compared reasonably to another person so long as the circumstances of both were not
similar. The circumstances under which Ranjit Singh carved his way to a kingdom were
more unfavourable than those faced by most of the above mentioned great men of history.
The Indian rulers as reffered to above had fought only against the Mughals; but Ranjit
Singh created a big state despite the opposition and hostile attitude of the Marathas, the
British, the Afghans and the Sikh Chiefs of the various Misals of the Punjab. He was a
great conqueror who got liberated permanently the North-West Frontiers of the Punjab
from the control of Afganistan.
He gave a very efficient administration to the people and united the scattered and
divided portions of the Punjab into a strong and well-welded kingdom. He reorganised his
army on the western style and transformed it into an invulnerable force to reckon with. He
was a statesman of par excellence. He exhibited a wonderful grasp of the political and
military situations confronting him. Undoubtedly Ranjit Singh was the last great constructive
genius among the Sikhs.
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Making and unmaking of sources of history
A comparative analysis of Padmanath Gohain
Barooah’s Bhanumoti and Charles Dickens’:
A tale of two cities
Dr. Gayatri Goswami
Associate Professor
P.G. Department of English
Sibsagar College, Joysagar
History is a continuum, history refracts life and reality of past moments; as such
history is the root of society. At the same time literature is also an instrument of aesthetic
representation of life and reality. But in the process of aestheticization, literature is bound
to be more real than true and history seems to be more true than real. In order to give an
aesthetic dignity, any literary creation with affinity to historical facts has to be fictionalized.
So, making and unmaking of sources of history can be perceived in any literary creation
based on historical reality. Here, in this paper an attempt has been made to explore
Padmanath Gohain Barooh’s Bhanumoti’s and Charles Dickens’ A tale of two cities as
both the novels represent a particular moment of history. The justification behind taking
these two novels is that both the novels centred around basically on the theme of love. The
fundamental impulse behind the interpretation of these two apparently dissimilar and spatially
distant literary pieces is the universal appeal of literature. So, with the tool of comparative
analysis in the light of the historical sources establishing a negotiation these novels are
interpreted.
This paper is basically inspired by the intention of shedding light to the less trodden
world of Assamese novels at the very initial stage of its genealogy through the comparison
of Gohain Barooah’s novel with Dickens’ work highlighting the basic thrust of comparative
literature i.e. appeal of literary creation is universal irrespective of geographical, social,
cultural and even temporal dimension. So, literature can be an adequate vehicle to create a
sense of unity and brotherhood in this diverse world as it is the expression of human heart.
In fact the basic objective of this research work is to explore the unexplored, to focalize the
unilluminated and to reconstruct a different and meaningful interpretation comparing both
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the novels. Affinity between the two novelists is that both of them belong to the same age
ie the nineteenth century and their creations express the universal appeal of love. Thus,
inspite of cultural differences their works are centred on the theme of love. So, this
investigation is an endeavour of analysing two novels of the same age of different space
keeping in mind the basic principle of comparative literature besides the universal appeal,
literature is conglomerate in nature. So, beyond space and time it can be conglomerated
and therefore is always merged in a globalized universe pronouncing the fluidity of literary
passion in a more marked way.
Padmanath Gohain Barooah (1871-1946) is a Nineteenth century Assamese
litterateur and in Assamese literature novel as a genre begins with Padmanath Gohain
Barooah’s Bhanumoti which has been published in Bijuli (a remarkable journal of Jonaki
age). It was a flourishing moment for Jonaki and Calcutta became:
…a good centre of radiation of energy of Assamese Students. Coming at this moment
of fermentation, Padmanath was at once taken by the storm and he plunged into the activities
headlong. He became for sometime the editor of Bijuli which was first published as a rival
paper of Jonaki, from Calcutta. In this paper he published his domestic novel Bhanumoti
about 1890 and then issued his second novel Lahori on a social theme (Neog, 423).Thus
Bhanumati has been published as a domestic novel, even the author himself categorized
the novel as ‘domestic’ in his autobiography Moor Suwarani. :
…Moor prothom udyam hol ekhon samajik ghorua uponyas likha, kiyonu
tetiyaloike (1890) asomiya bhasat uponyas buliboloi ekhonu nasil.
Moor Bhanumoti sei udyamore phol.ei uponyas probondhoi suwa
suwa hoi Bijulir poohorot ulaboloi dhorile (Gohain Borooah,29).

But if we delve deeper into the love story of Bhanumoti, it is apparently visible that
in the backdrop of Moamoria Rebellion the story takes a different and meaningful turn.
The story of Bhanumoti takes us to the Ahom days of Shiva simha, though his name has not
been mentioned anywhere in the novel, from the description it can be undoubtedly perceived.
The female protagonist Bhanumoti, the daughter of Moran Gohain Boruah, her mother is
no more in this world. Saru Gohain is the male protagonist of the novel; he was the only son
of Borgohain. As his parents were passed away, he was brought up by Moran Gohain
Borua, Bhanumoti’s father: “Gohain deve deutakor ason lobo pora boyos noopoowaloike
teok amar ghorot rokhatooke swargodeveo sthir korile.”(Gohain Barooah,5) Thus Bhanumoti
and Saru Gohain had been brought up together by Bhanumoti’s father and gradually they
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fell in love. In the first chapter of the novel her feeling of love in the initial stage is described
in first person in a very delicate way:
…kiyo kobo noowaroo. Moor montu jen duwar mela udong ghor. Gohain devor
bhabonai taloi ahise-goise, soomaise ulaise, apoon monere ji issa take koriboloi ektiyar
paise. Moi mathun nilogorpora sai bhal paisoo, mone prane kiba eti futai kobo noowara
sukh anubhab korisu. (Gohain Barooah,5).
So her unknown feeling towards Saru Gohain became more and more intense day
by day. Even her love is reciprocated by Saru Gohain as he expressed his feelings towards
her in a letter to her:
…Bhanu! toomaknu moi ki sombudhon dhoribo pao, bhabi-sinti paisiloo, karjot
dekhaboloi sah nohol…kintu moor ei sooke sepa hiyat je toomar moohini murti
ketiyabarporai thapona kora hoise, sei sosa kotha koboloi sonkus nokoroo. Mon pale
monoobhab aru prokasibo pari…(Gohain Barooah,14).
Thus throughout the novel the intense love is expressed in the background of Ahom
days. In the narrative of the novel backdrop of Ahom history is distinctly visible:
… Swargodeue, montri aru bisoyasokolor soite juguti kori deutak motai niyale aru sorar
bisarmote bor nisadeuk bhangi puthaudeutak moran-gohainboruar bisoy-bab deutak dile.
Deutar swabhab-soritta aru kotha-bartat swargadeu bor sontusta hoisil. Gotike , raj
anugrohr bolot deutar protipotti aru khyomota soonkale barhiboloi dhorile.( Gohain
Borooah,1).
Thus, from the very beginning of the novel presence of king and other ministers of
Ahom kingdom can be seen, and it is apparently visible that historicity of a historic kingdom
is preserved in the background.
On the other hand the theme of love takes a different turn with the decision of
marriage with the prince, after this decision Bhanumoti’s father stands as an impediment in
the love of Saru and Bhanu by not allowing their easy-mix-up at home. But, Bhanu’s love
for Saru Gohain was so deep that she could not bear it and decided to go away from home
in the guise of a boy only informing Saru Gohain, her love-through a letter about her
sudden decision:
…toopoolatoo nomai loloo…ekhon suriya pindhi kokalot ekhon seleng meriwaloo.
…murot paguri mariloo…. Sailakh soollobosoriya lora etar dore holu.( Gohain Barooah, 21).
Thus in the Chapter-vi Bhanu goes to try her luck in an unknown world and embraces
an uncertain life leaving aside her coherent life for her love. From this point onwards, the
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historical moment also transformed into a different one. The presence of monumental
moment of history is visibly apparent from this moment onwards ie the presence of Moamora
Rebellion. Bhanu takes shelter in an old lady’s home and the days with that old lady were
eventful for Bhanu as she had to be associated with the Moamora rebellion at that moment.
Moamora rebellion is a very important event in the history of Ahom kingdom and this
rebellion has far reaching impact in Ahom Kingdom contributing to its decline. As Gait
says:
… The Gosain who was perhaps only too glad to have some ostensible motive,
other than his own personal wrongs, at once resolved on rebellion. He collected his disciples
and appointing his son Bangan to lead them, entered Namrup. He was received with great
enthusiasm by the inhabitants, chiefly Morans and Kacharis, all of whom became his disciples
(Gait, 190).
Thus comprehensively depicted by Gait in the chapter entitled The Climacteric of
Ahom Rule in his A History of Assam –the nature, strength and the scoop of rising Moamoria
rebellion. The same historical fact is depicted by another source i.e. Padmanath Gohain
Barooah’s, Asomar Buronji in a very vivid way:
Gourinath Singha swargadewe singhasonot bohi, natal mora mohajonbilakok
akou upodrop koriboloi dhore. Teo purbor sotrutaloi monot kori moamoria mohonta
bilakok dhorai ani nana prokare sasti di atyasar koriboloi dhorile… moamoria mohajonor
pokhye ene atyasar asohoniyo hoi uthat, sibilake tole tole bidroh uposthit koriboloi
sorojontra korile…( Gohain Barooah, 89).
This undercurrent of Moamora rebellion can be distinctly felt in the narrative of
Bhanumoti:
Okol Moamoria mohontoi iman xokot kam eta sofol kori utha tan. Sei karone,
sibilake tole tole sibilakor dolot notunkoi manuh loboloi dhorile. Semoniya lora bilakor
kopalot mritikar foot di mohontor sankhya borhaboloi rajyat edol mohonta tole tole
ghuriboloi dhorise, tare ejoora burhir ghorot uposthit (Gohain Barooah, 28).
Thus in the novel two mohontas approached the old lady in chapter VIII to increase
their strength including disguised Bhanumoti in their team to rebel against the Ahom king
and Bhanumoti complied with their request and became a disciple of Moamoria Mahanta.
Thus if interprepreted in the light of Padmanath. Gohain Barooah’s, Asomar Buronji, the
fictionalized world of Bhanumoti is closer to historical fact. Again in the said Buranji the
nature and scop of the rebellion is described:
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…Edol Moamoriyai singorighorot joi logai diye. Tarpora ulai ahi, moamoriai
borsorat jui logale, tar pasot holonghorot jui dile.Tarpisot, maduriyal Borgohain
Dangoriyar ghorot, kenduguriya Borpatra Gohain Dangoriyar ghorot, Nogosain,Bhitoriyal fukon, Borfukon, Parbotiya Bhattacharyya Gosain eisokolor ghorot
Moamoriyai jui diboloi dhore(Gohain Barooah, 90).
From the description it is clear that burning houses of royal personages of Ahom
kingdom is very common in that rebellion. But unlikely in the course of the novel it is found
that Bhanumoti with her influence debarred the Moamorias from burning the Singori ghor,
rather she deviated the nature of the rebellion to some other strategic plan. Thus, while
interpreting the novel in terms of Gohain Barooah’s Buranji, it is found that sometimes it is
closer to history and sometimes not. So, attachment and detachment; acceptance and
rejection; making and unmaking of historical moment constructed and created the fictional
world. Eventually the novel Bhanumoti is ended in the tragic death of the male and female
protagonists besides her father. Though it is a tragic novel ending in a grave bleak universe,
yet vision of a better world is shown through the realization of the king.
On the other hand Dickens’ A tale of two cities is also resolved in the sacrifice and
final death of Sydney Carton focalizing the vision of a better world:
I see the lives for which I lay down my life, peaceful, useful, prosperous and happy, in that
England which I shall see no more…‘It is a far, far better thing that I do, than I have ever
done; it is far, far better rest that I go to than I have ever known’ (Dickens, 367).
Thus for Dickens it is the Christ-like intervention of a self-sacrificing individual,
that is the vehicle for a better world which seems to lie beyond time and history.
Charles Dickens(1812-1870) is one of the major Victorian novelists of the nineteenth
century England and his novel A tale of two cities is published in all the year round(A new
magazine that Dickens had created). In fact, the bulk of the background for the novel was
drawn from Thomas Carlyle’s The French Revolution:A History(1837). Using Carlyle’s
book as basic guide to the momentous events of the Revolution, Dickens created a fictional
world in his A tale of two cities. Carlyle’s book has profound impact on contemporary
English thought. The book depicts the course of French Revolution from 1789-1795 where
one can find an authoritative account of the early course of the Revolution where he writes:
‘...such a changed France have we; and a changed Louis...every object there is inexhaustible
meaning; the eye sees in it what the eye brings means of seeing’(15,Carlyle). Though it
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was with the France and French Revolution the main theme of the story of A tale of two
cities is concerned, in the process of creating a fictionalized world, facts are de-historicized.
Dickens in the novel wants to impose an order amidst apparent anarchy of French
revolution through plot, character and narrative. The descriptions of courts of justice, the
French Bastille, the old aristocracy in Britain and France are close to the actual conditions:
Dickens’ description of ‘the topmost stratum of the social world in England and
France’ and the lowest layer of all, ‘the uncultured, the poor, the quaint, the ruffianly, the
oppressed’ are so true that social historians have used the material in A Tale as source
material for a social history of the times(Dickens,4).
The main theme of the novel is based on love like that of Padmanath Gohain
Barooah’s Bhanumoti. It has an elaborately constructed plot; with carefully delineated
characters he created an edifice of eternal love and sacrifice. Lucie Manette, daughter of
Dr Manette is loved by Sydney Carton and Charles Darney. In the backdrop of French
revolution the novel is ended in the self sacrifice of Sydney Carton. In the course of the
novel the terror, exploitation of French Revolution is vividly described. Bastille, Guillotine
are some of the striking examples of historical facts and through some representative
characters such as Madame Defarge, ‘the leader of the St Antoine women’, Monsieur
Defarge the novelist vividly projects revolutionary ideals. However, Dickens recognizes
the cardinal role of imagination in understanding the past. So, he wants to revitalize the
dead facts into a living reality turning it into a work of literary creation. But Dickens’
ethical concern can be vividly realized through his idea of conceiving and eventually
establishing the novel on an ideal destination of catastrophic continuum transcending social
and national boundary. Though the apparent goal of the novel that is the moral concern is
indicated by Charles Darnay’s determination to return to France in order to put an honest
effort to ‘do something to stay bloodshed, and assert the claims of mercy and
humanity’(Dickens, 297). Moreover, vengeance, exploitation, oppression are some of the
prominent themes of the novel intricately associated with historical reality. But, Sydney
Carton’s sacrifice i.e. the theme of sacrifice surpasses everything else in the novel expressing
the vision of a better world: ‘It is a far, far better thing that I do, than I have ever done; it is
a far, far better rest that I go to than I have ever known’( Dickens, 367).
. Beyond any reasonable doubt, it can be said that Gohain Barooah’s Bhanumoti is
based on the background of Ahom days particularly illuminating Moamoria Rebellion and
Dickens’ A tale of two cities is based on French Revolution. Thus, in both the novels
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fictional world became more meaningful and poignant with the illumination of the historical
facts. At the same time both the novels express a vision of a better world transgressing the
turmoil of an antagonistic revolutionary world. Though both the novels are not historical
novels as such, yet crucial moments of history influenced both the novels and the authors
unfold the cultural and historical mediations in it.
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Introduction
Rajasthan, the land of warriors, kings, palaces and havelis witnessed the successful
agitation of farmers for their right to livelihood. There were twenty two independent princely
states of Rajputana. Each state had its separate administration and army. The states of
Jaipur and Jodhpur provided differential patterns of political movements. Justice Kan Singh,
the retired judge of the high court of Rajasthan, has written about exploitation of farmers’
by Jagirdars prior to independence: “Everything that the kisan had, never treated as his
own. In Jagir areas all cultivators were really landless. There was no tenancy law and one
could be thrown away from the land one cultivated at the pleasure of Jagirdar. Jagirdar
charged fifty percent of the produce on the thrashing floor or by appraisal of the standing
crop. Over and above the share of the produce, the kisan had to pay numerous cesses.
Together with the share of the produce known as ‘Hasil,’ these cesses meant that the
Kisans had to part with more than eighty percent of their produce.” 1
The findings of the Sukhdeo Narain Committee of 1940-42 notices that if a peasant
had to marry his daughter he had to pay ‘chavri lag’, to hold a dinner then a ‘Kansa Lag’,
if members of the family separated then ‘Dhunwa lag’ and so on if the Jagirdar had a guest
then fodder for his mount had to be supplied. Then there was forced labour for tilling the
personal lands of the Jagirdar. The homestead in which the peasant lived had to vacate in
case he ceased cultivating the land. He could not alienate the plot. Sri Kan Singh Parihar
played a great role in drafting and enactment of Marwar Tenancy Act of 1949 and Marwar
Land Revenue Act of 1949. Sri Parihar’s idea was of fixing all tenants cultivator possession
as khatedars thus making all of them almost the proprietors of their fields, wells etc.,
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without paying any premium or compensation and further being relieved from paying any
lag bag, cesses etc. This Marwar Tenancy Act of 1949 and Marwar Land Revenue Act of
1949 became a role model for the Rajasthan assembly in 1955 and similar laws were
passed based on these Acts thus greatly benefiting the Farmers of Rajasthan.
Shekhawati Farmers’ Movement
The farmers of the Sekhawati region are considered to be the most advanced in the
state of Rajasthan. The Sekhawati regioin has the highest literacy in the state. The most
dominating farmer community in the rural areas of Sekhawati is Jat. The Jats are politically
and economically very affluent.
The condition of farmers before independence was pitiable. The farmers of the
region were exploited by the jagirdars during British Raj. They were deprived of fundamental
rights and were given inhuman treatment including destruction of their crops when the
Jagirdars did not get their dues. There were 37 kinds of forced labour prevalent in
Shekhawati. The farmers of shekawati, mainly jats united against oppression of Jagirdars
by forming ‘Sikar Jat-Kisan-Panchayat and stopped giving lags or cesses to the Jagirdars.
The jaipur praja mandal also supported the Shekhawati farmers’ movement against abolition
of Jagirdari system. The leaders of Bijoria Kisan movement of 1922, 1931 and 1932
supported the movement of Shekhawati farmers.
The Jagirdars tried to suppress the movement of Shekhawati farmers in many
ways. Many farmers were killed and a large number were sent to jail. A jat farmer was
beaten to death in market of Sikar town, his dead body was thrown and insulted. This
movement got support from famous kisan leaders like Baldev Ram mirdha, Nathuram
Mirdha and Kumbharam Arya. After a long struggle the farmers got rid of oppression and
got the ownership right over land they were cultivating. The peasants demanded remissions
in taxes and finally a Jat-Sikar Thikana Agreement was signed on August 23, 1934, by
which the Thikana authorities abolished various taxes and agreed to provide a mobile
dispensary. The following year, the Kisan Sabha formally came into existence and under its
aegis the Sikar Andolan of 1935 was launched. The Jats were also promised equal
opportunities in Thikana administration and were permitted to ride elephants and horses
and to construct schools for their children. The formation of a Jat Kisan Panchayat was
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officially sanctioned and the right to agitate for redressal of grievances in non-Khalsa areas
was conceded.
Jat caste associations and political leaders have been important agents in the politics
of Rajasthan. The Jats, traditionally tenant farmers, constitute the largest single caste in the
state. Members of the caste have achieved strategic positions of public authority since
independence and have demonstrated consummate skill in political bargaining and
administrative management. While the early caste movements were cohesive, Jat elites
have become divided in modern politics along several different lines of cleavage of varying
intensity. These divisions reflect in large measure the differential impact of pre-independence
political organization and strategy upon political action and leadership since independence,
and regional variations of caste mobilization are reflected in Jat participation in contemporary
politics.2
Peasant movements in the Rajputana States developed in those areas where Jats
constituted the predominant rural caste and where Rajputs, the traditional landed aristocracy,
were also in significant number. The movements became most highly organized and their
activities most intense in areas ruled by big landlords rather than in those under the direct
rule of the royal house. This confrontation against a single local caste which monopolized
the instruments and symbols of social and economic status and power was important in
igniting the Jat movements.
In Jaipur, Jodhpur, and Bikaner, Jats constituted 11.9%, 13.4% and 23% and Rajputs
4.3%, 8.8% and 5.9% of the total population respectively. In each of these states the Jats
were the largest single community. In Jaipur, Jats constituted the largest caste in Shekhawati,
Torawati, Sikar, Khetri together constituting the Shekhawati area-Malpura and Sambhar.
In Jodhpur they were numerically dominant in Bilara, Jodhpur, Didwana, Merta, Nagaur,
Parbatsar, Mallani and Sambhar-Marwar. Jats were the largest caste in all tehsils of Bikaner
State. The concentration of Jats in Jaipur and Jodhpur was in those areas which were
almost entirely under jagirdari tenure.3
The initial objectives of Jat reform movements were internally oriented and were
not directed at changing the status of the caste in the larger social order by direct confrontation
with Rajput lords. Objectives were concerned instead with ‘social purification’ and reform
such as- the abolition of death feasts; restraints on the size of dowry; late marriages and
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temperance; the promotion of western education; and the achievement of social mobility
through employment outside the traditional sector. Thus, the first phase of the Jat movements
involved the coexistence of the processes of “sanskritization” and “westernization.” They
reflected primarily, however, the impact and internalization of values peculiar to westernized
sectors of society. While these objectives were common to Jodhpur, Shekhawati and Bikaner,
the peasant organizations in these areas varied considerably in the scope of their organization,
the management of strategy, and the timing of political action. A Rajputana-wide Kisan
Sabha was never organized nor were kisan organizations in Rajputana formally linked with
the Kisan Sabhas in British India. Rather they were parochial in their base of support never
extending beyond the princely state of their origin.
The early phase of the Shekhawati movement was primarily devoted to instituting
social reforms within the community. This area was particularly influenced by the touring
pracharacks (missionaries) of the Arya Samaj. It was also a primary target for Jat reformers
and nationalist leaders from the British Provinces. During the 1920s and 30s several
educational societies began to contribute to the support of schools for Jat students, and Jat
reformers from the British Provinces started to direct their attention and action toward the
Thikanas of Shekhawati.4
Praja Pati Mahayagna brought together members of the caste from throughout the
region and ended with an eloquent declaration of solidarity and commitment to changing
the social and economic order. In 1935, Jat Panchayats and Kisan Sabhas from different
Thikanas were merged to form the Shekhawati Kisan Sabha, but local associations continued
to maintain their autonomy and each organized protests and presented demands in their
respective areas. Furthermore, in contrast to Jodhpur, there was no advocate from among
the Jats in the administration of Jaipur State nor in the court circles of the subordinate
Thikanas who might have afforded at least a sense of participation in the administration
and who at most might have argued successfully for selected reforms. Neither was
employment in the administrative services open to Jats as it was in Jodhpur and in Bikaner.
The acquisition of administrative representation, together with the liberalization and
formalization of tenancy rights were principle objectives of the Jat movements in
Shekhawati.5
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Movements in Jodhpur
The kisan movement in Jodhpur State was much more cohesive than those in other
areas of the Rajputana States. It was organized and managed by Jodhpuri Jats almost
exclusively from the area of Nagaur District. Until the formal creation of the Marwar
Kisan Sabha in 1946, the movement was informally organized and was exclusively oriented
toward achieving change within the members to engage in occupations outside the
agricultural sector. The Jodhpur kisan movement was structurally autonomous. It did not
become affiliated with the Jodhpur Lok Parishad, the Congress-inspired protest movement
which was directed at changing the assumptions and institutions of traditional political
authority, nor was it responsive to the more direct overtures of political activists from the
British Provinces. Also in marked contrast to the Shekhawati and Bikaner cases, individual
Jats did not participate in urban protest movements in Jodhpur nor as students in the
universities of British India.
Jodhpuri Jats enjoyed institutional representation in the state government unlike
the community in most other states of Rajputana, and the organizational development and
timing of the Jat movement in Jodhpur was partially a function of this peculiar relationship
with the state darbar. This access was centralized and was provided and largely managed
by Baldev Ram Mirdha who was one of the first Jats in Jodhpur to receive a formal western
education and who achieved the strategic position of Deputy Inspector of Police in Jodhpur
State.6
From the mid-1930s Mirdha was the principle leader of the Jat community in its
efforts to achieve reform. The respect that he enjoyed in administrative circles, his sense of
obligation to the state together with the desire of state authorities to avoid social upheaval
such as occurred in Shekhawati during the 1930s resulted in material benefits to the caste.7
Mirdha, for example, was successful in acquiring authorization and grants for establishing
and supporting secondary schools and boarding houses for kisan students, initially almost
exclusively Jat.8
Positions were also made available for Jats in the state services, primarily the Police
and Railway Departments. The founders and leaders of the Marwar Kisan Sabha and the
dominant Jat leaders from the area of Jodhpur State in post-independence politics had all
either attended these educational institutions and had lived in these community hostels or
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had been employed in the service of the state. The formal creation of the Marwar Kisan
Sabha in 1946 marked an important change in both the strategy and objectives of the Jat
movement in Jodhpur State-a transformation from an internally oriented and informally
organized movement to a political organization directed at redefining social and economic
relationships in rural society.9 This change was prompted by three new conditions-increasing
demands within the caste for land reform, the abolition of forced labour and a formal
definition of tenancy rights; the return of several young Jats from the British Provinces
upon completion of their legal studies and the return of Jat troops from the war; and the
retirement of Baldev Ram Mirdha from the state service. While informal administrative
representation could handle political demands within the rules of the traditional order, it
was less effective when the rules themselves were called into question, especially in jagir
areas where royal power was limited.
The Kisan Sabha as a self-conscious political organization served to maintain the
integrity and cohesion of the Jat movement in Jodhpur and to absorb younger leaders whose
future in the state services after expressions of peasant protest was uncertain.10 Under the
leadership of Mirdha, the Kisan Sabha continued as a separate organization, but more
importantly, under his tutelage a consensus developed concerning the assignment of positions
of authority among younger leaders as well as procedures for making decisions. With the
creation of a ‘popular ministry’ in Jodhpur in 1948, the Kisan Sabha assumed representation
as an autonomous party, and Nathu Ram Mirdha, its young General Secretary and
representative in the ministry, was awarded the position of Agriculture Minister and presided
over the first major land reform measure to be enacted in the state.11 The Marwar Kisan
Sabha maintained its cohesion and autonomy until its membership entered the Congress
party en masse on the eve of the first general elections.
Kisan political organizations were founded earlier in Shekhawati than in Jodhpur,
and the genesis of social and political protest here came largely from external sources. As
early as 1925 the All-India Jat Mahasabha established a short-lived outpost in the area, and
during the 1930s a number of Jat Panchayats and Kisan Sabhas were created in the various
Thikanas and large jagirs. The organizational scope of these protest institutions was parochial
and reflected the segmental organization of traditional authority.12 They were also directed
at changing the social and economic status of the Jats by a direct confrontation with Rajputs.
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Moreover, both Jat and non-Jat ‘outsiders’ who acted as negotiators and mediators
between the Jats and legally constituted authority were divided over strategy as were local
leaders themselves. Some advocated a policy of mediation on the behalf of peasant demands
by the exertion of pressure within governmental circles while others advocated and practiced
a policy of mobilizing peasant dissent through non-payment of rent campaigns and public
agitation as a prelude to approaching agreement.
Movements in Alwar State
The Neemuchana Massacre of May 1925 in Alwar State was the result of the
confrontation between the state and peasant agitators which led to massacre of about more
than 500 peasants. The Neemuchana incident was the result of the oppressive land settlement
policy of the Alwar rulers and its abetment by the British authorities. The peasants in Alwar
held its lands under Khalsa, Jagir and Muafi tenures.13 Landlords were mostly Rajputs.
Except the state demand they were required to pay an additional cess of three percent for
medical dispensaries, schools and roads. In 1923 the British increased the land revenue
demand by 50 percent. As a result the princely rulers also increased the land tax exorbitantly
for the peasants. This resulted in the agitation. The Rajput peasants led by Madho Singh
held several meetings in 1924 and passed resolutions not to pay revenue due to increased
rates to the State officials.14
About 200 Rajput peasants of Alwar attended the All India Kshatriya Mahasabha
Session in 1925 at Delhi and requested the Mahasabha to support their cause against the
Alwar ruler’s tyranny. The Mahasabha accepted their request and published the Rajput
Peasant’s grievances in a pamphlet named Pukar and widely circulated it. The Mahasabha
sent a representation to meet the Alwar ruler for the grievances but it was not successful.
Then they approached the agent to the Governor General for relief but this infuriated the
ruler.15
The Peasants decided to form a union decided to withhold the land revenue. As a
reaction the state sealed the granaries. To show their strength and solidarity against the mal
administration of the state the peasants assembled at Neemuchana on 14 May 1925. The
village was surrounded by the state army equipped with machine guns and other modern
weapons. While a meeting was going on, without any forewarning the troops opened fire
on the peasants and as a result about 100 people died and several hundred got injured and
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hundreds of huts were destroyed in the fire.16 However the official figure kept the number
a mere 13. This incident was compared with the Jalianwala bagh Massacre.17 During annual
session of the Indian National Congress at Kanpur Mahatma Gandhi was narrated the
incident by State People’s Movement leaders. Mahatma Observed, “If all reports that are
published are true they are proof of Dyerism double distilled.”18
Conclusion
Thus the peasant movements in Rajputana were primarily due to the oppressive
regime by the rulers, jagirdars and due to British policies. The Jat community primarily
played important role in these movements. As a result of these movements during colonial
time land reforms measures were taken immediately after India became independent. In
the recent time these agrarian communities have also became aggressive for the demand of
reservations for their respective caste and they are playing important role and acting as a
pressure group in the electoral politics of Rajasthan.
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Kalamukhas : The Saivaite mystics of medieval Karnataka
Dr. N.V.Aski
Principal
Govt First Grade College, Terdal, Karnataka

A fascinating case for the Lagrangian mechanics of social-religous orders in
medieval India is that of the kALamukhas - a Saivaite order that was known to be influential
particularly in the Karnataka region for almost 6 centuries, peaking particularly around the
11th century. That their influence was far-reaching is evident by their inscriptions,
consideration by rival orders, iconography surviving till date in what used to be their centres,
and through important historical personalities associated with their cult. Yet, so little is
known about them, their origin. beliefs, organization, liturgy, rise to fame or even the reasons
for their decline and consequent disappearance from history that is causing us to talk about
them now.
The worship of Siva has a long history in Indian tradition - and this is best covered
elsewhere.1 The worshippers of Siva in his bhairava form, often synonymous with the
kApAlikas have long been the subject of urban legends and hoary tales. They have been
often associated and identified with the recluse graveyard dwelling mantravadin, an occult
penchant for cannibalism, alcohol and sexual rite. Prominent examples arise from Sanskrit
literature such as the mahEndravarma’s mattavilAsaprahasana, bhavabhUti’s mAlati
mAdhava, kRShNamiSra’s prabOdhachandrOdaya, sOmadEva’s yaSastilaka and
yashapAla’s mOharAjaparAyja- among others. It must be admitted that despite the figurative
exaggerations, this depiction isn’t entirely false, given their categorization as vAmamArgins
and consequent propensity for the paMchamakAras. Anthropologically speaking, it is
plausible that these practices arise from the purANic conception of Siva - who himself is
depicted to have a lived the life of a recluse, dwelling in the graveyard and using the skull
of brahma (who he is supposed to have decapitated), carrying a khaTvAnga club - to
absolve himself of the sin of killing the four-headed creator. The kApAlika practices seem
to be a case of consubstitution of the self with Shiva - an alternative pathway to salvation.
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We mention kApAlikas now because of ambivalent identity of the kALAmukhas
in the Saivaite spectrum. rAmanuja - the viShiShTAdvaita philosopher, either deliberately
or out of apathy makes an equivalence of the kALAmukhas to the kApAlikas. This is
blatantly false given what we can deduce from their epigraphy and iconography. The very
name kALAmukha - literally implying black face probably refers to their prominent sectarian
identity mark - perhaps a black dot or a line (identified with Siva’s third eye) on the forehead
along with bhasma typical of shiva worshippers.
The kALAmukhAs’ primary association with Saivism seems to have been with he
lakuliSa-pAsupata facet of it. pAsupata seems to be one of the siddhAntas mentioned as
far back as the mAhAbhArata, along with the well known episode of arjuna receiving the
pAsupatAstra from Siva - the paSupati himself after a rigorous penance. Hieun Tsang
seems to mention pAsupatas prominently from his travels and records Siva worshipping
sannyAsins - smeared in ash and engaged in penance all across India. Now - lakuLISa is
regarded as an incarnation of Siva - who is said to have taken birth in a village called
kayarOhaN or karVAN near present day vaDOdara, conservative dates placing him close
towards the early gupta age. The deity at at this place at present seems to bear the name
naklESwar. This temple is consistent with the characteristic iconography of lakuliSa found
extensively in India - typically holding a staff (lakula in Sanskrit), a citron fruit and in an
ithyphallic pose.
Whatever the historicity of lakuLISa may be - the flavor of shaivism espoused by
him spread far & wide into all parts of India and particularly into Karnataka. Epigraphy
suggests that ancient Karnataka might have had a great affinity for Jainism & Saivism
before the advent of vaiShNavism in southern Karnataka starting from the days of rAmAnuja.
Even so far as Adi Sankara’s times - there are indications that Karnataka might have been
a Saiva stronghold in that Sankara detours from vidarbha - on the king’s advice & heads
towards northern Karnataka to debate with ugrabhairava & krakacha - both kApAlikas;
But we digress.
Notwithstanding the ambiguity, atleast in the context of Karnataka, kALamukha
and lakuliSa pAsupata are synonymous and interchangable (though there are references
that could wrinkle this argument). The oldest inscription suggesting their presence in
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Karnataka is an inscription from kigga from AD 700 and the last is probably one from AD
1410 - more than 700 years apart. Going sheerly by epigraphical statistics of Karnataka &
the surrounding regions - it seems that though their early association seems to have been
with Sriparvata / Srisaila region & mahAkUTa near bAdAmi - an early centre in the bAdAmi
chAlukya times. Their zenith of influence is reached in the times & regions of the kalyANi
chAlukyas in the 11th century during when more than a hundred of their inscriptions have
been traced. There are icons of lakuLISa, lajjA gauri & the characteristic ithyphallic
UrdhwarEtEshwara associated with them in all of these sites. Outside of Karnataka kingdoms
- they also seem to have enjoyed patronage by the pallava noLambas, hoysalas, chOLas &
Eastern chAlukyas.
The kALAmukhas unlike the wandering kApAlikas appear to have been an
organized monastic order. baLLigAve in shivamogga district appears to have been a gravity
center for their activities in the 11th century.2 The names of the cult’s gurus are usually
reminiscent of Siva/SAkta/pAsupata terminologies-j~nAnarAshi, vidyArAShi, lakuLiSwara,
lAkuLidEva, vimalashakti, kriyAshakti, kEdArashakti, Sivasakti, SrikaMthapaMdita, and
so on. In inscriptions - they are frequently referred to as goravas.3- a word which bears
pejorative connotation in present day Kannada (though perhaps for unrelated reasons). The
order was organized similar to the Jainas of ancient Karnataka - in groups variously described
as parSe (tadbhava of parishad), Amnaya (a level in the former) etc. Famous among these
are the Sakti parSe & the simha parSe. Subgroups of the Sakti parSe - are the parvatAmnaya
(parvata=Srisaila) & the bhujaMgAmnaya. A celebrated lineage known as the mUvara
kONeya saMtati belonged to the bhujaMgAmnaya. This lineage seems to find references
in places as far as Tamizh Nadu & deep inside Maharashtra.
Quite understandbly, kALamukhas seem to have been heavily focussed on ritualistic
aspects of their order - practices canonized in the lakuLAgamas. These apart - there are the
pAsupata sUtras & ratnatIka-a commentary. sAyaNa - mAdhava critique lakuLISa pAsupata
in their commentaries, which can be summarized as follows: mOkSa is begot by attaining
kriyASakti - the ability to manifest action in various forms & j~nAnaSakti - absolute sensory
perception. Yogic unity can be attained through control over the senses & performance of
penance. Some of the practices prescribed are - bhasmasnAna or bathing ritual ash thrice
a day, loudly exclaiming ahA ahA, chanting the god’s name, dancing, exclaiming the
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huDukkAra (some form of vocalization), prostrating - all these in solitude.4 They are also
advised to deliberately behave eccentric, astray & excessively libidinous.
Although some of these acts described above sound a little occult - they appear to
have a higher purpose in that they induce self-loathing & humiliation - considered key to
killing the ego within. Despite these - we know that the kALAmukhas seem to have been
revered in the inscriptions for their learning in all the shaDdarshanas or six-schools of
thought - by inclination favoring nyAya and vocally distanced from mImAmsa. Their order
seems to have had both monks as well as house-holders. Their organization with temples
& maThas seems to imply a marked deviation from preceding Saiva orders. They seem to
have been prolific in inter mata debates & such duels that were the common order of the
day in those times to settle philosophical differences.
The kALAmukha relationship with the brahminical order is very interesting - given
that we find references to many kALamukha panditas being well versed in the trayas.
Given that lakuLISa was himself a brAhmaNa, pAsupata by itself wasn’t outwardly hostile
to brAhminism. Like how Jainism captured the imagination of a significant class of
brAhaManas in Karnataka - it is likely that the kALAmukha order also had a significant
stratum of their followers, whether tacit or explicit from among the brAhaManas. We do
not have any references to speculate animosity between these sects (unlike brAhManas
and Jainas) - it’d be fair to assume that they coexisted with equal royal patronage.
We contend this specifically in the context of vIrasaivism - the sect of Saivas that
rose into prominence in12th century kaLachUri country under the leadership of basavEshwara
- himself a saivAgama kamme brAhmaNa & a minister to the king bijjaLa. vIraSaivism
created a tectonic shift in the dynamics of it’s times, decentralizing the focus of worship
from the sthAvara linga (ie, the temples) unto the iShTa linga (a ritual linga worn on the
body); That it created a socio-spiritual movement that in theory atleast, rejected the constructs
of varNa, jAti & ritual alike - destabilized the country and resulted in a civil war of kind,
culminating in the assasination of bijjaLa. It is possible to speculate that vIraSaivism had
it’s inspiration in the kALamukha order and gradually rose to distinguish itself & in times
ahead - even competed with kALAmukhas.
Nevertheless, it seems that the kALAmukhas dominated in the spiritual political
order of Karnataka prominently till atleast the 14th century; kASIvilAsa kriyASakti - a
kALamukha figure is known to have been the spiritual preceptor of the saMgama brothers
of hampi - harihara & bukka, a fact evident by the numerous grants that he was the beneficiary
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of. There has been significant confusion between who the sthApanAcArya of the
Vijayanagara empire was-between mAdhava vidyAraNya-who’d later go on to be a
jagadguru of the SringEri sArada pITha and kriyASakti-the kALamukha guru. It is to be
noted that there is a wrinkle in the SringEri parampara for the dating of vidyatIrtha (1229 1333)- an improbable number of years as jagadguru, who was followed by bhArati tIrtha
(1333-1380) & mAdhava vidyAraNya (1380-1386)-all this considered within the fact
frontier that the Vijayanagara empire seems to have taken birth around AD 1336 and attained
prominence by 1346. Conspiracy theories allege that the SringEri maTha has overstated
it’s role in the formation of the Vijayanagara empire.5
Towards the end of the 14th century-the kALamukhas seem to have been out of
favor with royal or popular patronage, inferring by the paucity of their records. As mentioned
earlier - they also had to compete with the enterprising Saivaite order of the day that was
vIraSaivism and we hear of debates between the sects, sometimes marked with animosity.
Given their abrupt disappearance in the early 1400s and the patronage that vIraSaivism
had already come to enjoy in Vijayanagara by then-it is reasonable to hypothesize that
kALAmukhas either voluntarily assimilated or were absorbed into the vIraSaiva fold.
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Chidanandamurthy recounts in his memoirs recounts an incident with BGL Swamy-the son of
Kannada literary colossus DV Gundappa; While at his father’s death ceremony, Swamy points to
the brAhmaNas at the function, sporting a black dot on their foreheads - whispers to
Chidanandamurthy–‘Look at the smArtas-here are the kALamukhas of the yore’. It seems that he
often contended that Sringeri used to be a kALamukha maTha.
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A Note on Metallurgy of Coins of Tribal Republics
(From 3rd Century B.C. to 4th Century A.D.)
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The beginning of metal brought a remarkable change in human life. Copper is first
metal discovered by human being. It is very interesting that starting of Indian coinage in
silver after that in copper. It is debatable issue in the area of Numismatics. A group of
Numismatists believes that for making a coin copper was firstly used on the other hand
many scholars believe that the very first coin was built in silver.When we discuss about the
tribal coinage of ancient India, mostly tribal coins were manufactured in copper. We have
several examples of silver also. We did found any evidence of gold coin that was made by
any tribal republics. Coins are discovered from time to time either in the course of
archaeological excavations or as accidental finds during digging operations of the earth.
Coins play a vital role in illuminating history not known from other sources and
help in it reconstruction. Coins are very important source of history such as political, social,
economic, cultural, religious etc. They also confirm and substantiate the history known
from other sources. After the decline of the Mauryanempire, the people and the principalities
that were humbled under the imperial domination came into power again and re-established
their administration- local, tribal and monarchial. Ancient Indian tribal republics are divisible
into two groups i.e. the northern and the eastern republics. The early knowledge of the
northern republics rest mainly on the material supplied by the classical authors and the
Ashtadhayayi of Panini etc. some of these tribes are known to have resisted the invasion of
Alexander. The coins of some of these tribes are known, but they are post-Mauryan. The
eastern republics are known mainly from the Indian literature. They are, however, not
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known from their coins. Study of the tribal coins of ancient India forms a very fascinating
chapter of ancient Indian history. The term ‘Tribal Coinage’ is usually applied to the
indigenous coins bearing the names of certain tribal communities. These tribes followed a
non-monarchical system of government and hence may be called as Tribal republics, though
they were not republics in the modern sense of the term. The coins, though small size, are
the most authentic pieces of evidence and enlighten us about the various aspects of the life
and culture of the people. Though the history of the study of ancient Indian tribal coins goes
back to 1834 A.D. when James Prinsep published some coins discovered just by chance by
canal diggers near Behat in district Saharanpur (U.P.), yet recent discoveries, interpretations
and techniques of analysis have rendered earlier views in many cases as obsolete and
worth revision.1The term ‘Tribal Coins’ has been used by John Allan, in a rather
comprehensive sense to denote not only the tribal coins but also the local coins. The
similarities between the tribal and local coinage are many but their very nature is different
and as such they cannot be referred to by a single term.2 The term Local coin is general
taken to denote that series of indigenous coins, which is found generally, from Taxila, Eran,
Ujjain, Mathura, Kausambi, Panchala, and Ayodhaya together with the coinages of
theMalavas,Kunindas, Audumbaras, Yaudhayas and such other tribes. The former class
represents monarchial and the latter the non-monarchial coinage. Chronologically both of
them belong almost to the same period and betray a uniform mode of manufacture. Together
they constitute, thus an independent group or class of ancient Indian coinage. They have
many other similarities, in addition to the ones already noted. It was due mainly to these
factors that they were often discussed together. They are both inscribed and uninscribed.
The post Maurya indigenous currencies of Northern India are conventionally
designated as a local and tribal coins. Monetary issues defiantly attributable to particular
localities are known as local coins, while those bearing name of tribes are termed as tribal
coins. The later were mainly the issue of those oligarchical tribes who asserted their
independence in the Punjab and Rajasthan area after the downfall of the Mauryas. The
Nagas, an important tribe of ancient India also established their power over a large portion
of cultural India and their coins may as well be included in this category.Ancient Indians
Peoples themselves invented their own techniques of minting coins. Ancient Indian coins
were manufactured by three distinct processes, viz. punch-marking, casting and die-striking.
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Regarding the tribal coinage of ancient India, basically there are three major techniques of
manufacturing of coins.3
The popular and famous method of coin making among tribal republics is diestriking. Most ofthe tribal coins are manufactured by die-striking and casting method. They
are generally of copper, billon and silver pieces being comparatively rare.4 A majority of
them are inscribed, uninscribed coins being few and far between. The legends generally
gives us the names of the issuing tribes often coupled with the ruling chiefs or tribal republics
alone are given.By the first process coin blanks of required weight were sufficiently heated
and then impressed with various symbols by individual punches. In producing coins by
casting, two negatively designed moulds were somehow joined together and molten model
was poured into the hollow space inside the moulds through a common hole and finally
when the metal thus poured into the moulds took the design incised in them and solidified,
the two moulds were taken apart and the coins cast in them was taken out. The two moulds
so necessary for casting coins were apparently made of terracotta. Each of them was probably
prepared by impressing on it the respective side of a metallic or terracotta replica of the
intended coin. This simple casting technique was much improved at a later time and instead
of casting at a single operation one or two coins by a set of two moulds a large number of
coins was cast by arranging in an ingenious manner a number of moulding discs one above
the other.5
The die-striking process had two distinct stages of evolution. In the first stage only
one side of the coin blank was impressed with a device by a single die, while in the second
stage devices were impressed on both sides of the coin blank by two separate dies. The
process was comparatively simple in the first stage. A considerably heated coin blank of
required weight, placed on a hard surface, was impressed with a device with the help of die
punch, which is but a cylindrical bar having at one end the device in intaglio. Coins of the
first stage is known as single die ones, and would often bear an incuse impression caused
by the outer surface of the punch die itself. Those produced in the second stage involved a
rather difficult process and needed an anvil-die in addition to punch-die. The anvil-die is an
intaglio cut in an anvil and it also bears a group of symbols or a broad device. Now in
preparing a coin with device on both sides, the coins blank is first heated to a semi molten
state and placed over the anvil-die, and then the die-punch is put on the blank and heavily
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struck by a hammer, so that the blank would have on its underside the impression of the
anvil-die and on its upper side that of the punch die. Coins of this second stage are called
‘double die’ ones, and the techniques involved is popularity known as the hammer-andanvil process. These coins would also in most cases display the incuse impression on the
side that had the impact of the die-punch, which were in early times generally smaller than
the blanks. It is needless to say that the dies were made of hard material, which was naturally
some metal like brass or bronze. It is also possible that iron, which can subsequently be
hardened, was used for preparing dies.
The technique of casting coins was evolved and used before the invention of the
die-striking process. We may therefore presume with some amount of certainty that when
the coinage of a particular locality or tribe include both cast and die-struck specimens, the
former are generally earlier in date than the latter.6 However, no coin issued by any tribe of
ancient India is known to have been manufactured by the punch-marking process7 and it is
also fairly certain that no ancient Indian tribe except the Yaudheyas produced coins by
casting them in moulds. Ancient Indian tribal coins were almost in all cases produced by
the die-striking process, which as we shall see, generally underwent a gradual but natural
evolution and were, only in rare instances, somewhat influenced by the superior technique
of certain coins of foreign rulers like Greeks. It is often not too easy to determine whether
a particular ancient coin, tribal or otherwise, was produced by the casting or the die-striking
process, especially when it is of copper and is in a bad state of preservation.8
About the manufacturing of tribal coins it is necessary to say a few words about the
coin-blanks used in the die-striking process. The mint people had first to prepare blanks of
suitable shape, size and weight. So far as square coins are concerned, their blanks might
have been prepared in two ways. In some cases strips were first cut out of a thin hammered
sheet of metal and then small bits of required size were chopped off and the bits thus
produced would serve as blanks. Squarish coin blanks might have also been mass-produced
by casting them together in rows of sockets cut out on flat sheets of metal or terracotta.
Roundish blanks might as well be produced in the same casting process. But in some cases
they were prepared by beating flat globules of required weight when in a semi-molten
state. It is however; very difficult to say how the blank of a particular die-struck ancient
coin, tribal or otherwise, was produced without proper examination. Ancient mints were
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in fact small workshops often housed in one big room or hall. Where coins where
manufactured by casting in moulds, one set of people would prepare the moulds, while
another would melt the metal and pour it into the moulds. The case would be a little different
where minting of coins was effected in the die-striking process. One set of people would
cut the dies; another set would prepare the blanks, while a third set would strike the blanks
with the dies. It is likely that one and the same set of person would in many cases perform
more than one type of job. Since requirements of coins were not much, except in a few
cases, not a great number of coin-blanks was wanted. Many dies were also not necessary
in most cases, for the fact that coins, not so plentiful were generally struck in copper and
that in such cases the dies were saved from getting damaged as the coin-blanks they struck
were heated to a semi-molten state. All these mean that tribal mints of ancient times did not
need many implements and much labour.
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History deals with human society, which is the center of all human activity. Social
reforms have widened the scope of transformation as catalytic agents of progress and
promotion in society. So the reforms which cause social changes emanate as the end product
of social justice. When the time passes by the ephemeral social techniques and institutions
yield to transitions on the basis of reforms injected into the society every now and then.
Such a common phenomenon was applicable to the nineteenth century Indian society which
was in dire need of reforms due to ignorance, illiteracy, poverty, political turmoil’s and the
like. The social reform movement in India was gradual but drastic in nature. It was not a
revolutionary movement. It was during the nineteenth century that India came under the
direct and complete control of the British yoke which introduced reforms through legal
measures. The social reform movements reached a high watermark during the nineteenth
century when compared with the earlier periods. In the opinion of R.C. Majumdar, ‘The
nineteenth century was the great dividing line and these hundred years changed the face of
India.’
After the Vedic Period there emerged the ‘Brahmans’ which explain the meaning
of the sacrifices. The Aranyakas or the forest books which contain philosophical portion to
be used by the hermits who lived in the jungles and the Upanishads which was theological
or philosophical treatises. It was followed by the Sutras and the Epics. Such developments
initiated the introduction of rituals and sacrifices into the life of the people. Along with
them based on professional specialization, came the caste system. Gradually, there emerged
disparities among them that paved the way for the assimilation of social hierarchies. The
challenges posed by the Christian missionaries led to a rethinking on the part of the
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intellectuals resulting in the emergence of the social reform movements in India. The
unbounded enthusiasm of the educated Indians for social reform was manifested in
educational economic and political spheres.The Indian Renaissance that emerged in the
nineteenth century manifested itself in three Schools of thought. The first one was the
radical group, imbibed with western rationalism, and critical authority which derided
superstitious practices and castes restrictions urging their total abandonment. Calcutta being
the capital city of British India, provided an easy access for the introduction of western
ideas into India. The second group aimed at reforming the Hindu religion from within.
Being English-educated, they aimed at demoralizing Hinduism and its impurities which
accumulated over the years. They were given the name “reformists” who aimed to reconcile
tradition with modernity, to eliminate those elements to tradition repugnant to reason and
liberal values and to reaffirm those that were compatible with them. The third group
represented the conservative opinion. Deeply soaked in Indian tradition and culture, they
were opposed to the percolation of western ideas with India. They criticized the west as
‘Soulless and Materialistic.’ They sought to regain the past through a traditionalistic relation
against the west. This group was given the name “Revivalists.” Infect, the title is a misnomer
as Hinduism has never been dead, they are being Hindu reform bodies. They tried to idealize
the culture and glory of India and attempted a return to the classical golden age.1
The nineteenth century was marked by a strong wave of reforming activities in
religion and society, the Path of which had been paved by Rajarammohan Roy. There was
a general recognition of the existing evils and abuses in society and religion. But as usual,
the reforming zeal followed diverse channels, some were lured by the western ideas to
follow an extreme radical policy and this naturally provoked a reaction which sought to
strengthen the forces of orthodoxy between these two extremes moderate reformers who
wanted to proceed forward more cautiously along the line of least resistance. These are
even now too close to the period to appraise correctly the value of the different forces that
were at work and of the consequences that flowed from them, we shall therefore confine
ourselves merely to a review of the chief movements. It would be convenient to study them
under two heads. First the movements resulting in the establishment of a group or order
outside the pale of orthodox Hindu society and secondly general changes in the belief,
customs and practices of the Hindus as a whole.2
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‘After the attainment of independence India’s urgent task has been to devote itself
to the economic betterment of its people, to raise of poverty and to promote equality and
social justice. The extent to which India succeeded or failed in this great task will be the
measure of its achievement.’ ‘We stand on the threshold of the atomic age which thinks
together this world and makes it one integrated whole for good or ill. We have thus to
develop some kind of an integrated view of the word, for we cannot live in isolation.’ 3
‘India is a country with a basic unity, but of great variety in religion, in cultural traditions
and in ways of living. It is only by mutual forbearance and respect for each other, as the
great Ashoka thought, that we shall build up a strong, stable and co-operative community
in the whole of India.’ ‘The major and most urgent problem for us today is that of economic
advance, advance not only of the nation as a nation but in the conditions of masses of
people who live in it.’ 4 S.R. Bakshi commented, ‘When the British conquered India the
dead hand of British imperialism benumbed the living heart of India. Their monopoly of
power, glittering pomp, well-oiled administrative machinery produced passive acquiescence
of the people and the appearance of peace and order. But in spite of some uneven material
advance, economic and social progress and political awakening among the educated middle
class. In spite of educational institutions which tended to modernize the Indian mind, but
mainly fulfilled the requirements of a foreign government in spite of the law courts, the
railways, roads and other means of communication is spite of the social and intellectual
stirrings in a medieval society. The fact cannot be gainsaid that a dark pull of abject poverty;
ignorance and disease covered the face of the land. What was worse was the dwarfing of
the moral stature of the elite.’5
The constitution of the Indian Republic has abolished untouchability and forbidden
its practice in any form, while reservation of seats for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled
Tribes in the lok Sabha and State vidhan Sabhas apart from reservation of seats for them in
the services are steps in the right direction. Caste disabilities are fast crumbling under the
new democratic setup and economic pressures and the Scheduled Caste are increasingly
play their due role in the national life.6 This trinity principle seems to be very simple and
apparent; but it is actually complex and comprehensive in its ramifications. It has its own
historical background and new meaning and values emanate from it in new circumstances.
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Each part of this principle is different from the other. Yet all the three are closely related to
one another. Each one is dependent on the other and in the social context; the relevance of
all the three parts is universal and perpetual. They have their own limitations; yet their
implications are varied and valuable. Therefore, before knowing when and why
Dr.Ambedkar had adopted the first trinity principles it is necessary to understand its
background and circumstances, which made the principle of liberty, equality and fraternity
possible as a password of social change.7
To conclude we may assert that Dr.Ambedkar was very much concerned to bring
the ideals of liberty, equality and fraternity in to peoples practical life, not because out of
any political expediency, but genuinely as the governing principle in the context of rampant
caste inequalities and severe economic disparities in the Indian society. They ideals of
democracy and secularism that we have accepted in our constitution would be strengthened
only when the people and their representatives recognize and accept the need of constitutional
morality as was emphasized by Dr. Ambedkar fifty years ago. Practically, we may face
many hurdles, harsh and hostile facts; yet sooner or later we have to recognize and practice
the tenets of liberty, equality and fraternity if we want radical changes in our social life in
order to solidify the roots of our political system based on democracy, socialism and
secularism, which stand as Dr.Ambedkar visualized, respectively for freedom, equality
and fraternity all leading at the same time towards unity and solidarity of our nation in this
highly competing and complex world.8
The most complex social science at present and the one to enter upon the positivistic
stage is sociology, as it comprises ethics, economics, philosophy of history and a large part
of social psychology. Sociology is a science of society that consists of organic individuals
who contribute to make the social fabric and dynamics of human relations. In reality,
sociology is a study of society in its evolution manifesting into numerous kinds of social
groups along with human values. Social life owes its origin not to self interest, but to social
impulse. Man has egoistic impulses and these too, are indispensable to society.9
The nobler impulses as Dr.Ambedkar conceived are the altruistic feelings supported
by intelligence, which gain mastery over selfish interests. For Dr.Ambedkar the family is a
social entity. Intelligence is the leading principle for progress. Progress consists in the
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development of the human relations, which distinguish man from the brute in the advance
of reason and the higher, or nobler impulses. From Dr.Ambedkar point of view the nobler
impulses lead society to its positivistic stage, or to the newer aspects of the progressive
stage of humanity. Ethics also play a very important role in establishing right relations
between man and man and as such, morality and religion cannot be ignored in sociological
and religion cannot be ignored in sociological perspective. Dr.Ambedkar was the thinker to
emphasize that everything must be related to humanity that is love, liberty, equality and
fraternity that may help individuals to live for others, so humanity is the great being worthy
of appreciation that is the central tenet of Dr. Ambedkar’s sociological thoughts.10
According to Dr. Ambedkar all phenomena of society are phenomena of human
nature generated by outward circumstances to influence the masses of human beings. He
did not believe in supernatural governance as the Hindu society is supposed to be governed
by the fourfold division of social structure of Varna system which was created by Prajapati,
the supreme creator. In fact, Dr.Ambedkar rejected such a notion of society. To him there is
a progressive change both in the character of the human race and in its outward
circumstances. This means that only the human beings determine the social life, which
changes from time to time to safeguard the human rights and values. The term ‘progress’
means the development of the consciousness of freedom, equality and fraternity.11
Dr. Ambedkar’s sociological thoughts emphasize that the constitution of the state
must be adapted to the conditions and requirements of its people. It is just when it canters
equal rights on the people in so far as they are equal. No doubt citizens differ in personal
capability in property qualifications in birth and freedom. Yet the moral sense demands that
they be treated equal in-terms of law and opportunity. Dr.Ambedkar did not justify ‘slavery’
in any form as the Aristotelian view stood for it. He believed that since man is a social being
he can realize his true self (personality) in society based on equal rights. The aim of society
must be to produce good individuals who make the aggregate of social life. Its purpose
must be to enable the individual members to live a life of social respect and moral
responsibility of mutual trust and friendship. Dr. Ambedkar, as a democrat and humanist,
stressed the need of “social democracy” where in the freedom and dignity of individual is
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safeguarded in terms of social mobility and progress. Another aspect of Dr.Ambedkar’s
sociological thoughts is that social facts and values are co-ordinate.
Rationalism means the type of philosophy that regards reason as the Chief
instrument and test of knowledge. Rationalism in philosophy is primarily a theory of
knowledge as opposed to empiricism, which holds that all knowledge comes from perception;
it maintains that the most important part of knowledge comes from intellectual insight. At
the same time rationalism is that system of philosophy, which asserts that human reason
unaided is competent to attain objective truth. One man of the middle classes learned to
shape life rationally on the basis of his own foresight. Reasons come to play a new role in
political and social life. It was first explicitly formulated by Plato and it reached its highest
development in the 17th century. The humanists of renaissance asserted the intrinsic value
of man’s life before death and the greatness of his potentialities.12 Humanism had its roots
in the earlier period; but become dominate in the renaissances. With the growth of urban
society the ecclesiastical leadership of intellectual, aristocratic and even religious life
declined. A literate found the values of monastic culture to restrictive scholasticism was a
theology that did not speak of the human conditions. Education was the preserve of ethics
and humanism was a revolt against all this. Broadly speaking, liberalism in its classical
sense stood for the liberty of the individual’s democratic institution and free enterprise.
Various ‘ism’ and western thought like rationalism, individualism, humanism, etc.13
The socio-religious awakening of the 19th century was a remarkable feature of
modern Indian history. It was a slow process in the beginning. Contact with the West acted
as an important stimulus to the awakening movement. According to Sri Aurobindo, the
Renaissance in India is as inevitable as the rising of tomorrow’s sun and the renaissance of
a great nation of three hundred millions with so peculiar a temperament, such unique
traditions and ideas of life, so powerful an intelligence and so great a mass of potential
energies cannot but be one of the most formidable phenomena of the modern world.14
Emergence of Social Reforms
The challenges posed by the Christian missionaries led to a re-thinking on the
part of the intellectuals resulting in the emergence of the social religions reform movement
in India. The unbounded enthusiasm of the educated Indians for social reform was manifested
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in educational, economic and political Spheres.15 The Indian Renaissance that emerged in
the nineteenth century manifested itself in three schools of thought. The first one was the
radical group. Imbued with western rationalism, and critical authority which derided
superstitious practices and caste restriction urging their total abandonment. Calcutta, being
the capital city of British India, provided easy access for the introduction of Western ideas
into India. The second group aimed at reforming the Hindu religion from within. Being
English educated they aimed at demoralizing Hinduism and its impurities, which
accumulated over the years. They were given the name ‘Reformists’ who aimed to reconcile
tradition with modernity, to eliminate those elements of tradition repugnant to reason and
liberal values and to reaffirm those that wore compatible with them.” The third group
represented the conservative opinion. Deeply soaked in Indian tradition and culture, they
were opposed to the percolation of western ideas with India. They criticized the west as
‘soulless and materialistic’ they sought to regain the past through a traditionalistic reaction
against the West. This group was given the name ‘Revivalists.’ In fact the title is a misnomer
as Hinduism has never been dead, they are being Hindu reform bodies. They tried to idealize
the culture and glory of India and attempted a return to the classical golden age.16
Unity in Diversity
Culture has both an individual and a social content. Individual culture is an attitude
to life on the part of human being who seeks awareness of himself and of the world. Social
culture results from the integration of the culture of the members of a community and of
the social relationship emerging in the geographical environment and historical tradition,
which define the community. Neither individual nor social culture can be complete unless
it rests on the underlying unity of mankind. Therefore, culture has an individual as well as
social aspect. It is universal and also national. Finally, it implies the full development of
personality. Culture has moral, spiritual and economical values. It includes all significant
aspects of man’s life beginning from philosophy and religion ending with social institution
and manners. Further, culture is never static. It is always dynamic and assimilates or should
assimilate the best in every age. The lives of the people undergo considerable change due
to the impact of these factors.17 From time immemorial Indians have called their culture by
the name of human culture. It has tried to be so comprehensive as to suit the needs of every
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human being irrespective of age, sect, color or race. As such it has a universal appeal. The
subcontinent of India stretches from the Himalayas to Kanyakumari known as Bharatavarsha.
Deference to India’s customs from the very beginning the British Government
refused to interfere in religions and social matters in India, They have little assistance to
missionary activity and kept educational institutions strictly secular. The Government also
showed great deference to the rites, Customs and festivals of the Indian people. In spite of
this policy the British authorities were compelled from human considerations to stop certain
practices prevalent among the people.18
The question attained political importance on the eve of the Montague Chelmsford
Reforms and led to a coalition between the Panchamas and the non Brahmins of the Justice
movement against the Brahmins and Home role. References were made frequently to the
deplorable condition of the depressed castes in the non- Brahmin conferences and the need
to improve their conditions was stressed.
Depressed Class Movement
The Depressed Classes were socially ostracized, economically exploited physically
oppressed and politically deprived in Tamilnadu in the beginning of the 19th century. The
denial of civil rights was the major disabilities suffered in the society, which drove them to
embrace other religions to escape from such harsh treatment. Therefore reforming Hindu
society by removing inequalities became the object of many social reform leaders like
Rajaram MohonRoy, Gandhiji, Ambedkar etc. It is difficult to determine when this kind of
domination came in appearance for the first time. There is a view that during the Vedic
period the caste system was followed by the Aryans who divided the society into Brahmanas,
Kshatriyas. Vaishyas and Sudras.19 Appart from these four castes the rest of the people
were called ‘Outcaste.’ The outcastes were called fifth varna or Panchamavarna and in
fact they were the minority group in the social scale.20
In ancient Tamil society, the Depressed Class people had glorious past. They had
their own Courts and their own Government. But due to the arrival of Aryans, the existence
of caste system paved the way for the lower status of depressed class people in Tamil
society.21 Commenting on the factors that favored the birth of the depressed class movement
in the second half of the 19th century.
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With the advent of British rule in India, social position of the Depressed Class
registered slight improvement. The Christian missionaries found among the Depressed
Classes a fertile ground for conversion. Both their social inequality and economic misery
were advantageously used by the missionaries to get new recruits, especially from the
lowest rungs of the Hindu society.22 During the colonial period also factors such as the
establishment of British rule in India, spread of liberal and radical ideas such as individual
freedom and social justice brought awareness among the Depressed Classes. Western
education created a conductive atmosphere for these movements to spring up. The tyranny
alone help secure civil rights denied to them by other caste Hindus.23 This was the first time
during which they realized their rights and became conscious to organize a form of meetings
in Tamilnadu.
In 1813, the Government of Madras by passing an Act, ensured Indians that
irrespective of caste, race and religion they would be considered for education. So the
Depressed classes also realized their social rights in Tamilnadu and they were awakened.
After independence the successive Governments have paid a lot of attention to the education
of Scheduled Castes. Realizing the importance of education of Scheduled Caste
Development, the Government spent nearly two thirds of its budget allotment on education
every year.24 Through meaningful and effective steps free education is made available to
all Scheduled Castes. The Adi-Dravider Welfare Department is running school in all area
throughout Tamilnadu. The Government provides hostel accommodation for both boys
and girls. Special coaching tutorials, merit scholarships and awards, loan scholarship, etc,
at the School College, and professional College level have been instituted so as to provide
the Scheduled Castes Students opportunity and incentives to gain education and compete
with others. Education is the basic necessity for the development of a society. Growth and
developments are an integral part of an educationally advanced society. Therefore, it is
necessary to promote education among the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes.
Realizing this Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribes has been given a lot of importance.25
Socialist Movement
The struggle against the caste system forms an important chapter in the history
of social reform in modern India. The caste system had been the bane of Hindu society for
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ages. It was at the root of many social evils, which hampered the all-round progress of the
country. Under the system the Hindu society was divided into several castes and subcastes on the basis of the accident of birth. Inter marriage, inter-dinning and free social
inter-course between members of the different castes and sub-castes were forbidden. Such
irrational practices as untouchability, unapproachability and unseeability developed. Basic
human rights were denied to vast sections of the Hindu community. The members of the
lower caste (Avarnas) were denied entry into temples, educational institutions, government
service and public roads. This denial of social equality and justice stood in the way of
achieving social cohesion and national integration. Hence enlightened social reformers and
organizations took up the task of campaigning vigorously against caste.26
The Constitution of India has taken concrete steps for the abolition of
untouchability. The preamble to the constitution guarantees to all citizens of India, ‘Justice,
Social, Political and economic’ as well as ‘equality of status and of opportunity.’ Section 17
abolishes untouchability and its practice in any form is made punishable under the law. It
lays down that what never is open to the general public or to Hindus generally should be
equally open to members of all Scheduled Castes also. Thus no shop may refuse to sell and
no person to any person on ground of untouchability. Amended in 1976, the Act was renamed
the protection of Civil Rights Act.
The Constitution also provides for social reservation for Scheduled Caste and tribes
in the Union and State legislatures as well as in the public services. In spite of such
ameliorative measures, much still remains to be done to improve the condition of those
who have suffered for ages from the inequities of the caste system.27
As a part of the wider socio-religious reform and revivalist movement of the 19th
century the Depressed Class movement also sought to reform and liberate their own people
not by opting out of Hinduism but by remaining within the Hindu fold itself, for the Dalits
conversion to Christianity did not lead to a total break with the past not even large scale
conversion could protect them from the social stigma attached to these castes or could
really liberate them from their age-old aggresses slavery and economic misery. In Tamilnadu
is a vivid expression of just desire of the suppressed communities for human rights and
social justice denied to them for ages. Thus various measures have been taken both by
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central and state governments to unify the people to live in a single social set up. This
living together will one day make the people forget the tendency of inequalities. This is
indeed a modern sociological invention to synthesize people into a single entity devoid of
differences.
In the 20th Century social reform in Tamilnadu included the welfare of all the people
irrespective of their social denominations movements for the upliftment of the untouchables
and also the backward classes came into being. Thus the socio-religious reform movements
of the 19th and the 20th Centuries brought about great changes in the life of the Tamil people
in general and the downtrodden in particular. The social stratum of Tamilnadu is changing
day by day towards the concept of social equality.
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The phenomenon of rural indebtedness in colonial Punjab was a major issue, which
besotted Punjab in the late nineteenth century. The causes, spread and the subsequent
impact of the rural indebtedness in colonial Punjab can be best studied in Sir Malcolm
Darling’s master-piece, The Punjab Peasant in Prosperity and Debt, written in the year
1925. The Punjab Peasant in Prosperity and Debt provides an intriguing evidence of the
Indian Civil Service’s attitude towards the peasantry he ruled. The relevance of this work
can be judged from the fact that it is still the most brilliant study of debt in the peasant
society. It has not been superseded and can only be supplemented by the later researches
on the various aspects of the peasantry. There are various unique features that make it a
magnificent work. In the first place the work pulsates with actuality. Few men have observed
the peasant with so keen an eye for detail or entered the mental frame work of a peasant so
completely as is done by Sir Malcolm Darling. For twenty years before he wrote The
Punjab Peasant, and for thirty years thereafter, Darling talked to peasants. This he could
diligently do so while discharging his duties as the Registrar of the cooperative societies,
Punjab. Secondly, he had the fidelity and a literary flair to observe and record down the
replies during his conversation with the village folks as is reflected in his other writing,
Rusticus Loquitur- which literally means ‘the peasant speaks.’ Darling as a master of the
freely structured interview used quantitative and historical sources as controls upon his
fifty year conversation. As Registrar of the cooperative societies in the Punjab, he was able
to conduct systematic surveys of the indebtedness of the members of the cooperative
societies. These provincial surveys were supplemented by micro-studies of individual
families and representative villages, which were undertaken by the Punjab Board of
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Economic Enquiry. No other body in British India conducted so many inquiries into the
rural economy as the Board’s hundred odd publications prove.
When Darling took on the onerous task of determining the total extent of the
agricultural debt in Punjab, he found that although agriculture was the only industry of any
importance, there was almost no information available as to the extent to which the cultivator
was in debt. The first ever isolated work was done in the year 1876, in which the indebtedness
of sixty one villages in Hoshiarpur, were ascertained.1 In 1878, in connection with the
famine of that year, 223 family budgets were collected from different parts of the Punjab.2
In 1896, S.S. Thorburn, the brilliant author of Mussalmans and Money-lenders in the
Punjab, undertook an exhaustive enquiry into the circumstances of twelve villages in the
districts of Shahpur, Gujranwala and Sialkot.3
The object of The Punjab Peasant was simply to explain the varying incidence of
indebtedness in the Punjab. The burden of debt varied radically from family to family,
village to village, caste to caste, region to region and one of the hallmarks of Darling’s
intellectual style is the ease with which he moved between different categories, different in
kind and scale. The method adopted by Darling included going into the causation, for till
the causes of the debt or rural indebtedness are not known, then the malady cannot be
cured. For this purpose, instead of taking a bird’s eye view of the province as a whole, he
proposed to examine it tract by tract. The methodology adopted by him was that if a cause
is found to be prominent in several areas, it will be safe to conclude that it was a main cause
of the debt and if it is found to be at work in only a limited area, then it can be concluded
that it is not important.
For this exercise, the Punjab province was divided into six circles, which more or
less follow the geographic divisions. The first division included the four submontane districts
of Sialkot, Gurdaspur, Hoshiarpur and Ambala, which lie between the central Punjab and
the Himalayas, the second division consisted of the Central Punjab from the Jhelum in the
north and to the Sutlej in the South, which consisted of seven districts of Gujrat, Gujranwala,
Lahore, Amritsar, Jalandhar, Ludhiana and Ferozepur. The third division is the North Punjab,
consisting of three districts, in which the representative one is Rawalpindi, the fourth division
is the South Punjab consisting of four districts. The Western Punjab included four districts,
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three of which Mianwali, Muzaffargarh and Dera Ghazi Khan, lie along the valley of the
Indus and one Multan, between the Chenab and the Sutlej. The sixth division was the
Canal Colonies consisting of four districts. (Three districts from Punjab were omitted in
the six fold tract division, which included the hill districts of Simla and Kangra, because
their conditions were peculiar and the district of Jhang because it partly belongs to the
canal colonies and partly to the west.) In his detailed, momumental work, Malcolm Darling
enumerated various reasons for the indebtedness of the peasants in Punjab.
Small Holdings
While discussing causes of the small holdings, the approaches of various
contemporary writers differed on the basis of one angle or other. Malcolm Lyall Darling
described this in his two works viz., The Punjab Peasant in Prosperity and Debt and
Rusticus Loquitur. His ideology moved around the issue of increased population which
emerged as a basic cause of this problem. He analyzed that control of population is a prerequisite for prosperity. So his analysis laid stress on control of population as a solution to
avoid fragmentation. In the Central Punjab, it is unexpected to find two districts so dissimilar
as Sialkot and Ferozepore amongst the three most indebted districts in the Punjab. In Sialkot,
the advantages of rain is neutralised by the size of the population, which allows most
people only to cultivate 5-6 acres. The main cause of debt is the pressure of the population
upon the soil.4 According to H. Calvert, the small size of the majority of the holdings had a
major effect on the economic state of Punjab. ‘The total cultivated area of the province is
between 29-30 million acres and this is divided into over 10 million holdings.’5
Grotesque Fragmentation of Land holdings
In addition to the average small holdings of land per cultivator, the problem was
accentuated further by strange method of fragmentation of land holdings. The problem
associated with the fragmentation of land holding can be gauged from one such example in
the central Punjab, where ‘in a Jullundur village, whose 12,800 acres were split up into
63,000 fields.’6 Because of the fragmentation of land, proprietors had land stretches in
many villages and many owners had their share in more than one holding. ‘Many of the
colonists in Lyallpur, Shahpur and elsewhere, for instance have land in their home districts
and many others own land in two or more villages in the same district.’7 This complexity of
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multiple names occurring in different land holdings cannot even be determined by the
official reports.
Improvidence
Improvidence and Extravagance are regarded as two important causes of debt. In
India, improvidence and debt are intimately connected. An analogy to explain both the
concepts is, the man who marries before he has enough to support a family is improvident,
but he is only extravagant if he spends more on his wedding than he can afford. A settlement
officer wrote, ‘it is not bad farming or extravagance so much as improvidence that makes
the agriculturist indebted.’
Unpredictability of the Rivers- the riverain tracts
Nowhere is improvidence more marked than in the riverain tracts of the Punjab
province, and nowhere is farming more of a gamble. The changing course of the major
rivers and the problem of sorrow and plenty had its impact on the cultivation patterns. ‘Ek
sal amir, ek sal faqir’- rich today, a beggar tomorrow is the way it is put by local wit.
Another proverb says that, ‘Darya da hamsaya, na bhukha na trihaya (he who neighbours
a river is neither hungry nor thirsty’. Another one is ‘to go and live by a river is to place a
babe in a witch’s lap.’8 This goes on to prove the point that the unpredictability of the rivers
resulted in the uncertainty in the crop outcome and hence the variability in the fortunes of
the cultivator.
Extravagance and debt
If improvident expenditure is pushed beyond a certain point it acquires the form of
extravagance. The situation of the debt is accentuated when we get the evidence that how
the zamindars have been thriftless, quarrelsome or extravagant and thus they themselves
are to be blamed for their plight. In one such instance, it is stated that in 1899, the Financial
Commissioner of the Punjab found that out of some 6500 cases of alienation one-sixth
were due to extravagant expenditure thoughtlessly incurred.9 There are further evidence of
the assessment reports, in many of which extravagance figures prominently as a cause of
alienation and mortgage. This phenomenon of extravagance is prevalent in all the four
submontane districts, and in the Central Punjab- Jalandhar alone appears to be free from
the taint. Ferozepur is notorious and Sialkot is almost as bad. In the South Punjab, it is
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much less marked, but the Bagri Jats along the Bikaner border are famous for their funeral
feasts, and those of Palwal near Delhi for their love of Bhang.
Where ever the extravagance exists, it is due to one of the three causes-The
neighbourhood of a large town, prosperity and caste. The Rajput is the best instance of the
last and wherever he is dominant, he is apt to infect his neighbours with the taint. The
influence of bigger towns in the vicinity is also bad. Around Amritsar, a mortgage can often
be traced to dissipation and drink. Near Lahore with its 400,000 inhabitants, the Arain,
normally the most frugal of men is so extravagant that the Arain cooperative societies of
the neighbourhood thought it wise to limit expenditure at marriage and death by rule, and
punish a breach by fine.10 Extravagance, may be due to a bigger city is one of the major
factor among the many factors of the high debt is ascertained by the high debt’s multiple of
land revenue of 22 for Lahore in the entire Central Punjab.11
Litigation
One unique aspect of the rural life in Punjab, which had an over bearing impact on
the economic debt is their passionate love of litigation. ‘The people of the Punjab’, says a
report of 1925, ‘are greatly addicted to litigation and the litigation is of a more serious
nature than in most other provinces.’12 The cost of litigation is enormous. H. Calvert estimated
that 2.5 million persons, that is about 20 percent of the adult male population attend the
courts every year, either as parties or as witnesses and that three or four crores are wasted
in the process.13 On further enquiry we find that the two districts that stand first in the
province for the number of suits are Amritsar and Muzaffargarh, in both of which debt is
unusually heavy. The districts that come next are Lahore and Ferozepur in the Central
Punjab and Hoshiarpur and Gurdaspur in the submontane area, and that all these are districts
in which debt is abnormally high.14
Over-population
High density of population in the central and submontane districts of Punjab is
regarded as the major cause of debt because these are the districts which were the most
indebted districts as well. The total number of persons per square kilometre of area is very
high, which results in what is called the disguised unemployment.
Mortality of the Livestock
The constantly recurring losses of cattle from disease and drought had a major
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impact on the increase in the overall debt of the cultivator. Cattle can die unexpectedly
anywhere in India, but a heavy mortality of cattle from drought was a constant nightmare in
the southern districts of Punjab. On the other hand, in the submontane districts of Punjab,
cattle disease is a serious menace in the rain drenched tracts at the foot of the hills.
In order to deal with the problem of rural indebtedness, one of the methods which
were adopted by the policy makers, after the annexation of Punjab in 1849 was the
reclamation of more and more desert land. The objective of the government by reclamation
of more desert land was to increase the land under plough and when the land under cultivation
will increase, it will increase the overall agricultural output. With the allurement of the
increase in the agricultural output in the newly reclaimed areas, the intensification of
population in few districts of Central Punjab will decrease by the uniform spread of the
population across the newly carved areas of land. For the people to be motivated to new
areas, the reclaimed deserts required an assured, constant and uninterrupted supply of
water from the rivers by the construction of canals. The construction of Canals was an
engineering marvel of the modern era which was accomplished by the imagination and
enterprise of a dozen engineers, like Sir John Benton and skilful and decisive bureaucrats.
It resulted in the creation of what is called as the Canal Colonies.
A major determinant of the success of the Canal colonies was the proportion of
debt incurred by the residents. To determine the economic conditions of the people living in
the Canal colonies, we can do so under three main heads such as debt, the standard of
living and the agricultural progress, all of which are intimately connected. This is reflected
in the Table 1and 2 below;
Table 1: Debt for the canal colonies15
Colony

Percentage free of Debt

Debt’s multiple of Land Revenue

Lyallpur

22

5

Shahpur

34

3

Average

26

4
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Table 2: Debt for the Punjab16

Area of Punjab (No. Of Districts)

Debt’s multiple of Land Revenue

Submontane(4)..............

24

Central(7).............

22

North(3).............

13

South(4).............

15

West(4).............

15

Canal Colonies(4)..........

2

Punjab- 1921(29).......

19

Punjab- 1930(29)......

25.5

From the tables above, it is amply clear that the most significant of the figure is the
debt of the Canal colonies, which is only four times the land revenue. If we take all the four
districts of the Canal colonies, then the average of the four districts of debt as a multiple of
land revenue comes out to be only two. Compare this with the multiple of 22 for the
Central Punjab from where most of the colonists came. The difference is remarkable and
thus it can be safely stated that indebtedness in the colonies in proportion to resources is
much lighter than in any other part of the province.
If we try to analyse the fact that the average Debt’s multiple of land revenue in the
Canal colonies is 2 and in the Central Punjab is 22 a little more deeply, we come across
various factors which lead to this widening gulf. The factors which might have played an
important role in the Canal colonies being relatively free of the vicious cycle of debt are:
1. Size of the Land holdings: The first striking difference between the colony and
an ordinary district is the size and the form of their holdings. In an ordinary district of
Punjab, the average is almost invariably less than ten acres. There are only five non-colony
districts of Hissar, Ferozepur, Gujranwala, Attock and Multan which has an average size
more than ten acres and in four districts like Kangra, Hoshiarpur, Jalandhar and Rawalpindi,
it is less than five. On the other hand, in a colony no peasant proprietor ever starts with less
than 12.5 acres and in Shahpur he even started with 55 acres. In 1924, after a whole
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generation, the average in Lyallpur was still 18 acres. It is estimated that for an average
family to live in some measure of comfort, an arable farmer in the Punjab requires from 1015 acres of irrigated land.17 It can thus be understood that the life on a 6-7 acres of land, all
of which might not be irrigated, is a continuous struggle with nature and if there are no
other sources of income such as a military service, commercial crops or immigration abroad,
the struggle ultimately ends up in the clutches of the money lender.
2. Compactness of Land: The colonists as compared to the cultivators from other
districts of Punjab had an added advantage of the compactness of the land. Since the Canal
colonies were developed from the scratch by the Britishers, all the colonizers got a single,
uniform and well marked plots of land. Throughout the Punjab province and especially in
the Central Punjab, sub-division of land adds to the woes of the small land holders which
could be one of the chief factors which led to the success of the canal colonists. A person
with a single, integrated field has to encumber lesser difficulties as compared to indefinite
number of strips scattered round the village. With scattered fields any improvement in
cropping is always a difficulty, for by custom the village cattle are turned on to the stubble
as soon as the crops are cut, a practice that does no one any harm as long as everyone
grows the same crops and harvests them at the same time. But if anyone introduces a new
crop or an improved rotation, he may find his neighbour’s cattle straying over his fields
before the harvest is cut; and if he drives them off, others may object to his cattle grazing
on their fields. In a single, integrated field better implements can be used for cultivation
and harvesting of crops as in central Punjab there are many fields in which the large Raja
plough cannot be turned and with the usage of better implements, costly labour can be
saved. Moreover to increase the fertility of the soil, cartloads of manure can be taken to the
fields since they are connected to roads, which is not possible where the fields are split into
thousand without proper access available. When the fields are compact, there are fewer
disputes as the innumerable thin dividing lines of an ordinary village are replaced by few
clear boundaries that no one can dispute about.
3. Rise in Land prices: An integrated, compact land holding was the greatest
advantage that the colonists can enjoy over his brethren from other parts of Punjab. This
fact was further emphasized by the rise in the prices of land as an outcome of the world
war. To the holder of 5-6 acres high prices were probably a drawback, since he rarely had
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more to sell than to buy, but the same proposition was favourable for a colonist because he
always had more to sell than to buy and thus it is the margin between the purchase and sale
that makes high prices a boon or a bane. In about 1920, the prices in the colonies rose about
55 percent.18 As a result in 1920 because of the higher produce the land prices rose to Rs.
1200 an acre. Even in the Colony of Shahpur and Montgomery, where the land is less good
than in Lyallpur, the average price paid in the year 1920 was just under Rs. 600 an acre.
The actual averages were Rs. 599 for Shahpur and Rs. 593 for Montgomery.19 ‘In Lyallpur
Rs. 500 an acre used to be an ordinary price and in good villages it would rise to about Rs.
1000.’20
4. Agricultural Security: The facility of an assured, uninterrupted supply of water
by means of canals in the canal colonies were the greatest boon for the canal colonies as
contrast to other districts of Punjab. This method of security was not even witnessed in any
part of India, whereas in Punjab in some districts as in Amritsar, the supply of water was
more or less secured by a combination of canal and well. The colonies with a regular
supply of water ensured that the harvest in the colonies never fail, though the harvest might
fail in rest of India. This means even in the case of worst calamity, there will always be
something to take to the market and even when the produce is less than usual, the higher
prices that accrue with the general scarcity do much to redress the balance.
5. Inculcation of Prudent behaviour: With the success of the canal colonies, the
financial worth of the cultivators improved. Instead of withering away the new acquired
wealth on wasteful activities, the colonists started depositing their savings with either the
bania(the money lender) or the bank. In the district of Lyallpur, the cultivator has begun to
hold up part of his produce instead of selling it completely, on the chance of getting a better
remuneration for the crop. Darling has given an example to prove the changing mindset of
the cultivators of the Colonies. ‘A colonist returning to his home in Jullundur with Rs. 2000
in his pocket, wanted to deposit it with his village bank at the usual rate of 6 percent. The
bank not requiring so large a deposit would take only Rs. 1000 and advised the colonist to
deposit the rest with the local central bank. To this he demurred on the ground that the latter
would give him only 5 percent, and he added that the difference of 1 percent would pay for
his railway ticket to Lyallpur and back.’21
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6. Mortality of the Livestock: The mortality of the livestock was the same in colonies
as in other parts of Punjab. But with the passage of time, it was infact less in the canal
colonies with a constant supply of water, whereas cattle mortality was all time high in the
drought affected districts of south Punjab. Also, in the dry, healthy atmosphere of the rainless
Bar, the cattle disease is less of a menace than in the rain drenched tract at the foot of the
hills.
7. Scourge of the Moneylender: The scourge of the moneylender in the colonies
was comparatively less because of the affluence and the changing attitudes of the people.
Money lender is less powerful in Lyallpur than anywhere else in Punjab. Village banks,
education, and prosperity have all undermined his influence and though still a danger he is
no longer a menace to the countryside.
All the above mentioned factors convincingly prove how the experiment of the
Canal colonies was a success as the debt was light and it brought unprecedented prosperity
in its wake. A successful team of engineers, bureaucrats and policy makers resulted in
bringing a vast wasteland of nearly 5.5 million acres under plough and thus resulted into
the development of the most thriving rural community in India. To elaborate the positive
impact of the Canal system, H. Calvert’s information comes in handy. ‘In the year 191920, the major and the minor canals together irrigated about 10.46 million acres out of a
total cropped area of 25.36 million acres and in the year 1920-21, the major and minor
canals together irrigated 10.25 million acres out of a total cropped area of 17.18 million
acres. The last figures deserve special consideration, because the decrease in total cropped
area compared with the previous year was due to a monsoon 43 percent below normal and
due to the winter rains, which in 16 districts were 80 percent below normal. The result was
a fall in the cropped area of over 8 million acres, and the province was only saved from a
near famine by the extensive canal system.’ 22 One of the important effects of the growth
and development of the Canal colonies was that there was rise in the price of the land. The
rise in the price of land was due to the high price of produce according to the experts. One
such example is of the Lyallpur district in the canal colonies, ‘where a square of land
(about 27 acres) sold for Rs. 4000 each in 1914, Rs. 6000 in 1915, Rs. 8000 in 1917, Rs.
10,000 in 1918, Rs. 16,000 in 1919 and Rs. 22,000 in 1920.’23
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The success of the Canal colonies was helpful in bringing colonial Punjab out of
the vicious cycle of debt, which were subsequently supported by a large scale legislative
measures, such as the Punjab Alienation of Land Act of 1901, etc. The Punjabis became
the most prosperous agricultural community in India and a model for other areas in India to
emulate.
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Orunodoi verses Assam Bilasini: beginning of a trend of
literary competition between the Christian missions and
the Vaishnavite Satras in the 19th Century Assam
Dr. Rahul Sankritayan Mazumdar
Associate Professor
Arya Vidyapeeth College, Guwahati
Since 1793 the propagation of Christianity in India became a hot topic of political
debates in England. When the charter Act of 1793 was being debated, an attempt was
made in and outside the British parliament to include in it a clause regarding imparting
religious and moral education among the Indians and therefore sending missionaries and
teachers to India.1 But this clause could not, however, be finally passed by the parliament in
1793 due to the opposition of the British East India Company administrators. For many
strategic reasons they did not want to encourage the Christian missionaries to work in the
Indian field. H.H. Dodwell rightly observed that probably the company comprehended that
‘... in the matter of religion the natives of India were peculiarly sensitive..... that ‘any
interference with the religion of the natives would eventually insure the total destruction of
the British power’. On no account should missionaries be employed or maintained by the
government. They might go to India as they had gone heretofore or under new restrictions;
they might preach, translate and teach at their own risk; but no sanction should be given by
government to their proceedings, and no attempt should be made to tie the hands of
government from restraining their activities’.2
But the company’s authority could not maintain their stand for a long time and was
compelled to bow down in front of the severe pressure of the missionary organizations in
the home country and finally permitted the evangelists to promote Christianity in India. The
charter Act 1813 allowed the advent of the English and the American missionaries to India.
Eventually Assam was also brought under their target area. In the mean time the British
Government in Assam also saw the remarkable missionary activity in Tamil country as
well as in nearest Bengal throughout the eighteenth and early nineteenth century. In 1829
David Scott, the commissioner of Assam, easily gave permission to the missionaries to
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start their activities in Assam. The Assam Government, along with its counterpart in Calcutta
also felt that they could use missions as a civilizing ally. For the sake of progress of India
co-operation between them was indispensable.3 The missionaries immediately took the
opportunity with a hope of future prospect to open their way to China to spread Christianity
among the Shans of Upper Burma and Southern China. In fact they named this mission as
“Mission to Shans.4 Result was within a short time Nathan Brown and Oliver T. Cutter
reached Sadiya, a remote place of eastern part of Assam province on 23rd March 1836.5
But due to many difficulties, and at the invitation of Francis Jenkins, they were revised the
mission midway and stationed at Sadiya. Captain Jenkins himself wrote to Mr. Trevelyan
‘…. No attention of mine should of course be wanting to make the place comfortable to any
missionaries, and I will be willing to contribute my mite to their establishment. You may
mention, that I will subscribe 1000 rupees, if a family is settled as a Mission at Sadiya, and
who have had a press at work for six months I will be happy to double the sum, if I remain
in charge of the province.…’6 In later years too he donated some more amounts to the
mission which was gratefully acknowledged in the Journal of Brown (August 31, 1841)
‘Received from Capt. Jenkins a donation of 500 rupees for the benefit of the mission. This
sum he has given annually since the mission was established, and he has informed us of his
intention to continue it so long as he remains in charge of the province.’ 7 Mr. Brodie,
Principal Assistant to the Commissioner donated rupees 300 for the same object.8 The
missionaries also delighted with this help from government officers and recognized them
as the warm friends of the mission.
‘Brown and Cutter have submitted to the Board, at the suggestion of the
Commissioner, Capt. Jenkins, a proposition to connect a farming establishments with the
mission, ‘for the double purpose of relieving the missionaries from embarrassments in
providing the common necessaries of life, by which they are now much impeded in their
appropriate work; and also improving the temporal condition of the natives, by teaching
them the useful arts and introducing the culture of foreign plants’. Such an establishment in
the charge of competent persons, would, in a short time, support itself, and, in various
ways, doubtless, prove a valuable auxiliary to the mission’.9
Thus the British administrative machinery and the Christian missionary activity of
the province of Assam ran hand in hand. The British, as much as possible, encouraged the
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missionaries to go into the hill population while on the other hand ‘British administrative
policies discouraged further sanskritization and for the most part encouraged the maintenance
of their distinct tribal identities’.10 Possibly the British wanted a divide between the hill and
plain people and perhaps they tried to restrict the activities of the Neo-Vaishnavite Satras
within the plain areas. Like the Christian missionaries the Satras also were on good terms
with the British administration. But they could not acknowledge the status which had been
availed by the new Christian missionary organizations. Obviously an undeclared competition
between the two had emerged. As a result while the missionaries published the Orunodoi11
the Satra started publishing Assam Bilasini12 (1871-1883). While the missionaries published
other religious pamphlets like Dipti, the Satras published Chandrodaya, Assam Tara, Assam
Dipak.13 The newly emerging Assamese intelligentsia like Lambodar Borah, Padmahas
Goswami etc. came forward to write in these papers. Though the papers were short lived
they had a positive impact upon the masses. It is to be remembered that in the beginning of
the early seventies of the nineteenth century publication of a monthly Assam Bilasini and
that too from a religious institution like Auniati Satra had tremendous social significance.
In the earlier chapter it has already been discussed that Dattadev Gossain, the Satradhikar
of Auniati Satra was fascinated with Bengali language and literature. He was a regular
reader of Bengali books and news papers. But even then he decided to publish Assam
Bilasini in Assamese instead of Bengali language. It is important to be noted that the paper
came out at a time when Assamese language was re-established as an official language
after a long 36 years of exile.14 Majority of the writers were no doubt Hindu Vaishnavite
but it had left some space for a Brahmo writer like Padmahas Goswami as well as a Muslim
writer like Sheikh Farauddin.15 Though the paper did not last for a very long period but the
competitive attitude of the satra against the missionary agenda, initiated by it had a profound
effect upon the history of Assam in the years to come. The paper stopped circulation in
1883. It was also significant that after discontinuation of the paper the press machine which
was lying idle in the Satra, the satradhikar did not hesitate to hand it over to Krishna Kanta
Bhattacharya, a government official of Jorhat Court. This time the paper had changed its
earlier character. It took special care to safeguard the Assamese language and culture and
supported various issues of Home Rule and Non Cooperation Movement too. At one stage
whole pages of the paper were covered with the news items related to the nationalist
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movements and encouraged people to raise voice against the foreign rulers.16 Because of
this anti-government and pro-congress character, the British took repressive measures17 to
stop the voice of the paper and finally in 1825 due to severe financial strain the paper
closed its publication. A similar press was established in Barpeta in 1910 by Narayan
Mishra, son of Gobinda Mishra, the satradhikar of Barpeta Satra. The name of the press
was ‘Sastra Prakas Press.18 The name itself indicates its nature where publications were
mostly religious in nature. Some of the important publications were – Akhyata Chandrika,
Borgeet, Prasanga Pranali, Mala Prakas, Niminabasiddha Sangbad, Dhatu Rupawali,
some Sanskrit Grammars etc.19 But the press stopped working after few years. Later on
this same press was re-used by Ambikagiri Rai Choudhry for publishing ‘Chetana’, a
prominent magazine of patriotic nature motivating the people to devote their life for the
motherland.20 The trend of publication of magazines of religious nature did not end here. In
the next decade, Asom Pradipika, a monthly journal was published in 1920 under the
patronage of Naradev Goswami of Dakshinpat Satra. The satradhikar offered seven hundred
rupees for the publication of Pradipika which appeared from Dibrugarh. Tara Prasad Chaliha
was one of the patrons of this paper and Rajanikanta Bardoloi, a firm and very loyal disciple
of Dakshinpat Satra was the editor of the paper. It was purely a religious journal and
devoted to the cause of the religious teachings of Damodardeva, a contemporary of
Sankardeva, who was also a pioneer of the Satra movement of Assam. Thus the satras
started a print movement in Assam against the missionary activity. While the Christian
Missionaries restricted only to Orunodoi and Dipti the satras extended from Bilasini to
Pradipika. The satras wanted more and more Hinduisation against Christianity as well as
more and more Sanskrit against missionary English. As result while Auniati Satradhikar
offered scholarship for good marks in Sanskrit language21 in the Entrance Examination the
Barpeta Satradhikar family published Sanskrit grammar at a very low price and distributed
the same among the Sanskrit learners.22 To compete with the missionaries they established
schools and short time training camps of religious nature in the tribal areas and not only
spread their religion but also trained the people with many kinds of handicrafts and acquainted
them with improved methods of agriculture.23 Thus the Neo-vaishnavite Satras controlled
the society economically and intellectually, and motivated the people to fight in a changing
situation.
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Tracing the History of Fossils of Rajmahal hills
Effects of mining and other operations on it
Dr. Kumar Rakesh
Department of History
K.K.M. College, Jharkhand
The subdivision Rajmahal, located in Rajmahal hills, are named after the town of
Rajmahal which lies in the east of Jharkhand, is a historic place since ancient times. It is
situated 50 km away from the District town of Sahibganj in jharkhand state located at 25’
N 87’.The Hills are oriented in south-north axis with an average elevation of 200-300m(about
600-1000 ft)and the spread is approximately 2600 sq km.1 It starts from Sahibganj district
and ends up in Dumka and Pakur districts in Jharkhand.The upper regions of the Rajmahal
hills are inhabited by the Sauriya paharia tribe while the valleys are dominated by the
Santhal tribe who use the land for cultivation.
Man Singh a Mughal Governor of Bengal choose Rajmahal as his capital in 1595
because of its strategic command over Bangladesh. Therefore it still has Akbar’s mosque
and 18th century palace of Mir Qasim, Nawab of Bengal. The hill area of Rajmahal is full
of plant fossils dating to the cretaceous period(about 65-145 million years of age).Fossils
of Angiosperm fruits of uncertain affinity and questionable angiosperm mega fossil deposit
show that diverse flowering plants were evolving during early early cretaceous period in
India.Lt Birbal Sahni was the first Paleontologist to study extensively the flora of Indian
Gondwanaland(one of the first land mass part).He also explored the Rajmahal Hills which
is a treasury of fossils of ancient plants. However this region should have witnessed the
presence of snakes, modern birds and placental mammals according to the evolutionary
sequence of that era. But the fossils remains of these animals from upper cretaceous bed
are scanty, most probably due to indiscriminate mining of hills or in lack of proper
excavation.2 However a foot print locally called and worshipped as foot prints of lord
Kanhaiya at Kanhaiyasthan in Rajmahal is still seen. The types of rocks reported from this
hilly region have also been reported from Australia and Newzeland.Therefore there should
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be a chain of such fossil beds around Rajmahal hills which has to be surveyed extensively
before being wiped out completely in ignorance as sas occurred with Damodar Valley
fossils deposit. A very scientific and authentic view is also needed when foot prints of man
at Kanhaiasthan is to be reported. Perhaps it will revolutionize the whole concept of origin
of man in Africa in Holiocene.When chronological History of universe is being traced
eagerly in space and far away planets why not we should preserve the heritage of evolution
of organisms at our own soil. If devastating mining is blamed for the elimination why not
we too the ignorant partner be made responsible for these losses when enough proofs are
before our eyes. This natural zoo needs to be preserved and highlighted with scientific
imaginations and deductions.
‘Large scale mining and other operation in jharkhand state of India are destroying
the plant fossils of the Jurassic and Permian age. Lack of proper preservation
arrangements,coupied with reckless mining works are running a veritable storehouse of
geological History’. Fossils of Jurassic age in Rajmahal area of Jharkhand state are being
used to build up roads. Due to lack of knowledge, awareness and government ignorance
these fossils are dangerously set on the path to destruction.3 Plant fossils of Permian age
which are spread over Damodar valley coalfields are also being destroyed due to mine
blasting or crushed under the huge tyres of trucks.
The situation is a combination of factors including extensive mine blasting and
natural weathering process whose ‘baleful impact upon the life of the plant fossils has not
been minimized due to the indifference of the organization concerned.’ There is an urgent
need to conserve the rich fossils site. It is essential to preserve the plant fossils in ancient
conditions.4 Mr. Birbal sahni was the first botanist to study extensively the flora of Indian
Gondwana. He also explored the Rajmahal hills which is a treasury of fossils of ancient
plants. Here he discovered some new genus of plants. The important and interesting ones
are Homozygote rajamahalia paradora and William Sonia sewardiana.Fossils are recognized
as important user’s tools since prehistoric times. Prehistoric men and men of certain primitive
cultures have believed them as magic sticks with mysterious powers and have used them
to treat the evil spirits. Economic geologists have used the fossils as chief indicators in oil
exploration.
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According to the recent report a memorandum of understanding was inked between
the Jharkhand government, Birbal sahni inst, of poliobotany (BSIP), Lucknow and the
national building construction corporation,(NBCC) under the umbrella of the dept. of science
and technology of govt. of India to establish the park. The Lucknow based BSIP, a premier
research center in the field of Paleobotany, will provide scientific inputs and consultancy
services to the park. But what about the fossils of Deodar valley coalfields? Decision of
making Fossil Park has come too late. Till today most of the fossils have been destroyed.5
No doubt the concerned organizations should wake up to the bitter fact of gradual
elimination of plant fossils from this region before it is too late. This is not to say that
mining operations or other construction works in those regions be stopped but on the other
hand they should be done more judiciously apart from setting up a chain of geological park
in Jharkhand to preserve plant fossils which are indisputably a treasure trove of information
about the chronological History of the rocks.6
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British Repressive Measures during Quit India
Movement: A Case Study of Azamgarh
Dr. Uma Shanker Singh
Assistant Professor, Department of History
Dyal Singh College, University of Delhi

Introduction
The Quit India Movement was characterized by its broad popular participation as
well as by certain currents which questioned the internal contradictions within Indian society.
The movement commenced with the adoption of a resolution by the All India Congress
Committee on 8th August 1942, at the Gowalia Tank Maidan (Bombay), asking the British
government to withdraw from India, in order also to ensure the material and cultural
development of Indian as a free people, and in order also to ensure their participation in the
struggle against fascism.1 On the refusal of the British authorities to ‘Quit India’, so as to
speak, Mahatma Gandhi invited his country men to ‘do or die’ in a bid to liberate themselves
from the alien yoke. Gandhi’s speech also contained specific instructions for different sections
of the people. What followed the Mahatma’s call for action was a massive uprising, in the
course of which British rule collapsed in many regions of the country, especially in the
eastern part of UP and nationalist local administration was established at Tamluk in
Medinapur (Bengal), Satara in Maharashtra, Talchar in Orissa, Ballia in UP etc.2 In this
context the observation of the Viceroy Lord Linlithgow speaks itself the gravity and intensity
of the movement:
I am engaged here, wrote the viceroy on 31 st August 1942 to the Prime Minister Winston
Churchill, “in meeting by far the most serious rebellion since that of 1857, the gravity and
extent of which we have so far concealed from the world for reasons of military security.” 3

For the first six or seven weeks after 9th August, there was a tremendous mass
upsurge in many regions of the country. People devised a variety of ways of expressing
their anger on the arrest of national leaders. In some places, huge crowds attacked the
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many symbols of colonial authority as Police Stations, Post-Offices, Kutcheris (Courts),
Railway Stations, government school building and electric wires. authorities. National flags
were forcibly hoisted on public buildings in defiance of the police. The reaction to the
arrests made on 9th August 1942, was most intense in eastern U.P, where peoples movement
attained the proportions of a rebellion.4 The colonial states saw people’s activities as a
grave assault on their domination and authority. So they reacted with punitive and coercive
measures,.
Scholars from Darbara Singh (Indian Struggle of 1942, ) to Crispin Bates (‘Quit
India and Partition’ in Subalterns and Raj: South Asia since 1600, 2007) have argued
about Quit India movement but failed to highlight the British repression against the Indian
people. Vinita Damodaran’s Broken Promises, 1992 have talked about the repression of
Quit India Movement in Bihar only. Gyanendra Pandey, Chandan Mitra and Sachi
Chakravarty’s works deal with Eastern Uttar Pradesh. They have not highlighted the punitive
and coercive mechanism of the colonial state. Daniel J. Rycroft’s work Representing
Rebellion: Visual Aspects of Counter Insurgency in Colonial India, 2006 is a scholarly
work pertaining to subaltern insurgency and its visual representation. It also deals with
colonial coercion. This work, however, is limited to Santhal Rebellion (1855-6) only. Taylor
C. Sherman’s Sate Violence and Punishment in India, 2010 explores the nature of the state
in twentieth century India by examining the practices of punishment and state violence
which were used to counter unrest in India between 1919 and 1956. More recently, Nick
Lloyd in one of his article in December 2010 has discussed imperial terrorism in Punjab by
praising the professionalism of General O’Dwyer and very tactfully neglecting any narration
of the popular sentiments of the masses.5 This work is different because it examines the
practices of punishment and state violence which were used to counter mass scale people’s
activities in Benares, Ghazipur and Azamgarh during Quit Indian Movement. While mapping
the nature of repression, local tracts have been given more importance. Strategically, this
was an area of utmost importance to the British as the lines of communication to Bengal
and beleaguered Burma front, then reeling under the Japanese onslaught, passed through
it.6 Visions of 1857 were easily conjured up in the circumstances of August 1942. Linlithgow
jumped at the UP Governor Sir Maurice Hallets’ description of the situation as a ‘rebellion’
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and thereafter this term was regularly employed in official parlance to describe the Quit
India movement.
Eastern U.P. seemed to be a good choice because people of this area are extremely
proud of their nationalist past. They not only revolted against the colonial rule in 1857, but
they also participated in non-cooperation and civil disobedience mass movement at large
scale. Particularly the peasants of this region had a long tradition of anti-colonial and antilandlords struggles. Mangal Pandey, the sepoy who started the mutiny, belonged to this
area only.7 This region is important because the Quit India movement in Eastern U.P. radiated
from Benares Hindu University itself.8
Repressive Measures of the Colonial Government
From the inceptions of colonial rule in late 18th century, the British officials had
started an oppressive and coercive measures against the Indian people. The severity of
their doings reached its worst and furthest limit during the period of Quit India Movement.
Even the doings perpetrated by the British government on the Indian people after 1857,
during the Punjab Martial Law in 1919, and the civil disobedience movement of 1930 and
1932, pale into faint colours as compared to the grim severity of the British doings of 194243.9 The British officials adopted Burke and Taine policy towards India’s people’s movement
in 1942.10 The colonial state developed the idea of ‘coercive network’ to understand the
interconnected institution, laws and practices that made up the states coercive repertoire.
Far from being limited to a single institution, coercive practices range from firing on crowd
and bombing from the air, to dismissal from one’s place of work or study, to collective
fines, long imprisonment and corporal punishment. 11
The British government had started preparing to curb any mass movement since
1940 itself. And after the Cripp’s departure Viceroy’s council had chalked a plan to halt any
Congress movement. Under this plan there was a provision of pre-emptive strike on the
part of the government, involving the arrest of the entire congress leadership – both at the
AICC and the PCC level – on the eve of the movement.12 Special measures were adopted
with the help of ordinances by Linlithgow government to suppress the movement.13 They
were given special power before they were sent to curb the people’s movement.14 Before
the start of Quit India movement, all the district magistrates were given special instructions,
‘how to tackle the congress movement.’15
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The claim of Amery that he would crush the movement with the police and criminal
courts has been proved utterly false. Everywhere the British Government has had to rely on
white troops who thought nothing of shooting defenceless persons, setting whole villages
on fire, looting and plundering houses and perpetrating inhuman atrocities on helpless
men, women, and children. It was said that the British government hated Nazism and yet
that same government had employed Nazi methods to crush the spirit of independence in
India.16
The real face and the policy of British government towards India were known to all
the Indian masses on September 10, 1942, when the British Prime Minister, Mr. Winston
Churchill said in the House of Commons:
The Indian congress party does not represent all India. It does not represent the
majority of the people of India. It does not even represent the Hindu masses. It is a political
organistaion built around a party machine and sustained by certain manufacturing and
financial interests. Outside that party and fundamentally opposed to it are 90 million Muslims
in British India, who have their rights of self-expression, 50 million depressed classes or
untouchables as they are called, because they are supposed to defile their Hindu co-religionist
by their presence or by their shadow, and 95 million subjects of the princes of India with
whom we are bound by treaty. In all, 235 millions in these three large groupings alone, out
of about 390 million in all India this takes no account of large elements among Hindus,
Sikhs and Christians in British India who deplore the present policy of the congress party.
It is necessary that these main facts should not be overlooked here or abroad, because no
comprehension of the Indian problem or of the relations between India and Britain is possible
without the recognition of these basic data.17
This statement professedly made on behalf of the British Cabinet, showed British
government’s attitude towards the congress and its demands. Two months later, Mr. Winston
Churchill again expressed intention of British government’s towards India even more plain
by telling parliament:
We have not entered this war for profit or expansion, but only for
honour and to do our duty in defending right. Let me, how ever, make
this clear. We mean to hold our own. I have not become the king’s first
minister to preside over the liquidation of the British Empire.18
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In such background of British thinking no Indian can expect any justice from the
colonial government. The main aim of the government was to retain India as its colony by
hook or crook.
Azamgarh
Like Benares and Ghazipur, repression continued in Azamgarh district also. Here
also general pillage and arson and wanton damage to property by the police and the military
were reported from different part of the district.19 Every activity of the masses in Sarai Mir,
Mau, Madhuban, Indara Junction, Tarwa, Kajha, Sarai Rani and in other places was faced
with British retribution. Such was the nature of British repression on the peace loving
masses, when R.H. Niblett20 criticized the higher British officials, he was transferred to
Budaun.21
There were numerous instances of the British repression. But some of the important
instances were being described here. On the 17th August local were enjoying dangal on the
eve of Nag-Panchami festival at Sarai Rani, about six miles of Azamgarh. Military troops
fired on them because they were making slogan, “Mahatma Gandhi Ki Jai”.22 Three persons
were injured, one of them seriously. In the same area, congress flag flying on Khaddar
Bhandar was burnt down by the troops. The house of Mahadev Singh, a congress worker
of Dawara village was burnt and the house – walls dug and brought down. He was so
mercilessly beaten that he fell unconscious. In this very state he was hung down from a tree
and urine was poured into his mouth.23
The masses, provoked by inhuman repression, assembled at Patwadha village on
rd
23 of August. The assembly was busy in trashing out ways and means of defence of the
village. At this time, a lorry full of soldiers arrives there. The villagers surrounded the lorry
so that the soldiers couldn’t fire at them. The soldiers told them that they had not come
harm them. When the people started going back to their respective places, they were fired
at from behind by the treacherous soldiers. Seven people died at the spot and many were
wounded.24 In a similar manner when 5000 persons staged a protest demonstration at
Atraulia Military fired on them killing Shri Dev Raj Sharma of village Kharedhi and
wounding more than 100 others.25 For many days such atrocities continued in different
village of Azamgarh under the supervision of Mr. M.H. B. Nethrsole and Mr. MarshSmith.26
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Das, a rais of Mau Nath Bhanjan. The sum was so large that he expressed his inability to
pay as his daughter was to be married. He was suggested by the officials that he should
either immediately pay that money by selling his daughter or hand her over to them. The
rais could not bear this and he committed suicide.34 In Maharajganj villagers were in extreme
distress and could not pay the collective fines. The Naib-Tahsildar found that there was
little property to attach. So he brought away all the village cattle.35
Following harrowing tales of molestation of women testify to the civilization and
culture that the British stood for. At village Ramangar about 20 soldiers broke into the
house of a Harijan, named Chaitu, his young wife was caught hold of and was raped turn
by turn. The poor woman died. In a similar way some Tommie’s entered a house in Kajha.
The house mistress was preparing food with her two small daughters. She was caught hold
of and molested.36
Several innocent citizens were put behind the bar without any trial. Political leaders
were rudely treated in the jails. They were provided with inadequate rations and kept under
unhygienic conditions. During illness no medical facilities were provided to them. They
were daily flogged like other criminals. To create terror, jail superintendents used to order
lathi charges on jail inmates.37 Following atrocities are explained in the words of R.H.
Niblett, the district magistrate and collector of Azamgarh:
At Mau, Mr… created a terror Blanche. This was quite unnecessary. It is
true a mob had burnt the office of the notified area, and that other incidents had occurred.
But the town was predominantly Muslim; and the trouble had no roots there. Mr…
used to come in from Ghazipur, and issue his orders as additional districts magistrate
and deputy secretary to government.
The house of B. Radha Raman was looted and set on fire. This action was
justified on the ground that “Radha Raman had burnt the office of

the notified area

in Mau. My retort was that he had acted in mob frenzy; while we had acted in cold
blood, and violated our own laws.
Amila was treated with particular harshness, not because of the attack on
the railway station and the town office, but because it was the home of Pt. Algu Ram
(Rai) Shastri, M.L.A.
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The house of Raghunath Singh of Bibipur, police station Kandhrapur, was sacked
and brunt down by a police expedition. Raghunath Singh was undoubtedly one of
the leading congressmen in the district. But he had left the district before the trouble
began; and there had been no act of sabotage in the near vicinity of Bibipur.
The whole property of Sant Baksh Singh (who was then detuning in the
Jail) was set on fire at Phulpur by the police. This was entirely unjustifiable. Sant
Baksh Singh certainly was a congressman; but a very inoffensive one. Nothing had
happened at Phulpur; and the people there had actually watched the bridge across
the Kunwar to protect it from sabotage.38

Thus, the situation of the district had become such that there was no rule of law.
On 27 August Fyzabad superintendent of police entered into the district and set fire a
number of villages including Nahrumpur.39 R.H. Niblett complained that he was only
nominal head of the district. Police under the instructions of Deputy Inspector General of
Police (DIG) flouted rules in different parts of Azamgarh district. Police actions have been
termed as ‘official loot’ by R.H. Niblett himself.40 DIG criticized the District Magistrate
(DM) R.H. Niblett and went on to say that burning of Ashrams and houses of congressmen
was necessary. He added that these methods had official approval of the British
government.41 Even as late as October 1945 atrocities were being perpetrated for realizing
war subscriptions along with other acts fro re-establishing lost hegemony(see Table 3
showing the events during repressive phase in Azamgarh district).42
th

Table 3: Showing the events during repressive phase in Azamgarh district.
S. No. Name of Events

Figure

1.

Detentions

380

2.

Convictions

231

3.

Death

107

4.

Injured

Could not be definitely ascertained

5.

Collective fines

Rs. 1,03,645*

6.

Damages caused by plunder

Rs. 3,52,000

7.

Houses burnt

205

Source: op.cit. Azamgarh District Record, Sahai, Govind, Vidyarthi, Ram Sharan, and Niblett,
R.H.* Ram Sharan Vidyarthi has given this figure as Rs. 1,62,000, p. 262.
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Native population saw the British as trespassers but the colonial forces tried to
justify their action in the name of law and order. The real motive behind all these coercive
measures was just to get hold of their colonies with more firm hands. By the above punitive
actions on the native subjects, the colonial state wanted to declare that they could reinforce
their power in the face of any form of resistance.
Conclusion
Despite of this repressive and coercive measures of colonial state, the Congress
party and Congress Socialist party in Eastern UP had consolidated their position due to this
popular rebellion. Politically there were lot of differences between Socialist and Communist
party of India over the mass mobilization during the days of Quit India movement. It created
a lot of differences between both the political factions which was representing a progressive
national movement during 1936-1939. These differences continued even after independence.
By the end of 1942, colonial state had successfully suppressed the mass rebellion
in Eastern UP. After Quit India movement, the British remain without any serious political
challenge from the people. As professor Sumit Sarkar observed, “yet the victory was
ambiguous and with severe limits and had been possible only because war conditions had
allowed really ruthless use of force……”43 Now the British wouldn’t adopt such repressive
and coercive measures against the national movement in India till the coming of the
independence.
It was direct result of Quit India movement that the Britishers started negotiation
with various political group from 1945 to settle the question of Indian independence. As it
was observed by Lord Wavell, “We have had to negotiate with similar rebels before, eg.
De Valera and Zaghlul….., a fertile field for agitation, unless we have previously diverted
their(Congress) energies into some more profitable channel, ie. Into dealing with the
administrative problem of India and into trying to solve the constitutional problem”44
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Origin of the Rajbansis: A Historical Survey
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Rajbansis are the most important community of Indian sub-continent. Northern
part of West Bengal, northern districts of independent Bangladesh and the different parts
of Assam, Nepal, and Bhutan are the living places of the community1. Majority of the
population of northern part of Bengal in present times are Rajbansis2. They are regarded as
scheduled cast (sc). Most of the Rajbansis are living in the country side and related with
agriculture. But it is very contradictory matter among the historians about the origin of the
Rajbansis. Most of the historians have expressed their view that the Rajbansis are originated
from the Mongoliad sects. W.W Hunter3, Dr. Buchanan Hamilton4, Sir Herbert Risley5
have stated their view that the Koch, Palia, Rajbansis are originated from the same. From
the population report of E.A Gait6 and the Eastern Bengal and Assam District Gazzeteer of
R.H.S Hutchinson7, we could know that the descendants of Koch Hajo left their Koch
identity and regarded as Rajbansis. G.A Grierson also expressed his view in the Linguistic
Survey of India that the Koches were rendered into Hinduism and they regarded as
Rajbansis.8 Captain Lewin, the deputy commissioner of Koch Behar stated his view in
1872, ‘the Rajbansis are originated from the mixture of southern Indian Hindus and the
Mech tribes of the Duars region.9 Without proper research we can’t accept the above view
of captain Lewin. O’Donnel expressed his view in the population report of 1891that the
more influenced of Mongoliad blood in Rajbansis or Koches.10 Dr. Pierre Basingnet has
the opinion that the Rajbansis are the bi-product of Indian and Tibbetian races.11
S.D.O, Hemanta Kumar Barma in his book Koch Beharer Itihas (History of
Koch Behar) stated his view, the word Rajbansi derived from the word Komboja or the
Kombojo dynasty.12 We can get the statements about Poudraka, Oddra,Dravira, Shaka and
Komboja from the great book Manusamhita. From this point of view Asok Biswas the
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civil service officer of Bangladesh comments that word Kocha derived from the word
Komboja (Komboja>Kubach>Koch).13 Harendra Narayan Chawdhury the prominent
personality of the Koch dynasty and the author of the book,The Koch Behar State and its
Land Revenue Settlement said the Rajbansis are separate community than the mixture of
communities.14 We can get little support in favour of the statement of Mr. Chawdhury, from
the statement of E.A Gait. E.A. Gait stated his view that the Koches are the Mongoliad
tribes but the Rajbansis are separate. They have blood relations with the Dravirians. But
the Koches regarded as Rajbanshis only after conversion into Hinduism. So the present
Rajbansis are not a pure sect, but the mixture of different sects.15
In the last phase of the 19th century many leaders of Rajbansis have been organized
movements to regard them as Kshatriyo. But the movement achieved very strong character
only after 1881. The Rajbansis were regarded as Koches in the population report of 1881.By
this report the Rajbansis were become very angry and organized movement against that
report.16 But their movement was gotten rapid speed only after the emergence of Roy
Saheb Thakur Panchanan , the emancipator of the Rajbansis. Roy Saheb Thakur Panchanan
was the son of the soil of Kochbehar and was ousted from the state and took shelter in
Rangpur the neighbouring district.17 There he has founded an organization entitled ‘’
Kendriya Kshatriya Samity’’ in 1910.18 By his movement the Government has acceded the
demand of the Rajbansis and the Rajbansis have achieved the rights of Kshatriya. After this
success Thakur Panchanan has arranged a session on the bank of the river Karotoya in 9th
February, 1913 A.D (27th Magh, 1319 bangabda).19From where he has started to give holy
thread to his young followers, by this ritual those who have adopted the holy thread they
become Kshatriya and usually left their old identity.20
In the present situation, again the identity crisis emerged among the Rajbansis.
Many scholars of the community would like to regard them as tribe than kshatriy.21
Nevertheless the Rajbansis have achieved the rights of khotriya on the basis of the data
placed by their leader to the government during the times of their movement that have very
little historical value.22
Origin of the Rajbansis
The Rajbansis are mainly the community of integral North Bengal and Assam.
Most of the people related with agriculture and agriculture related professions. It is very
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contradictory matter about the origin of the Rajbansis of the region. . From the ancient text
such as Brohmma Boiborta purana, the Khelbidhi of Devibar Mishra and the Kulkarika of
Dhrubananda Mishra, we get the trace of the Koches.23 According to Suniti Kumar, the
prominent philologist that the word Koch derived from the word Komboja.24 In Joginitontra
and in Padma Purana, Koches were analyzed Kubach or Kubachako.25 The historical sources
of medieval age, such as Tarikh-i-Assam, Alamgirnamah, Riya-us-salatin, Tabqat-i-Naseri
etc., tell us about the existence of the Koches or the Meches.26 But the Rajbansi is the
modern term, no discussion have gotten place about Rajbansis in any ancient book. Buchanan
Hemilton(1807A.D-1809A.D) the first man, have mentioned the word Rajbansi and was
discussed about the co-relation of Koches and the Rajbanshis.27 But without any perfect
ethnological research no remark would be acceptable. Yet on the basis of old literary sources
the historians have expressed their views about the origin of the Rajbansis. Dr. Buchanan
Hemilton has expressed his view about the origin of the Rajbansis. According to Buchanan,
‘ I have no doubt about it that the all Koches are originated from the same source, and all
most all the Rajbansis are originated from the Koches.28 Dr. Pierre Bassinet has stated his
view that the Rajbansis are the bi-product of the mixture of Indian and the Tibbetian races.29
Hunter has expressed his view when analyzed the population report of 1881.He has stated
that the half-Hindu tribal sects, such as Koch, Palia and the Rajbansis are living in Kochbehar
and the neighborhoods, originated from the same tribal sects.30 E.A Gait has stated his
view about the origin of the Rajbansis. He said that the original Koches are pure Mongoliad,
but the Rajbansis are separate and slight Dravirian mixture had been taken place with them .31
From the above discussion one thing outstand that all Koches are mongoliad but all Rajbansis
are not mongoliad, and all Rajbansis are not Koches and all Koches are not Rajbansis. So
Rajbansis are the mixture of Mongoliad and Dravirian clans. They were the non-Hindu or
half Hindu population of the region and through a slow process they rendered into Hinduism.
History of the Rajbansis
Before the study of the history of Rajbansis , it should have to know the history of
Assam and Koch Behar. Because, these were the places, from where, they spread the
surrounding zone. According to historical expression, from the ancient times different
sects and their kings formed their kingdom in this region. It is stated that Naroka, a tribal
leader has defeated and killed Ghatakashur32 and established a kingdom in this region. In
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this way Naroka become the successor of the kamakshya temple.33 In this context it should
be express that Ghatakashur was a Kirata leader ( In sanskrita the Mongoliad known as
Kirata).34 In very ancient time Koch Behar also known as Kiratabhumi.35 Any way after
established a kingdom Naroka made an entente with Banasura and showed allegiance
towards the Aryans the worshiper of shiva.36 This situation has created a chaotic condition
among his (Naroka) old friends. So his old friends become angry and killed him. After the
death of Naroka, Bhagodatta, the son of Naroka become the successor of the throne.37
According to Nagendra Nath Basu, the kings of this dynasty were the descendant of Pani
a non-Aryan sect. those who were known as Pannikoch a non-Hindu clan of the Koches.38
According to historical expression most of the kings and dynasties of eastern India
were originated from the non-Aryan sects.39 Pushya Barman, was the founder of Barmana
dynasty of Kamrupa (355A.D-380A.D). Bhaskara Barmana was the last king of this dynasty
(594-650).40 Pushya Barmana was the descendant of Naroka.41 Chinese traveller Hiuen
Tsang, has travelled Kamrupa in the middle of the seventh century, stated his view that the
people of Kamrupa were short height, Black-yellow colour and their language is different
from the languages of the people of Northern India.42 The Barman kings also regarded
themselves as the descendant of Naroka, and from the contemporary copper inscription,
we could get information that the Barmana kings stated themselves as ‘the great king of
the untouchable’.43 It is stated that during the Pala reign of Bengal, Arimitra, the grandson
of Dharma Pala was engaged himself in a war with a local king of local sect. Arimitra had
to fight against the armies from the sects of Koch, Mech ,Kachari etc. The Pala kings had
to carrying fight against the kings of the local sects of Kamrupa. Due to that situation
Hindu culture and Hindu religion was un-spread in that area even in the Pala period.44 In
the13th century the local sects of this area have been engaged between themselves in conflict.45
Dr.Buchanan has stated that in this times this region was captured by the Koch,
Mech,Kachari, Garo,Hazong, Rava,Tripuri etc, sects and they established their political
hegemony.46 Who have neither used the language of Bangla and nor the followers of
Hinduism.47 But the people of that sects nowadays almost the flowers of Hinduism. How
and when the people of those sects have been rendered into Hinduism, it is the deep matter
of history.
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Spread of Hinduism among the people of Kamrupa region, especially in the
Kiratabhumi or in the Koch Behar is very mysterious. According to E.A Gait Hariya Mandal
was the pin-man of the Koch dynasty. Hariya Mandal was the native of Chikna Hill region
of Goalpara District. He has established a small kingdom in that hill region. He also has
married Jirah and Hirah the daughters of Koch-Hazo. It is stated that Hariya Mandal had
four sons - Bishu, Shishu, chandan and Madan. Hariya Mandal, the farther of Bishu has
shifted his capital from Chikna hill region to Kamakshya region in modern Alipore Duar
district. After Hariya Mandal, Chandan has ascended the throne of Koch kingdom. In fact
Chandan was not the eldest son of Hariya Mandal. Any way Chandan has passed away
without leaving any child. After the death of Chandan, Bishu the eldest son of Hariya
Mandal has ascended the throne of the kingdom and adopted the title Bishwa singh. Bishwa
singh was an able statesman by his own effort he has extended his kingdom from Karotoya
river in the west to the Bara river (big river) in the east. Then he has transferred his capital
in Koch Behar on the bank of Torsa. In early of the 16th century (1515?), Bishwa Singh
would like to come out from the circle of tribal culture and tribal religion. On account of
this, he has invited the Brahmins of Syllhet and appointed them in the capital.48 From the
other source we could know Bishwa Singh has brought some Brahmins from Mithila to
Kochbehar for the same purpose.49 And, after this Bishwa Singh has adopted Vedic religion
with his followers. Within short time the Brahmins were become most favourite of the
king. These Brahmins have spread the supernatural story of the birth of the king. They have
spread all over the territory, though Hariya Mandal is the bodied father of Bishwa Singh
but originally he is the son of the God Shiva.50 According to Buchanan, in this times many
Koches left their old culture and adopted Hinduism, in this way they have regarded
themselves the descendant of king and also have regarded them as Rajbansis, and the same
time, many other sects like Mech, Hazong etc, those who have been always followed them
in the ground of religious rituals, they also have rendered into Hinduism.51 S.Raj Guru, a
prominent historian has expressed his view in a seminar about this matter, Bishwa Singh
himself adopted Hinduism and become the disciple of Shiva-Parvati and also has performed
the worship of the goddesses Durga.52 In this context he has established many temples of
the Hindu God and Goddesses.53
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Kshatra Movement
In the second half of the 19th century the Rajbansis have organized movements for
the demand,to regard them kshatriya. The Koch-Rajbansis are the inhabitants of the integral
Kamrupa region, specially, the Kochbehar and its neighboring area. From the very ancient
period we could get the trace of Koches but not any trace of the Rajbansis and the expression
of the Koches as kshatriya.54 The ancient texts, such as- Mahabharata, Srimat Bhagbat,
Matsya Puran, Skanda Puran, Bishnu Puran, Kalika Puran etc, told us about the existence
of Kamrupa and Koch Behar but not give any trace of Rajbansis and the Koches as
Kshatriya.55 Most of the ancient texts (Puranas) have been composed between 700-600
B.C, and the Mahabharata near about in 1000 B.C.56 Even from the Maurya age to the
Mughal, no single movement has been taken place on favour of the Rajbansis for the demand
of Kshatriya.57 But the Kshatra movements among the Rajbansis have accelerated in the
second half of the 19th century. In the Gupta age the winner clans or sect has regarded as
kshatriya. Most probably the Rajbansis were followed this and began to organize movements
to fulfill their demand.58 From the poem of sixteenth century, which have composed by Rup
Narayan, we could get the arguments in favour of the kshatra movement of the Rajbansis.
The stanza of the poem of Rup Narayan—
Chhinriye golar dori kshotri chinyo lupto kori
Pran bhoye iti-uti polanto sokoli.
Songramok bhoy kori bhongo kshotri nam dhori
Aapnake mane keho Rajbangshi buli.59
(Translation: Tearing the thread of the neck and deleted the trace of the kshatriya every one
has fled away here and there to save their lives. How one has regarded himself as Rajbansis
when, fled away from the war as breaking kshatriya.)
It is also has stated that during the rules of king Sagara of Ramayana due to the
fear of the axe of Porshuram , and the Porshuram, the great warrior of the Brahmina , many
kshatriyas fled away and took shelter in Jalpaiguri. On account of the fear of the anti group
they give up their all short of identity like – language, religion and mixed up with the tribal
sects of that region. Though, the ancestors of these kshatriyas had been living on the valley
of Ganges till before the advent of Aryans in India. But by the attacked of the Aryans they
have scattered in the forest area of the North and North-east Bengal.60 We could get the
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support of above statement from the poem of Ratiram Das of Itakumari of Pirgachha of
Rangpur. The poem was composed in the second half of the 18th century. The stanza of the
poem of Ratiram Das—
Haire rajar bongshe lobhiya jonom
Porshuramer bhoiye a boro shorom
Rone bhongo diye mora a deshe aaisachhi
Bhongo kshotriyo rajbongshi ei name aachhi. 61
(Translation: we have born in the clan of the king but fear to the great warrior Porshuram,
which is the matter of great shame to us. We have fled away from the war and come to this
area (North and North-eastern Bengal), and now regarded as breaking Kshatriya and
Rajbansis.) But the expression of the poets is not supported by any historical documents.
So without any proper research no conclusion can be drawn on the basis of above literary
sources.
There was no any movement have been taken place among the Rajbansis for the
demand of Kshatriya before 1881.In the census of 1881, when the govt. have count the
Rajbansis as Koches ,on account of this the disappointment have been accumulated among
the Rajbansis. Yet after ten years in the census of 1891the govt. again ordered the department
to count the Rajbansis as Koches. The Rajbansis have organized a protest rally against the
govt. order in 6th February 1891.62 They again have united in 10th February on the front of
the Rangpur D.M office and have submitted a memorandum to the D.M. In this
memorandum they have demand to count them as Kshatriya and not as Koches. On account
of this, the D.M of Rangpur called on a religious meeting and has appointed Pandit
Yadabeshwar Tarkya Ratna to take the decision. Pandit Yadabeshwar has announced there
that the Rajbansis are must be Kshatritya but they are the outcast kshatriya.63 But there was
no any historical support in favour of Yadabeshwar’s decision. Due to the declaration of
pandit Yadabeshwar, the D.M of Ranpur 17th February 1891 announced within short time
by an ordinance could be include the Rajbansis as khatriya. But in the census of 1891, the
Rajbansis did not get the dignity of Kshatriya. After that the rajbansis have been carrying
on their movement yet in the census of 1901, they were counted as Koches.64
In this crisis moment Roy sahib Thakur Panchanan, the lawyer of Ranpur Bar
Association has took the rein of the Kshatra movement. 65 In fact, Panchanan Barma who is
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prominently known as Ray Sahib Thakur panchanan was the native of Kochbehar and born
in 14th February 1866, in Khalisamari village of Mathabhanga subdivision.66 He was the
first M.A and B.L in the Rajbansi community. Though he was born in Koch Behar, yet he
has been permanently staying in Rangpur due to his profession.67 When he was staying in
Koch Behar, he has faced many situations of dishonor as he was a Rajbansi. In Rangpur he
had to face such type of problems. So he has involved in the movement and the movement
has accelerated by his tireless effort. In 1910, he has founded an Association at Payra
Chattar of Rangpur entitled Kendriya Kshatriya Samity and has established its central
office also there.68 By his vigorous movement at last the govt. has declared that the Rajbansis
also are Kshotriya , but they are the outcast Kshatriya; and in the census of 1911 they were
counted as Hindus.69 After this success he has arranged a function in 9th February (27th
Magh,1319 Bangabda) 1913 A.D, on the bank of Karotoya in Deviganj of Rangpur. By
this function many Rajbansis have hold the holly thread and by this ritual they have left
their old tradition and regarded themselves as Kshatriya (Hindu).70 From that time in every
year in 27th Magh by such function large number of Rajbansis have been becoming Kshatriya
(Hindu).71
Present situation
After 1913, it was too tough to establish the honour and prestige in the society by
the newly born Kshatriya. But within one century the Rajbansis have become the integral
part of the Vedic society and they have been performing the Vedic customs in their rituals.
So after a long struggle when they have merged with the Vedic society, in this situation in
present time a section of scholars among the Rajbansis demand their tribal identity. But
their demand is not worthless. Because, the establishment of the view that the Rajbansis as
Kshatriya was controversial. During the Kshatra movement the leaders could not place any
historical data, only on the basis of some literary sources and by the massive demand they
snatched away their identity as kshatriya.
Anyway, the Rajbansis are now the integral part of the Hindu society and culture.
But they were not Hindu even in the early medieval age. We could know from the report of
Ralph Fitch, who has visited India as well as Bengal and also Koch Behar, in the second
half of the 16th century, has expressed his view about Koch Behar that the king and the
people of the Koch Behar were neither Hindu nor Muslim, even they were not the followers
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of Buddhism.72 Apart from this we have gotten information, from the different sources that
Bishwa Singh the prominent king of the Koch dynasty has adopted Hinduism with his
followers in the beginning of the 16th century.73 From the above statements we can draw a
conclusion that before Bishwa Singh Hinduism was almost unknown to the people of Koch
Behar. The kings of Koch Behar has imported Hinduism from neighboring districts of
Koch Behar state and also has imported different types of Hindus into Koch Behar due to
the need of the state. Before spread of Hinduism in Koch Behar, the people of the territory
were half Hindu or non-Hindu.74
In present time the Rajbansis are regarded as Hindu and also have identified in the
society as scheduled cast (sc). But the question is that who are the Rajbansis? The ancient
texts and the history not tell us anything about Rajbansis.75 But we could know from many
ancient sources about Koches, Meches and the other Mongoliad sects those who were the
inhabitants of Koch Behar region and its neighboring area.76 In ancient times Koch Behar
known as Kirat Bhumi.77 The meaning of Kirat in sanskrit is Mongoliad.78
So it could be guess most of the people of Kirat Bhumi were Mongoliad. Koches,
Meches etc, were Mongoliad sects.79 Dr. Pierre Bassinet has expressed his view that some
Koches left their tribal identity and regarded as Rajbansis and also have adopted Hinduism
and Islamism.80 As the same, E.A Gait stated that the pure Koches are Mongoliad but
Rajbansis are separate, their origin made up with the mixture of Dravirian sects. For this
reason the Rajbansis are not the pure Koches, they are a mixture of communities.81 From
that point of view, it can be concluded that the Rajbansis are the newly born (converted)
Hindu and a community of the mixture of Mongoliad and non-Mongoliad sects.
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Economy and Environment in Coastal
Gujarat during the Seventeenth century
Dr. Vijayant Kumar Singh
Lady Shri Ram College for Women
New Delhi

The region was famous for its cotton manufactures and other related textile
industries, indigo, and such precious items as stuffs made of gold and silver and inlay
works of precious stones. The principal agricultural produce of the province included:
Jowar, Bajra, Rice, Wheat, Gram, Barley, Pulses, Sugarcane, Cotton, Indigo, and tobacco.
Besides the province was also rich in mineral deposits of Agate, Carnelian, Saltpetre,
Gold, Lead, Silver, Zinc, Copper, Iron, and other such rock produces as Limestone and
Lime.
The beginning of the seventeenth century saw the commerce and trade of the
region burgeoning to unprecedented scales. The Mughal government in the region had by
the time attained certain stability, which was missing during the initial years of conquest.
The security along the highways for the travel and transport of men and materials across
the country, gave the much-needed boast to development of exchange networks across the
subcontinent, thus bringing the markets and ports of the region in closer contact with those
in the interiors and also with the ports and ‘markets in West and Southeast Asia.
Trade along the Coastline
Situated on the extreme northern end of the Western sea front of the Indian
subcontinent, the ports and cities of Gujarat had a natural advantage over the ports located
down south along the Malabar and Konkan Coast, in the sense that they had an unrestricted
access to a large hinterland area of Northern India and Deccan, the routes to which ran
across the northern plains of Gujarat and Rajputana, and along the river valleys of Narmada
and Tapti. Presence of Western Ghats along the entire length of the western seaboard
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facing the Arabian Sea, made Gujarat and its ports the natural gateways to the riches and
wealth of North Indian Gangetic heartland, since the presence of steep mountains south
wards of the province made transportation across them extremely difficult and dangerous.
Again, various relief features along the coastline, such as hills or a peak in the
vicinity helped the navigators to identify the places along the coast, and the directions to be
taken thence. The Table Mountain at the Cape of Good Hope on the Southern tip of Africa
and the Girnar Mountain visible along the Gujarat coast, were two important relief features,
which the sailors had identified to make a clear understanding of their location during their
voyage to Asia from Europe.
Problems in Navigation
In times when the navigation on high seas was dependent solely on the location of
the stars, the wind patterns and currents, and seafood for survival navigators preferred to
sail as close to the land as possible. The log books of the navigators of the English ships
which visited in the region during the period, lists number of places on the West and East
African coast, on their way to India, and moves along the coastline of Persia, Sind, before
reaching the ports of Gujarat. In fact, ships destined for any part of Asia, had to move along
the coastline of Gujarat, and it was not before the discovery of trade winds that the ships
could sail directly from the Cape of Good Hope to the ports in Southeast Asia. Moreover,
the journey in spite of all the precautions was not free from troubles. The ships sometimes
had to face the trouble from lack of winds’ which forces them to stay at a point for days
altogether with no movement altogether, or more dangerously had to face threatening storms
and tempests during the course of their journey. John Fryer on his way to India had to face
both the extremes, and he details an interesting account of the troubles which one faces on
their way to the Indies, from the elements of nature as heat of Sun, wind and rain.i
Tidal Waves, Sand banks and Difficulties in Navigation along the coastline
Another peculiar feature of the coastline of Gujarat and especially in the Gulf of
Cambay and Kutch is the furiosity of tidal waves (bores) and formation of sandbanks at
river mouths. Thevenot wrote of the tidal waves to the north of the Gulf of Cambay as: “the
tides are so swift that a man on horseback cannot keep pace with the first waves.” ii Pietro
della Valle noted that the flux and reflux of sea near Cambay was more impetuous and
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violent, and with more rapid currents than perhaps in any other part of the world and the
force of the current was strong and swift to the extent that even the fastest of the race
horses could not match to the speed.iii
With regard to the commercial traffic and the navigability along the Gujarat coastline
we find that the various sandbanks particularly in the Gulf of Cambay also acted as serious
deterrents. The decline of Cambay as a major port had been attributed in part to the silting
of harbour at Cambay. Ceaser Fredricke who visited the city in about 1563 noted that the
harbour of Cambay can only be reached by small barkes since big ships were not able to
reach because of the shallowness’ of the waters near the city: “no great shippes come tither
by the reason of the shouldness of water there abouts and these shoulds are an hundred and
fourscore miles about a straight Gulfe.” iv Tavernier noted with regard to Cambay: “...
formerly the sea came close to Cambay ... but for some years past the sea has been receding
day by day~ so that vessels are now unable to come nearer than four or five leagues of the
town.” v Thevenot also gives a similar description of the sandbars at the mouth of Tapti and
says that due to the sand banks big ships could not enter the river and only small barks
could make their way to the city.vi
However these sandbanks also provided the ports and harbours in the region
protection from direct tidal action, and in cases safe roads for the ships to anchor, as was
the case with Swally. Regarding Swally, Pelsaert noted that the place is desirable for loading
and unloading of goods, because of the presence of a sand bank, which is exposed at low
waters, and gives shelters at high tide.vii Father Manuel Godinho wrote that deep hollows
were dug in the bed of the river Tapti, for allowing heavy vessels to lie on the silt in low
tides.viii
Soil Conditions and Agricultural Patterns
The fertility of the soil and its nature was also an important deciding factor in the
nature of crops and agricultural techniques adopted. In relation to agricultural production,
A’in-i Akbari considered the province to be rather backward in agriculture and attributes
this apparent backwardness as the primary reason behind the divergence of the energies of
its inhabitants towards commerce and industry. However, foreign merchants and travellers
who visited the region during the course of seventeenth century expressed an opinion,
which was quite in contrary to the above assertion.
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The contrast between the above assertions may stem from the fact that the foreign
travellers have had a limited exposure to the conditions of the region. Moreover the contacts
and the movement of travellers were generally in the coastal areas and in the fertile central
plains of Gujarat. Again Abu’l Fazl wrote from the records available to him, towards the
end of Akbar’s reign, when the stability of Mughal systems have just started to make an
impact, and long period of relative stability throughout the course of seventeenth century
most certainly would have made a considerable impact on the general agrarian prosperity
of the region.
The variance in the crop pattern with in the region and the reason behind the
assertions regarding the relative backwardness may also be sought into the variance in soil
conditions existing in the region. The sandy and barren plains of Kutch thus are generally
devoid of any strong vegetation. Moreover the inundation of a considerable portion of the
territory- Rann- makes the region particularly unfit for any type of crop to be sown on a
seasonal basis.ix
The case with the peninsular region was a bit different in the sense that the interiors
of the region was rocky and hilly, moreover the rivers in the region were primarily rain fed
in nature, thus making the soil conditions primarily unfit for agriculture. Moreover, the
heavily forested region was primarily a source for fire wood and wood for the industry and
as such was highly inaccessible. However, along the coastline the soil condition was
extremely suitable for agriculture. Thus, we find Mirat-i Ahmadi commenting on the fertility
of soil in the region of Sorath, towards the southwest of the peninsula:
“Soil being strong needs no sweeping at the time of
cultivation…it is a kingdom which is very fertile.” x
One of the most fertile tracts in the province was the region between the ports of
Surat and Broach known for its cotton produce, and such crops as Barley, Com, Rice,
millet and Sugarcane. Tavernier wrote that, “the country between these two towns abounds
with com, rice, millet, and sugarcanes.” xi The soil conditions were suitable in the region for
cultivation of cash crops such as Cotton, and indigo. Thus we find that many centres as
Broach, Baroda, and Ahmadabad during the period emerge as important centres of cotton
procurement, due to the soil conditions in the region which were suitable for cotton cultivation
and indigo plantation.
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Cotton in the region was available both in raw form as well as finished products in
such forms as Calicoes, Chites, Baftas, sailcloths, carpets, and many others. Such products
as Surfas (table cloths), bedcovers, pillow cases, pocket handkerchiefs, waistcloths much
used in Persia and a sort of veil called Omis which the women throughout Asia use to put
on their heads wrap about their necks were produced.xii
Indigo was another product of the region, much in demand in international market.
Sarkhej was an important centre of production, and almost all the indigo sold at Ahmedabad
came from there.xii In quality the produce was considered second only to the Bayana indigo
sold near Agra. Mandelslo rated the indigo of the place to be best in the country.xiv Indigo
was also produced at 36 leagues from Burhanpur on road to Surat at a large village called
Raout (Aravad in Chopra subdivision in Khandesh district), and other small villages in its
neighbourhood.xv
Indigo was prepared from a plant which was sown every year after the rains, and
cut depending on the amount of rainfall around September or early October. On the manner
of cutting of crop, the principal authorities of Tavernier and Pelsaert differed on two main
accounts. Although agreeing that the crop was harvested thrice, Tavernier recorded that the
plant was cut thrice a year.xvi However Pelsaert was of the view that the plant was cut thrice
over a period of three years.xvii He named the three crops as Nauti (the first crop), zairie
(second crop); and Katel (third crop).xviii Considering that the crop attained full maturity in
about 4 months, Tavernier’s assertion regarding three harvestings in a year seemed off
mark, and Pelsaert’s more acceptable.
Again on the quality of the produce Tavernier was of the opinion that the first crop
produced better quality indigo than the others.xix However Pelsaert opined that the second
crop produced the best quality: ‘The zairie indigo is superior in quality to the nauti, giving
a violent infusion.’xx The first cutting took place when the crop was about 2 to 3 feet high
and was then cut to within 6 inches of the ground. The second crop was cut in a similar
manner around following August. Pelsaert went on to give a complete description of the
process of extraction of the dye from the leaves of the plant.xxi
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Rainfall and Agriculture
Also most of the rivers in the region, especially those of the peninsular Gujarat
were rain fed, and this made the annual rainfall even more determining a factor for the
agricultural sustainability and commercial prosperity of the province. Moreover, most of
the important rivers in the region, particularly Mahi and Narmada were not fit for canal
irrigation, since their banks were too high. Thus agriculture was primarily rain dependent
and water was obtained by’ harvesting rainwater in the numerous tanks and wells, which
attracted special attention of the visitors to the region. The need for these tanks and cisterns
has been examined by P Della Valle:
“They are made in divers places by Princes, Govemours of Countries, or
other wealthy persons, for the publick benefit and as works of charity,
because the soil suitable to the climate is sufficiently hot, and aboundeth
not in water”xxii

Of the famous tanks in the region, Gopi Talav at Surat was the most described and
detailed by the foreign visitors to the region. Mandelslo described it as being made of eight
square of the stone and so spacious that it contained enough water to supply the whole city
even in the hottest months of the year.xxiii Similarly the city of Vadnagar has been described
as having 3000 pagodas, with each having its own tank for collecting rainwater.xxiv P. Della
Valle describing the months of rainfall, made an assessment of the importance, which the
annual rainfall holds for the inhabitants, and for their survival:
“Rain likewise very seldome during the whole year, saving in that season,
called by them Pansecal (corruption of Barsa-kal) which signifies the time
of rain, bring about three moneths, beginning ·about the middle of June,
and during which time the rain is continual, and very great…And this no
doubt proceeds from the providence of God; since were it not for these
great rains, India would be in regard of the great heat and drought at this
time uninhabitable.”xxv

Again, heavy rains may cause floods in the rivers, causing considerable damage to
the towns and human settlements located in the flood plains. The frequent mentions to
floods in river Tapti, and those in Sabarmati, which caused considerable damage to the
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towns of Surat and Ahmadabad, are the case in point. Mirat-i Ahmadi notes an occurrence
of flood in Tapti, and the plight of the inhabitants in about year 1733-34:
“The river Tapti rose in flood and entered the city. Boats were piled in lanes and bazaars.
Many persons sought refuge through fear of life on terraces of lofty buildings and trees.
Wealth and lives of many persons became as if they were of the drowned. This continued
for full three days ... after two days water rose but to a lesser height and remained for a
day.”xxvi
Conditions of Famine
Any change or break in the regularity of the rainfall could also cause havoc in the
region as it did many times leading to severe famine conditions. Just to take an insight into
the extent of damage, which the rainfall failure can cause, one needs to take a look at
the description provided in our sources regarding one of the worst famines to hit Gujarat
that of 1630-31, also known as sattasiyah or 87th in Gujarat. Abdul Hamid Lahori, in his
Badshahnama gave an account of the famine conditions in the region:
“During the past year no rain had fallen in the territories of the Balaghat, and
the draught had been a deficiency in the bordering countries, and a total want
in the Dakhin and Gujarat. The inhabitants of these two countries were reduced
to the direst extremity. Life was offered for a loaf, but none would buy; rank
was sold for a cake, but none cared for it; the ever bounteous hand was now
stretched out to buy beg for food; and the feet which had always trodden the
way of containment walked about only in search of sustenance…The number
of the dying caused obstructions in the roads, and everymen who dire sufferings
did not terminate in death and who retained the power to move wandered off
to towns and villages of other countries. Those lands, which had been famous
for their fertility and plenty, now retain no trace of productiveness.”xxvii
That the famine conditions had adversely affected the commerce of the region, can
be made out from the statements of the Dutch and English factors stationed at Surat, and at
other places in Gujarat, who in their letters to the home company and regional councils
expressed in their inability to send more goods and cargoes and constantly complained of
the deplorable conditions in the countryside and at the centres of procurement, and of the
depopulation of the countryside on account of deaths and migration of the population.
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Peter Mundy noted that due to famine and want of food many families in the area in search
of better opportunities were leaving the region and moving towards Malwa and other areas
which were free from famine, and that such was the extent of migration that his cafila
which started with a total strength of about 150 persons and 15 to 20 carts had before
reaching Burhanpur had swelled by upto 17 or 1800 people and about 250 to 300 carts,
and that “the Cafila drewe to such a length, that “hitherto wee could never see both ends
from one place, and yet increasing dayly.”xxviii Similar conditions of famine occurred in the
region in the subsequent years such as in 1650, 1686, 1718,1745, and 1790-91.
Thus, we discover that almost every aspect of the commercial economy of coastal
Gujarat in an early modern age was conditioned and determined to a large extent by the
local environmental factors in the region, such as the physiographic factors and rainfall
conditions amongst others. From determining the conditions of navigation, location of
harbours and ports, routes of travel and communication in the interiors were shaped by the
local geography. The conditions of soil and patterns of rainfall shaped the agricultural
production in the region. Any break in the regularity of the occurrences ofnatural phenomenon
such as rains has created havoc and crisis in the social and economic lifeof the region.
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During the time of momentous growth of Indian Nationalism in India—1930s and
1940s, the novel form played a major role in imagining and embodying the radical vision of
anti-colonial nationalism. Novelists like Mulk Raj Anand, Bhabani Bhattacharyya, Raja
Rao, Aubrey Menon, G.V. Desai etc incorporated the social and political upheavals of the
Gandhian whirlwind in their novels. Apart from this there are numerous ‘Mahatma’ novels
of this period written not only in English but in other Indian languages as well. Gandhi’s
impact can also be felt in the partition narratives grounded in the immense suffering and
struggle of people displaced by the partition of colonial India. Of the numerous writers of
partition narratives, Khushwant Singh (b.1918) and Chaman Nahal (b.1927) have written
about the impact of partition and the exodus of minorities towards their newly designated
homelands. All that they experienced and saw during partition have been expressed in their
two novels, Train to Pakistan (1965) and Azadi (1976) respectively.
These two novels constantly refer to the major historical and political events of the
1940s.Both the novels question the relevance of the two-nation theory. Gandhian ethics
find important place in these novels and Gandhi is portrayed in an ambivalent manner in
them— sometimes as a messenger of Hindu-Muslim unity, and sometimes as the object of
bitter revaluation by the victims of partition for his failure to prevent partition. Gandhi’s
religious tolerance, which lay at the heart of his philosophy of non-violence, is emphasized
in both these narratives. This paper proposes to examine instances of Gandhian ethics
reflected in the select partition novels.
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Methodology
The paper will undertake the study through an examination of primary and secondary
texts related to the historic events of partition and the literature alluding to that historic
event as a central or marginal concern. The research methodology to be followed here is
the theoretical frame and concept of Gandhian ethics as major concern in the select texts on
partition.
Text Analysis
Train to Pakistan and Azadi contantly refer to the major historical and political
events of the 1940s. The major change envisaged by the partition plan was political—
Britain’s splitting of colonial empire into Hindu India and Muslim Pakistan. The effect of
the change was significant and as Singh has shown, frighteningly social, as religious groups
reorganized and clashed violently. On the other hand Azadi occupies an important place as
a political novel in the history Indian literature in English. Here Nahal condemns the political
logic behind the partition plan and the mismanagement of the nascent Indian and Pakistani
governments which contributed significantly to the catastrophe. Apart from these novels
there are numerous partition narratives which significantly negate the two-nation theory
and supported wholeheartedly nationalism. That is why probably Mehrotra opined, “As it
happens, the diverse range of authors who tried their hand in varying degrees of success at
novel writing included many who dabbled, with varying degrees of commitment, in the
social and political issues which preoccupied the great age of nationalism’’(Mehrotra 168).
Mahatma Gandhi was the idol of not only of the Indian English writers of novels
but also writers of other Indian languages. Novelists like Premchand, Satinath Bhaduri,
G.T. Madhalkar etc sought and derived inspiration from Gandhi’s view of the Ram Rajya—
the uplift of women, workers, untouchables, peasants and most significantly the
establishment of unity in India. In Train to Pakistan and Azadi, both the novelists avoid
romanticizing Gandhi’s personality. Gandhi can be seen through their eyes as someone
caught up in the ebb and flow of events, sometimes taking a central role and sometimes a
peripheral one. “It is an approach that while emphasizing Gandhi’s role as a catalyst to
events, has also drawn attention to the shortcomings of his actions, to the way they deflected
or even disregarded alternative solutions to problems”(Copley 103).
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Religious tolerance lay at the heart of Gandhi’s philosophy of non-violence. Gandhi
had a pluralist view of world religions and no religion could be certain of its own absolute
claim to the truth, so all were bound to tolerate one another for fear of doing violence to the
truth which each contained. The Mano Majrans in Train to Pakistan are thoroughly rooted
in Punjabi culture which is basically a peasant culture. Religion forms an integral part of
the peasant life. They have faith in God and the justice of God. Imam Baksh in the Mosque
and Meet Singh in the Gurudwara are most prominently shown in relation to their religious
functions.
The comrade who comes to Mano Majra says to the people that if his party comes
to power then they will drain the sacred pool around the temple at Taran Taran and plant
rice in it. This hurts the religious sentiments of the Mano Majrans. A Muslim peasant says,
“If we have no faith in God then we are like animals.” “All the world respects a religious
man. Look at Gandhi! I hear he reads the Koran Sharif and Unjeel along with his Vedas and
Shastras. People sing his praise in the four corners of earth. I have seen a picture in a
newspaper of Gandhi’s prayer meeting. It showed a lot of white men and women sitting
cross-legged. You see, Meet Singh, even the English respect a man of religion.”(Singh 49)
Therefore it may be argued that even a Muslim peasant has great faith and respect for
Gandhi and hopes that Gandhi will bring forth tranquility and equality as soon as India
frees itself from the British.
The personality of Gandhi thus touches the hearts of Mano Majrans. His religious
tolerance touches the heart of even a simple man like the peasant of Mano Majra who has
immense faith and respect for the Mahatma. The emotional attachment betweeen the Hindus
and the Muslims is very strong in Mano Majra, reflecting the fundamental principle of
Gandhian ethics. But this is shattered during partition which turned to be an anti-human
force and the harmony in social life ends in enmity. Gandhi’s hope for peace between
communities remains unrealized in ManoMajra. The peasants of ManoMajra, both Hindus
and Muslims accept Gandhi as the manifestation of the ‘Maker’ who transcends all religious
bigotry and on the other side a man like Iqbal frequently questions the Congress policy and
Gandhi’s ideas and principles.. Of course Gandhi’s ideas have been continuously questioned
and debated upon even by the Gandhians and his opponents especially the Indian
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communities. Jugga asks Iqbal, “It is Mahatma Gandhi’s government in Delhi isn’t it?
They say so in our village.” Iqbal replies, “Yes, the Englishman have gone but the rich
Indians have taken their solace. What have you or your fellow villagers got out of
independence? More bread or more clothes? You are in the same handcuffs and fetters
which the English put on you”( Singh 60).
Azadi unlike Train to Pakistan gives detailed representations of the major political
figures of the time—Jinnah, Nehru, Gandhi. The fictional characters in the novel build the
portraits of these leaders. But Nahal mainly focuses on Gandhi. In Azadi too, two facets of
Gandhi’s character can be seen. Gandhi’s failure to prevent partition is vehemently criticized
and on the other hand he is praised for his insistence on mutual love and harmony between
the Hindus and the Muslims, a necessary condition for the maintenance of a well—organized
and healthy community.
After the partition, Bibi Amarvati blames Gandhi as the person responsible for the
Partition. However Bibi Amarvati is a minor character in Azadi and she is not shown not
possessing the political insight of Lala Kanshi Ram and Arun. Lala’s opinion about Gandhi
has two sides to it. “He was a saint.”(Nahal 48) and again he comments, “He was a Shrewd.”
(Nahal 49) Lala has faith in Gandhi for he will not give in to butchery. If nothing else works
Gandhi will fast unto death. An important aspect of the novel is that Gandhi’s influence
makes Lala Kanshi Ram and Choudhri Barkat Ali bosom friends and they continue to
remain as brothers.”As the novel shows, for Gandhi Azadi means ‘self discipline and ‘self
sacrifice’, something which can be achieved through Hindu-Muslim unity. Here Gandhi is
depicted as a harbinger of Hindu-Muslim unity. The novel plays so much attention to Gandhi
that it can be called a Gandhian novel”(Gundur 175).
Gandhi was a practical idealist and he wished that his message of non-violence and
harmony should reach each and every door of the common Indian. Nahal himself met
Gandhi, a fact which he mentions in his autobiography and praises him for his qualities not
only in Azadi but in his trilogy on Gandhi—The Crown and the Loincloth (1981); The Salt
of Life(1991) and the Triumph of Tricolour(1993).
In Azadi Nahal gives an imaginary account of Gandhi’s visit to Sialkot in 1929.
Gandhi has been touring Punjab, and during the tour he happens to visit Sialkot. Chaudhri
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Barkat Ali and Lala kanshi Ram are very much enthusiastic to have a glance at the Mahatma
and to listen to his lectures. Barkat Ali believes that Gandhi is a man who in ten years time
has revolutionized the spirit of the country, and he is eagerly waiting for this man who he
believes will definitely find a way to Azadi. Barkat Ali now tries to recall the speech of
Gandhi after many years. He is conscious of the fact that Gandhi’s speech had changed the
course of life for him. He spoke on everything from the meaning of ‘purna swaraj’to
practicing non-violence, giving account of the long history of India’s motives of self-discipline
and self sacrifice and Hindu Muslim unity. The ethics preached by Gandhi transforms
Chaudhri Barkat Ali and he ultimately lets his daughter Nur and son Munir to have cordial
relation with the Hindus.
In the very beginning, the novel refers to Gandhi and it ends with his assassination.
The ending of the novel which marks the murder of Gandhi, depicts the irony of Indian
political history of the time. The Irony is that the man who advocated Hindu Muslim unity
was killed by a Hindu Fanatic during a period of communal disturbance.
Like Gandhi, Nehru also occasionally appears in the pages of the novel. After
leaving Sialkot Lala Kanshi Ram and his family move towards Delhi, their new home.
Nehru becomes the prime minister of India and Lala has great faith on the newly elected
leader. He hopes that Nehru will provide him with a roof and a shop. He goes to Nehru’s
residence and to his utter astonishment he finds that there are hundreds of others waiting
there with the same hope. But Lala Kanshi Ram does not lose hope. He feels that one day
his new homeland will embrace him and “he would return another day and meet with
Nehru.”(Nahal 346) Both the novels try to capture this critical element of impossible hopes
in a time of despair.
Train to Pakistan and Azadi are early Gandhian novels which are concerned with
socio-political problems rather than psychological development of characters of the post
Gandhian novels. These novels essentially deal with the spirit of the collective man while
the post Gandhian novels are based on the ‘Individual man’. Nahal and Singh are more
concerned with national upsurge, social evils and rural problems. The national and social
concerns of these two writers also stemmed, though in different ways from the problem of
identity of the subject and its relation to society. However, in Train to Pakistan and Azadi
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Gandhi often plays a crucial and indirect role as compared to Raja Rao’s Kanthapura
(1938) or R.K. Narayan’s Waiting for the Mahatma (1955). Tabish Khair comments that
the novels of these two writers are “often permeated with the spirit of the independence
movement, which is often personified by Mahatma Gandhi or a Surrogate (as in
Kanthapura)” (Khair56). A final parallel in the novels can be perceived in the common
emphasis on the redemptive power of forgiveness, compassion and love in the novels which
of course are Indian values practiced and preached by Mahatma Gandhi.
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Genesis of massive river bank erosion in Majuli,
the largest river island of the World and a sustainable
measure for redresal : a morphogenetic analysis
Madhujya Mili
Assistant Professor
Department of Geography
Mariani College
Flood is unopposingly regarded as one most devastating among all other natural
hazards. It is only true in areas characteristically which are chronic flood prone. River
bank erosion, on the other hand, although is not extensive like flood but its intensity of
devastating is much more effective while compared to the devastating by floods.
Recurring occurrence of flood every year in Majuli, a riverine island of the Brahmaputra
is not so derogatory in comparison to bank erosion.
India: Location of Majuli

Fig.1: location of the study Area
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Majuli, as seen and observed, suffering badly in consequence of wide spread severe
bank erosion which caused serious damage to the residential blocks, crop fields grazing
land and enmass open areas. The causes and consequences are need to be analyzed in
order to have some definite and effective solution to this violent and volatile issue. The
paper primarily attempts to analyze the deploring situation of river bank erosion to
derive effective sustainable measures to resist violence of river bank erosion. The
catastrophic scenario of bank erosion simply can be assessed where the total area of
the island reduced from 1256 km2 in 1940 to only 514 km2 in 1990.
Objectives of the Study
A systematic and procedural historiographic analysis along with the components
of sub aerial erosion and other geomorphic processes are taken into consideration to
have an overall picture of the changing status of topography along with other surfacial
form of Majuli. It is, obviously, a need of time to derive some positive manageable
measures either to reduce or to bring a stop in the devastating river bank erosion for
future survival of this great river island, Majuli.
Database and methodology
Data pertaining to this analysis are characteristically both primary and secondary.
Rigorous field observation and interview from people having long observational
experience and concerned with the affect of bank erosion are also brought into
consideration to have a proper effective insight into the processes and periodicity of
bank erosion. The secondary data, as seen, are mostly accumulated from relevant books,
journals and news papers in order to search the inherent nature of bank erosion and
prominent areas prone to river bank erosion in the study area. Data so collected are
processed, summarized and synthesized for proper analysis and interpretation to make
the study a rationally rich epitome of the problem, severe to the whole of Majuli. Bank
line migration, on the other hand are estimated comparing maps of Majuli prepared by
Survey of India, 1974 and Landsat imageries so far available of post 1974 period.
Analysis of the Study
Location- The river Island Majuli is well extending from 26o.45/ N to 27o12/ N
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latitude and 93o.39/E longitude to 94o.35/E longitude and occupies an area of almost 1256
sq.km. in between Kherkatia suti on the north and the master channel Brahmaputra at the
south. Islandic location within a river is exceptionally extraordinary and of course, a scarce
formation of channel shifting which makes Majuli morphogenetically unique. With a spindle
shaped in structure, this river island Majuli is now an administrative district of Assam.
Devastating river bank erosion has drastically been reducing the size of Majuli where the
total area accounting 1256 sq.km. in1901 (Census of India,1901) has been reduced to only
514 sq.km in 1990 (Sarmah,1993). Except the sand bars scattering around, the soil type of
the mainland part of Majuli is old alluvium with a high content of sand over clay content
which makes the island more prone to bank erosion.
Physiographic Profile:
A historiographic diagnosis on the genesis of Majuli confimed that this river island
is primarily a product of massive southward shifting of the master channel the Brahmaputra
leaving a sub- channel at the north known as Kherkotiya perhaps during the period of 15th
century. The origin, therefore, is not much old. The available historical literature like Ahomar
Din of H. Borboruah (1981), The Comprehensive History of Assam of H.K. Borpujari
(2007), Assam Buranji of P. Naoboicha Phukan (ed, 2007) etc. ensures that the Brahmaputra
was turning through the present sub- channel Kherkotiya Suti earlier to 15th century and
Buhridihing, a tributary of the Brahmaputra was running parallel westward probably 100
km downstream to meet the Brahmaputra. Being located in an earthquake prone zone, the
whole of North-East India along with the Himalaya experienced several earthquake in the
year , so far records are available, 1516,1548, 1607, 1663, 1715 etc. which perhaps might
cause massive southward shifting of the Brahmaputra from its earlier position around 100
km. The land left at the north of its shifted course later known as Majuli, a piece of land at
the middle of two rivers (Thakuria, 2012).
The whole island characteristically is a river valley plain with smooth east-west
slanting surface following the gradient of the Brahmaputra. Presence of beels, swamps,
marshy land, water logged, pit, bogs etc. invariably provides a congenial ground for the
growth of aquatic eco-system and became a rich habitat for numerous type of hydrophytic
plants and aquatic animals. Meeting the Kherkotiya channel, the river Subansiri is flowing
marking the northern boundary of Majuli where the south flank of the island is separated
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from the mainland of Jorhat by the Brahmaputra. Except the two boundaries attached to
outer channel, an inland rivulet by name Tuni is flowing from west to east almost through
the middle of the island. The upper course is known as Sukansuti and the lower course as
Morituni. The intensity and occurrence of flood is somewhat more towards lower part of
Majuli in comparison to upper part ( eastern most part) as the whole surface topography is
gently sloping down westward. A total of 87 numbers of beels of varying size reflects its
richness in aquatic ecosystem as such the topographic characteristics.
In average the mean sea level height of Majuli is 84.5 mtrs. Presence of variation in
height is conspicuous while measurement using GPS is made at different part of this river
island. Accordingly the GPS reading at Jengraimukh, the easternmost end of Majuli is 88
mtrs, at Kamalabri , it is 84.0 mtrs. while at Auniati the western end of the river island
gives a readings of just 81.00 mtrs. only. It virtually substantiates the rolling down nature
of the surfacial form of the river island from east to west. The rate of gradient fall thus
accounts 6.90 cm. per km.

Average surface gradient of Majuli
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Fig.2- Surface gradient of the study area.
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The bank line, facing the Brahmaputra towards south is mostly irregular and jigjug type. On the other hand, the north facing bank line is comparatively uniform all throughout
except the tributary mouth where waters from tributaries are discharged. Frequent oscillation
of bank line towards southern face is due to the massive erosional works usually more
intense during retreating flow level and post flood period. Presence of a large number of
sand bars and sand dunes at the southern flank of the island is a direct consequence of
massive bank erosion and depositional activities of the river Brahmaputra. It, in turn,
substantiates the severity of bank erosion in the southern margin of the island.
Form and the feature of bank erosion
Erosional processes are entirely dialectic in nature and form. Higher is the resistance
lower is the effect of worn down works. Removal of bank materials, therefore, is a function
that necessarily depends on composition of bank materials (soil, rock, vegetative cover,
cementing molecules etc) . Presence of soluble and porous matters, absence of required
amount of cementing minerals and deep rooted vegetation woks as prime determinants of
erosional capability of sub-aerial erosion agents like running water, wind, glacier, ground
water etc. The spindle shaped River Island Majuli is composed of old alluvium containing
high amount of sand over clay, and therefore, is much more weak to resists against the
increasing and rampant flow of water over and around it. With average annual down pour
of 250 cm. in Majuli and more than 350 cm. at the uphill zone at the north, the source
region of the Brahmaputra and its tributaries, are fed with heavy water beyond the carrying
capacity of the intra fluvial zone cause flood usually during the summer months starting
from May to September of the year.
Table -1: Different Flow Level of Brahmaputra at Nimati, Majuli

Source: Axomor Nad -Nadi (2003).
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Notably, it is observed that intensity and extent of bank erosion is maximum during
the recession period of water level in the Brahmaputra. Following the principle of
geomorphology-”capability of erosion is proportional to the square of flow velocity of
water(Thornbury-1902), it is seen that bank erosion of the Brahmaputra is excessively
intense during receding stage of water level where under water flow velocity at the channel
bed exceeds the velocity of suspended water level of upper part of the channel. Presence
of pot holes at the channel bed simultaneously works as stimulator of bed level velocity of
water current. This anomaly of water currents in the river Brahmaputra is probably a
predominant factor for massive bank erosion (table-1).
The second case responsible for extensive bank erosion is associated with the soil
composition of the valley. It is an established fact that high content of sand in soil is prone
to erosion since adhesiveness of soil is reduced under high sand content. Experiments
conducted in numerous parts of Majuli, confirms this kind of composition where sand-clay
ratio in average stands at 1:0.70. The concentration of sand over clay in soil also enhances
the capillary action of water. Poor cementing quality in soil reduces the adhesiveness and
makes way for quick and sharp removal of materials from parent body.
As the undercurrent of channel flow possess higher velocity in comparison to surface
level water, the erosion starts from below and creates imbalance on the overlying soil
mass. In most part of the area gravitative fall due to increasing load of overlying soil strata
is common. The pace of load enhancement is accelerated by the capillary action of water
through the sand that remains in high content in the soil. Removals of materials from the
underlying soil layer of the river bank developed pot holes at the base level of the bank and
thus creates back water circulation to raise its erosiveness. This process of erosion in most
part of the Brahmaputra is pervasive and extensive which, in epso facto, causes severe
damages to the counter part of channel discharge. Southern bank of Majuli has chronically
been facing problems of massive river bank erosion perhaps after the great Assam
earthquake of 1950, as many geologists confirms it in their numerous analysis. According
to the report of journal of Indian society of Remote Sensing, 2003, the total loss of land
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during 1997 to1999 period due to bank erosion was estimated to be 1900 hectors. On the
other hand, the loss of land area during 1997-1998 periods was estimated to be 845.00
hectors. The journal which confirmed that bank erosion in Majuli primarily becomes much
more aggressive during past ‘70s period. The Table –I, which reveals invariably the same
situation as acclaimed by the Remote Sensing Society.
Table-2: Total loss of Land in bank erosion

Source: Bhogali, Dainik Janambhumi, 2016

Majuli is arrayed in three administrative division consisting three Mauza (A
Mauza is a head quarter for several village panchayat) namely Salmara, Kamalabari
and Ahatguri. Ahatguri, the westernmost part of the river island has been suffering
rampant bank erosion which, in consequence, at present virtually is nonexistent. Physical
entity of the Mauza can be traced only in form of some scattered sand bars and erosional
remnants. A few aged people, earlier inhabitants of Ahatguri, explicate the situation
developed in Ahatguri as product of direct impact of the construction of a series of
dykes at Kakilamukh, directly perpendicular to the Ahatguri area at the opposite side
to resist the southward shifting of the Brahmaputra. The dykes, so constructed, deflected
water especially during peak flow period towards Ahatguri lying almost opposite to
the dykes and results in severe damage to this part of Majuli. The devastating damage
to most part of Ahatguri took place, palpably, after the construction of dykes at
Kokilamukh.
Back water erosion, as such, affectively took part in moulding the areas it
strikes and thus accelerates the pace of bank erosion to cause further.damage to the
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region. Emphatically, it can well be concluded that the disruption of the western most
part of Majuli is pervasively a resultant work of both natural and man- made construction
ignoring the hydrologic behavior of both the river Brahmaputra and its tributary
Sawansiri. Swansiri, the largest among the north bank tributaries with extensive basin
areas and being recipient of both snow melt water from Himalaya and rainfall occurred
at the high altitude zone of the Himalaya accounting more than 300 cm. annually
discharges its water following a shorter course (20-30 cm) over plain area with maximum
potential for erosion, which causes severe damages at the mouth near Ahatguri. This
combined effect of the two rivers virtually disrupts the morphogenesis of Ahatguri, the
western end of the river island Majuli.
The devastation of bank erosion, however, is not so effective in middle and
eastern most part of Majuli. In comparison to Ahotguri the damages made so far in
parts except Ahotguri is almost exiguous. The table –II, elaborates the reality of damages
made by bank erosion in the three administrative mouza of Majuli within a period of
1969-1994.
Table- 3: Mouza wise pattern of Bank Erosion

Source: Majuli by P.K. Mahanta, 2001

The quintessence of the text narrated by the table is simple and is quite clear. A
total of 35 villages out of 46 has already been wiped out from their existence in Ahatguri,
the worst suffer of bank erosion. Along with other two, which are partially affected,
the Mouza, Ahatguri as a whole is said to be non-existence one. In other two Mouzas,
the case of erosional disruption is invariably same where a few villages are worst
affected. Out of 197 villages of the two Mouza only 29 are totally disrupted and 28 are
partially disrupted. The continuation of bank erosion, if not checked, presumably turns
in to a more devastating state which may cause a total collapse of this world’s largest
river island.
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Bank line instability is more often considered as one predominant indicators of
erosional activity of a channel with concentrated runoff. Stability of bank line, on the other
hand, is used as one indicator of zero erosion in both side of intra-plubial zone. Majuli,
being an integrated land block in between two west flowing channels, contains two bank
line, one each in north and south. Except Suwansiri Mukh (Mouth of Swansiri) the northward
bank line exhibits more or less uniformity, stretching from east to west end of the river
island. It is quite illative that erosional works in this part of the island is not much intense
and severe like the southern bank of Majuli. Therefore, stability to some extent is well set
in the bank line facing northern channel of the Brahmaputra. The course, on the other hand,
on the bank line is not so irregular and crisscross like its southern counterpart. This specific
feature of bank line is identical to the magnitude of erosional agencies more specially the
fluviometric parameter. The fig.2 clearly enunciates the interrelationship between the bank
line characteristics and propensity of erosion as one analyzes the pattern of bank line. Back
water erosion accompanied by the bottleneck problem associated with the channel causes
serious damages to this river island and more specially the southern part.
Salient features of bank erosion in Majuli
On the basis of the ongoing analysis a few salient features on the process and
character of river bank erosion observed in Majuli can be shorted out as followsi)Composition of soil of the river island is not resistant to the erosional works done by the
running water flows as concentrated runoff through the channel Brahmaputra. Higher
sand content in soil is congenial for sharp soil erosion.
ii)Bank line although well covered up with plenty of vegetation but most of these are
shallow rooted and could not have the ability to keep hold soil by their roots. Absence of
sufficient deep rooted plants eases the process of sharp and quick removal of soil from the
banks and bank lines.
iii)Majuli, being located inside the two channels of a river, creates bottleneck problem and
restricts the free flow of channel water in its straight course of flow. Inconsequence, it
accelerates the velocity of channel water to empower for more erosion.
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iv)The diversion of water flow is not equal in volume and velocity in both the northward
channel i.e. the kherkotiya Suti and the southward channel, the Brahmaputra. Volume of
water diverted northward is much more less than that of volume of flows through the
southward channel, the Brahmaputra especially during peak flow period. Higher volume
of water plus the increasing flow velocity induced by bottleneck problem at the headward
part, compatibly cause extensive erosion at the south of the river island.
v)Increasing human interference in the bank line areas of southern side of the Brahmaputra
in form of reclamation of land for agriculture, rampant deforestation and extention of
settlement areas enhance the feasibility of erosion in the bank areas of the river
Brahmaputra.
A sustainable eco-friendly means to check erosion
Construction of embankments, spurs, dykes, erection of porcupine, bamboo
barrage and geo-bag system in no way has worked effectively to resist the devastation
of bank erosion caused uninterruptedly by the Brahmaputra. The Government ant other
Agencies already has invested a substantial amount of money to protect the river island
Majuli from the nightmare of bank erosion. Eventually all efforts are end in futile. Series of
experiments conducted in more than hundred of countries, prominent among those are
China, Egypt, Canada, Australia, U.S.A etc. have already ensured that Vetiver grass has all
the ability to effectively control the river bank erosion. Plantation of Vetiver along the bank
line will protect soil from easy erosion.
The most important and ideal exemplar is the episode of Fizi island where massive
plantation of Vetiver in erosion prone areas works positively in checking the river erosion
induced disruption of bank line areas. Vetiver plantation, a bio- technological means not
only to check the river erosion but also simultaneously it can be deployed to control both
soil and sediment discharge and conservation of water (Truwong, 1999). Planned plantation
of Vetiver was very effectively been used in Fizi island to conserve the soil and water for
long before 100 years period. At present, more than hundred of countries in the world have
adopted this bio- technology as eco- friendly means to check river bank erosion and slope
stabilization.
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Characteristically, Vetiver grass has been the highest ability to survive under any
adverse condition like draught, flood, high toxicity, snowfall, high acidic and basic soil,
successive overlapping siltation etc. Its root can penetrate up to a depth of 15-16 feet
below soil layer and the roots grew much faster to reach 8.0 feet depth of soil immediately
after its plantation within a period of one year. Simultaneously, it can be used as fodder for
all kinds of herbivores irrespective of domestic or wild.
All these specific characteristics of Vetiver raised its workability and effectiveness
in any part of the world prone to erosion, flood, river bank instability etc. Majuli, the largest
river island in the world has successively been facing severe bank erosion and devastating
flood uninterruptedly every year. The available measures so far initiated by both the
Governmental agencies largely failed to harvest any positive results. Planned plantation of
Vetiver along all the erosion prone areas of Majuli, certainly will reduce the agony of the
people mostly residing in the river bank areas. It is obvious that there is no option left to
check the massive river bank erosion in Majuli except the plantation of vetiver. Let, the
Vertiver be the last and final option to keep alive this great river island Majuli.
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This article studies and examines the relationship between the tribes and the Dombs/
Panos in southern Orissa which was quite different from the caste relationship in the plains.
Since the time immemorial the tribes are closely associated/interacted with the Dombs/
Panos, a marginalised community. The Dombs/Panos who often stayed near a tribal hamlet
were mostly influenced by christianity. The christian mission protocols which introduced
educational, modern industrial skill training and knowledge of hygiene among the tribes
and Dombs/Panos, transformed their traditional lifestyle and changed their value system.
Despite their transformation and improved livelihood strategy, they continued to be
marginalised and oppressed both by the influential communities and the government. It
also attempts to examine whether Dombs/Panos became a threat to the uplifment of their
most trusted allies (the Kondhs).
A Brief Note on the Area of Study
Southern Orissa consists of four districts of Orissa – Ganjam, Kandhmals, Koraput
and Kalahandi. Koraput, Ganjam and Khondmals form a compact and typical indigenous
zone, of which the first two formed parts of the Vizagapatnam district of Madras Presidency
and the last one was a subdivision (presently a separate district) of the Angul district.
These areas are the home of the Kondhs, Savaras, Gadabas, Parojas and other tribal people.
The Dombs and Panos (the indigenous tribes but the varna system classified them as the
outcastes or untouchables) live along with the tribes and had their habitation near every
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tribal hamlet. The entire region of southern Orissa was under the zamindari of the Maharajas
(Princely states of Jeypore, Parlakimedi, Kashipur, Baud and Kalahandi).1
Before the coming of British into southern Orissa the tenants were not paying
regular rent to the kings, however occasionally the tribal chiefs were visited the kings and
paid their gift. During Maratha rule and then British colonial government introduced regular
rent system in the region.1 During the British period, southern Orissa was governed under
the provisions of the Scheduled District Act of 1874.3
History of Dombs
The name Domb or Domba derived from the word ‘dumba’, which means devil or
4
Satan. The Dombs are known to different tribes by different names for example Paidi by
Telugus, Domb by the Savaras, and Pano by the Khonds (Kondhs). Though they are known
by different names in southern Orissa but are closely similar to each other.2 They settled
down in the hill villages from time immemorial.3 According to 1931 Census of India report,
the Dombs and Paidis are mostly confined to Vizagapatam Agency and the Panos were
mostly confined to Ganjam Agency of the Madras Presidency.4 As per 1931 census there
were about 1.9 lakh Dombs and 99,034 Panos in southern Orissa5 and in 2011 there are
around 5, 19273 Dombs (Panos) in southern Orissa.6
In the past, these people worked as weavers and traders. They act as priest or
fortune teller in the hill villages. People in the hills consulted them as ‘Dumba Disaries’
(Devil’s Priest) on the appearance of trouble, epidemic and illness.7 During British period,
they were mentioned in various government reports as suppliers of meriah victims to the
Kondhs for meriah sacrifice (human sacrifice) and also criminal tribe.8 F.G. Bailey also
takes the similar approach while identifying the Panos of Khondmals.9
The Domb/Panos are Indigenous as like other Tribes
Domb/Panos are closely associated with the tribes both socially, politically and
economically. They worked for the tribes and in return received all the provisions. Such
reciprocal relationship continues even today in many parts of southern Orissa. However,
intensity of dependency between these two communities gradually reduced and in the postindependent period it is very minimal.10 Macpherson identifies, “The hill tribes never
neglected them at a feast and any injury was done to them promptly resented.”11 The Dombs
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and the tribes were deeply associated with each other and the former was the most trusted
allies of the latter.
As like the tribes, the Dombs also were indigenous community. Basudeve Sunani
argues that, “in folklore version of a creation myth that is known to the hills people in
southern Orissa, all ‘desiya’ (this includes all the tribes and Dombs in the hills) descended
from a divinely sanctioned incestuous relationship between a brother and sister.” Scholars
contradict in their opinion on the indigenous status of the Dombs. However, on the basis of
this myth all the desiya are indigenous to the region. Thus, Dombs were also indigenous
community.12
Similarly, George Pfeffer argues, all communities, “whether cultivating or not,
patrons or clients, share the same totemic descent categories called bonso (clan). This is a
set of eight categories—cobra, tiger, sun, monkey, cow, bear, vulture, and fish”.13 Among
these totemic names some are similar to both tribes and Dombs. For, example, in southern
Orissa Dombs carries family names like ‘Bag’ (tiger), ‘Machha’ (fish) etc. It is evident
here that the Dombs of the hill region are indigenous as like the tribes.
Dombs and tribes are divided on the basis of their profession in the hill region of
southern Orissa and hierarchically considered themselves as senior and junior or Patron
and Client.14 Occasionally, the land-owing tribes would give large amounts of gifts to the
Dombs to demonstrate their power and wealth and this gesture was reciprocated in form of
various services. On the other hand, the tribes due to their traditional isolation mostly
depended upon groups like Dombs to maintain contact with the outside world (especially
doing business). At present, most tribes don’t live in complete isolation but due to their
social tradition they continue to rely on a certain group for outside contact. The relationship
between the Dombs and the tribes may be a unique example in this respect. George Pfeffer
in his recent work Ethnography Work of Western Orissa, argues that the tribe and the
Dombs lived and depended upon each other since ancient times.15 To Pfeffer, the patron
and client relationship between tribal and Domb (Pano) is different from the relation between
a dominant and a dependent caste in a Hindu caste society, but for Bailey they are basically
the same.16 Their interdependency was indeed very critical to each other’s existence in the
society. Without their client (Dombs) the humble and hesitant tribal cultivators would never
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have been able to preserve their heritage. The well communicative Dombs always carried
the produce to the tribes to outside tribal land and brought provisions (selected goods) to
the hills.17 However, the last decade of state-sponsored “protective discrimination” has led
to some tensions18 between the Dombs and tribals.19
Verrier Elwin, an anthropologist commented on the Kondh’s relationship with
Dombs and says, “Kondh use Dombs as a defense against the world. Dombs exploit the
Kondh but they also save them. Kondh despise the Dombs socially as much as they rely on
them materially”.20 Elwin views a critical relationship between Dombs and Kondh. In spite
of their interdependence there was a struggle to establish superiority over each other. Felix
Padel, an anthropologist also emphasized an interdependent relationship between Kondh
and Dombs.21
The co-existence and interdependence between tribe and the Dombs is not a new
phenomenon and the latter’s status as indigenous require an elaboration to explain this
relationship. In the mid-19th century, Macpherson in his account of the meriah sacrifice
considers identifies Dombs as aboriginals (indigenous) as like the Kondh22 while modern
sociological writers are divided in their opinion. Some scholars stress upon the social and
cultural unity of Kondh and their clients23, in contrast others consider the Dombs as the
representatives of Hindu caste society24. Considering the indigenous status of the Dombs
and their relationship with tribes, it is understood from the above discussions that their
relationship was based on professional relationship and hierarchically they are considered
as ‘senior’ and ‘junior’, which is quite different from the Hindu caste system based society.25
Both tribes and Dombs share the same totemic descent categories called bonso (clan).
Clan Relationship with the Tribes
Dr. Roland Josef Hardenberg’s study of the Dongria Kondhs and others in Koraput
district argues that Dombs and the Dongria Kondhs are connected to each other on the
basis of a clan. He says, “Dombs clans are linked to Dongria clans in a system of analogies”.26
For example, as Ronald identified during his field study that, the main Dongria clan was
Sikoka, the Oriya translation for Sikoka is little millet. He also found different households
belonged to Kausilya clan who are Dombs. The Oriya translation for Kausilya is Sikoka.
The name Kausilya is derived from kosala, the Oriya word for little millet. This indicates
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that each Dongria clan has one similar corresponding Domb clan. Based on the above
arguments one concludes that the tribes and Dombs have clan connection. In terms of
territory they belong to same clan but bears different status in terms of occupation. The
difference between these two communities was only related to status before Hinduaisation
of the hills, however later days’ catergorisations (based on caste system) identified the
Dombs as untouchables.27 Pati argues, “Taking into account their advanced social status
they were integrated into the caste system as inferior to the tribes.”28 Since then, there had
been a constant effort by the superior landlords to suppress and exploit these communities.
As per the census report of 1911, the Kondhs used to accept food and drink from the Panos
(Dombs). A Kondh might deny such exchange from the Brahmin (who was unknown to
him) but accepted it from the Pan (Pano).29 Few decades later in 2009 Felix Padel argues
that “Kondh’s relationship with Dombs is also characteristic of caste relationships in that
they will not accept cooked food or water from Dombs, for fear of pollution.”30 We could
see here a gradual change in the status of the Dombs in the hills. Interpolation of Hindu
religious identity in the hill region categorized the Dombs were as untouchables on the
basis of caste relations in the plains.
Multi-Professional Relationship
Domb used to play and are still continuing with (in few villages) various
responsibilities which lead them to have extensive contract with different authorities and
people both in the hills and outside the hills. Traditionally they play major social, political
and economic responsibilities in the hill society. This functions in the hill, were the functions
of different higher caste people in the plains. They influenced the decisions on village level
and beyond and medicates between different political forces both within and outside the
village. In this perspective the traditional saying ‘Kondh raja and Domb mantri’31 which in
English means ‘Kondh king and Domb minister’ can be identified in the above discussed
Domb responsibilities. In the post-independent period Dombs’ role in the hill society has
been gradually minimized. As Nayak argues, “with the increasing influence of the state
and with the interconnections of regional polity with village polity, the multiple functions
(judicial, political, economic, social) of the Dombs minimised.” 32 Why the social status
suddenly changed during British period was never restored?
Domb/Panos as Identified by British Government
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It was under British rule that ‘Caste’ was systematized in India.33 Mr. F. Fawcett
identifies the Dombs as an outcast jungle people. As they are being considered as outcaste
usually live within the boundaries of a village but in a separate hamlet adjacent to the
village.34 The government also named them as cattle-lifter or cattle-poisoner.35 They were
basically indigenous and a landless community. The invasion of plains’ people brought
caste system into the hills. Thus, they were considered as untouchables in the society and
were exploited by the rich and influential communities in the society.36 They cultivated
their land and carried other professions for subsistence. If the Dombs of the hill region
were self-sufficient (as reported by British administrators), and worked for their subsistence,
why they were categorized as ‘Criminal tribe’ is an issue to be discussed.
Most of the British government reports, anthropological findings and missionary
reports during British period identify Dombs/Panos as outcastes and criminals. The Criminal
Tribes Act 1871 categorised them as ‘Criminal tribe’.37 The Dombs of the entire Jeypore
estate of Madras Presidency were reported as the most troublesome class and thieves.” 38
The reports of the British administrators and anthropologist constantly mention these people
as outcastes and criminals.39 There have been a series of debate among scholars whether
Dombs/Panos are hereditary criminal or genetic criminal or they are being criminalized
due to various factors, e.g. various economic and administrative policies adapted by the
British government which destroyed the traditional livelihood of many unprivileged
communities.40
Elimination of Dombs from the list of Hill Tribes
In early 20th century there had been constant effort by the British government to
eliminate Dombs from the list of hill tribes, which would exclude them from special
protection and provisions under the Agency Tracts Interest and Land Transfer Act.41 It is
evident that the Dombs and the tribe lived in close affinities. They had considerable influence
on the home-loving Kondhs. Both communities were interdependent for various necessities.42
Around 1917 British government proposed to exclude the Dombs from the list of tribe. As
recorded one of the main objectives was to give economic protection to the backward hill
tribes of the Ganjam and Vizagapatam Agency Tracts.43 The commission assumed that the
Dombs should be excluded from the list of hill tribes because they are more intelligent and
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have a better sense of economic values than the tribes in the Agency tracts.44 British
administrators anticipated Dombs as a threat to the upliftment of the tribes but the latter do
not express their apprehension about the Dombs.45 As accounted in the British government
reports, letters, missionary reports etc., the tribe were continuously exploited and suppressed
by the superior classes (e.g. Zamindars, Landlords, and Money-lenders). Dombs gaining
intelligence and have better sense of economic values might be a threat to the superior
classes and the administration who wanted to have a freehand on the tribes.
Dombs a Threat to the Tribal Upliftment
Despite close affinities between the Dombs and the tribes and the former being the
forerunner of the tribes, Dombs were considered by the British Administration as a threat
to the peaceful existence of the tribes.46 Considering the interdependence of the two
communities and mutual trust it is difficult to assume Dombs’ existence as a threat to the
tribes. However, British administration anticipated Dombs as a threat to tribal upliftment.
Several reasons can be observed from the report why Dombs were considered as a threat.
The Agent to the Governor in Ganjam reported that Panos hold their land on the same
conditions as the Kondhs, viz; the condition of vetti (bethi) labour for the Circar
(government). While the tribes provided vetti (bonded labour) the Dombs of several regions
like R. Udayagiri, Parlakimedi Taluks, the Christian Panos of Ganjam do not do vetti labour
at all.47 In southern Orissa the Panos (Dombs) were influenced by the christian mission
more than the tribes. The christian mission introduced education and modern industrial
skill training among them, which transformed their value system and livelihood and gradually
incorporated them into Christianity.48 They were slowly moving away from their traditional
life, religion and profession etc., into modernity. Once education reached them they could
understand the prospect and ability of life.49 Industrial training sharpened their skill and
also opened up new opportunities to seek alternatives to their traditional village occupations.
As a result they refused to do vetti for the Circar. It is mentioned in the report that the
Circar can get vetti labour from the tribes but not from the Panos/Dombs.50 Anticipating
Dombs’ influence on the tribes, the colonial government might have devised a plan to
alienate them.
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In Chokkapada (Kondhmals district), on survey, only about 1/30th of the total
occupied area was found to belong to the Dombs.51 Dombs hold very minimal amount of
land. Thus, it is not clear how Dombs became such a serious threat to the tribes that the
government required to eliminate Dombs from the list of hill tribes. If Dombs were a threat
due to confiscation of tribal land, in the post independent period, it (land) is in greater
danger being confiscated by superior classes during land settlement and further, industrialists
in the name of development.
As discussed above British government anticipated that if Dombs continue to be in
the hill tribe category then they could confiscate more land from the tribes. So they proposed
to eliminate Dombs from the list of hill tribes. In 1917 government proposed to eliminate
Dombs from the list of tribes and till 1943 the proposal was discussed in different
departments to get their opinion and only on 14th January 1943 it was approved.52 The 1943
Home Department report suggests that few Dombs possess land and those who possess
are lazy to work in the fields or disregard for preserving a regular means of livelihood.53 In
1917 the government anticipated that because the Dombs are more intelligent and acquainted
with the outside world than the tribes, they would confiscate tribal land.54 Till the 1943
though majority of Dombs in southern hill region of Orissa remained landless, still they
were eliminated from the list of hill tribes. The entire effort of the British government to
eliminate Dombs from the list of tribes might have been to create mistrust in the relationship
between Dombs and tribes, so that the latter could be easily dominated.
For centuries the tribes and Dombs/Panos lived in close cultural, economic and
political affinities. Mostly they followed the similar customs and traditions in southern
Orissa. Based on the above studies if we closely look into their origin, cultural similarities
and the absence of purity and pollution (prior to the advent of outsiders into the hills), the
Dombs are not outcastes rather have a different hereditary positions in the hills of southern
Orissa. Taking the advantage of their exposer to outside world, they promptly accepted to
missionary education than the tribals did. Modern education and modern industrial skill
training changed their value system and ability; also it created alternative economic activities
and political awakening among them. When the Dombs/Panos got new value system and
new economic avenues, attempts were made to segregate them from the indigenous tribe
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category.55 Dombs/Panos were the most trusted allies of the tribes, and now the former’s
emancipation threatened the Colonial Government and its clients. Government apprehended
Dombs/Panos’ influence on the tribes which could again destabilise their hegemony on
them. In this modern power relationship between the government, its clients and the
indigenous people, the Dombs/Panos were categorised under the new state policy and
were targeted. Modern education and modern skill training by the missionaries definitely
uplifted them but their emancipation segregated them from their most trusted and closely
associated ally (the tribes) and further led them to be categorised as criminal tribes. In the
post-independent India the development programmes of the independent India government
is greater threat than the Dombs, which confiscated a large amount of tribal land for
industrialisation.
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Three Illustrated Manuscripts of
Assam State Museum: An analytical review
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Department of History
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Indian paintings and illustrated manuscripts have always attracted attention from
the east and west. Only a few Indian museums are privileged to have art works and illustrated
manuscripts of religious genre of high order. The Assam State Museum, (Henceforth ASM)
Ambari, Guwahati has been playing a major role as the store house of information of
primary sources for studying various aspects of Assamese society, history and culture which
is privileged to have some collections of such works that are testimony to the artistic traditions
of Assam. Established in 1941 this Museum possesses and exhibits the tangible and
intangible heritage of the entire region which is highly beneficial for our information of
history, culture and tradition. Manuscripts and some other invaluable artifact are displayed
at ASM deals with various branches of learning and original knowledge system of this
region. Manuscripts preserved at ASM consisting of epic, drama, poetry, grammar, popular
story and so on.
This paper tries to analyse shed lights on three miniature illustrated Ms. with special
reference to the illustrated Ms. of Aibheti Nasattra, a Post-ŒaEkaradeva Sattra. It is often
said that the Assamese manuscript painting has missed proper attention of the Art Historians
and they are not being brought under the mainstream of the study of the Indian manuscript
paintings and tradition.
In Assam, the tradition of manuscript painting goes back to the time of Bhaskar
Varmana (middle of the 7th century A.D).The Harsacarita refers; a present included ‘carved
boxes of panels for painting with brushes and gourds’, and gold painted cages. ‘other
objects were the fine tinted manuscripts, volumes of fine writing with leaves made from
aloe bark and of the hue of the ripe pink cucumber.1Indian manuscript paintings are mainly
influenced by two types of schools – i) Mughal school of paintings and ii) Rajput school of
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paintings. Mughal manuscript painting is a combination of both Persian and Indian Art,
while, the Rajput painting is an Indian origin.2
The Assamese manuscripts were influenced both by the Mughal and Rajput styles.
During the Mughal and Rajput period however some local or regional schools of painting
emerged, grew and developed. Out of these, Sattriyâ or Sankari and Darrangiya schools
are noteworthy. Prominent art critic R. Dusgupta opines that Assamese manuscript paintings
comes under the following three categories Religious or Sattriyâ, Gargaya or Courtly style,
Folk Darrangiya style and Tai-Ahom.3 The Bhakti Movement ushered in 15th-16thcentury
Assam resulted primarily in the formation of a distinct style regional identity of art, painting
and architecture. It has patronized a vernacular literary tradition besides taking beneath its
façade the artistic creativities of the people in diverse fields like painting, mask making,
woodcarving, music, performing theatre etc. In this context illustration becomes a strong
medium through which ŒaEkaradeva and his followers propagated Eksarana Namdharma
or the Bhakti faith to educate or enlighten the illiterate masses.
The earliest most reference of painting of SrimantaŚaEkaradeva is found who said
to have composed his first dramatic presentation, Cihna- yatra with painted scenes
representing the seven Vaikunthas in his native place Tembuwani or Bardowa.4
The religious art of illustrating manuscripts acquired a special dimension from the
middle of the 16th century when various versions of Bhagavata Purana were produced in an
illustrated manner in different neo-VaicG„avite establishments. The Citra Bhagavata of
Balisattra in Nagaon district is the earliest and believed to be the most authoritative miniature
illustrated manuscripts executed in 16th century.5
We propose to discuss here three illustrated Ms., copies derived from the ASM,
although these are not finished products in terms of pictorial depiction these manuscripts
follow the last style and traditions set forth by the Citra-Bhagavata (Adyadasama). The
study is important since these paintings bear some court idioms and new motifs. where the
tradition of illustration continued till the end of the 19th century.
Objectives of the study
The pertinent objective of the study aims at :
i)To explore styles of illustrations and contents of three unpublished illustrated manuscripts.
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ii) To bring to light how and to what extent this dying tradition of the Assamese fine art
persists and how the artistes followed and continued the tradition till the end of the 19th
century.
iii) To stimulate further study and research on such primary sources of Assamese paintings
that provide knowledge system and style of illustrations that misses due attention of art
lovers.
Methodology
This paper is based on survey and analysis of both primary and secondary sources,
field study and interviews of artiste earlier involved in this profession. Both analytical and
survey method have been followed and adopted for proper understanding of tradition and
artistic activities focusing on the three illustrated Ms. of the post-Sankarite era.
So far a total of 09 copies of this living tradition of illuminative Neo-VaicGavite
Sattriya or Sankari styled manuscripts have been encountered at the archive of ASM. The
paper aims to know the style set forth in these Mss. By the artists of 18th-19th century
Assam. The Museum houses illustrated manuscripts collected from the sattra archives and
personal collections are enumerated as Citra-Bhagavata, Anadi-Patana, Bhagavata, canto
–VIII, Bhagavata canto-XI, Kirtana, Parijatharana, Shymntaharan, Ramayana etc. Almost
all the Ms. that we have come across is not good condition with almost being smoke satin,
defaced appears with partly burnt, brittle and damaged folios. Not a single manuscripts has
been derived in intact.
During our initial survey and in-house scrutiny the following Mss. are derived:6
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Out of 09 Mss. We have proposed to discuss selecting three profusely illustrated
Mss. That draws attention of visitor for their beauty which is known to have illustrated
when this tradition reaches a dying and thinner stage.
Bhagavata Canto XI7
This illuminated Ms. is a valuable document in determining the style of painting
pertaining that developed in early stage belongs to 18th century. This Ms. is Bhagavata
canto XI (ASM. Ac. no. 8150).On making a query, its find place is known as Raha, in the
present district of Nagaon. It contains 44 folios that includes13 illustrated folios with a
betipat and is measured with 48cm x 17cm.The illustrations are done on sanchipat relating
the old Assamese text of Bhagavata .This Ms. was believed to be compiled in late medieval
period as given in the index. It contains illustrations of Lord Krishna and his playful
activities. Out of the 13 folios, the folios bearing nos. 18, 19, 20, 21, 25, 29, 31, 36, 39, 40
have been found portrayed in one side. From a close observation two folios have been
found embellished with illustrations without any text.

One such copy of Bhagavata canto XI is now preserved at the Dakhinpat sattra,
Majuli datable to 1691 saka (1619 A.D).It is rendered from the origin Sanskrit to Assamese
by Subhadeva Goswami, the then sattradhikara of the sattra. That Ms. contains a total of
81 folios with 115 illustrations and 19 folios appears without illustrations.8 On making a
comparison it may be ascertained that although the version of ASM contains few
illustrations; to some extent this Ms. is ahead of that in context of sober execution of some
styles and textures.
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It can be gauged, like other Sattriya paintings in this work all figures were drawn in
profile format in giving proper characterizations. The unknown artist shows his expertise
in penmanship by putting some figures in the corner of folios using ultimate space and thus
manages the scarcity of spaces. In his depiction, frequent use of light blue, red, yellow,
white, pink, dark black colors prepared with major organic pigments seems to become a
common feature of the Artiste or Khanikar.
Parijatharan9

One of the most profusely painted and elegantly decorated miniature painting
with 29 illustrations is the Parijatharan. Although this Ms. is partly damaged, not completed,
in terms of pictorial depiction of the available folios this is unique. The Ms. of Parijatharana
(Ac.ASM-no.8148) contains 11 folios, 08 having been found with illustrations on obverse.
Out of the 11 folios, 05 illustrations are incomplete in nature; whereas sketches and traces
of some figures can be traced drawn under black out lines. Eight folios depicted with dual
illustrations. The length and breadth of this Ms. is 55cm. x 19 cm. It is mentionable,
although the ASM authority has recorded its find place to be Raha in Nagaon district; we
come to know the execution was done at Ai-Bheti Na-sattra near Bardowa in the district
of Nagaon. The artist of this most elegant Ms. was Sasadhara Ata, a Sattradhikara who
painted some of the folios in 1833 A.D.10
It appears, in Parijatharan, the artist and the scribe has been the same person. This
can be discerned from the style executed in text lines engrossing into the pictorial space
and unevenly distribution of space meant for the text and the painting.The origin story of
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this play was taken from ŒaEkaradeva’s Bhagavata Purana Canto (X) and verse-59 and
Vishnu Purana (v.29-31).The story occurs in Harivamsa, chapter I (vv.122-123).
ŒaEkaradeva follows the Vishnupurana in its execution.11 The illustrations of Parijatharan
is rare, till now only two copies have been derived in Assam.
In this edition, in one folio is done with illustrations of three segments is significant.
In the first segment, the picture of Lord Krishna mounting on Garuda, a semi winged god
is drawn on red canopy but two other illustrations are left only with outlines and mere
sketches without colours. In the second segment entitled, ‘Kamarupa Surax Rajar Koinya’
(meaning, brides of sixteenth King of Kamrupa) is depicted with an olive green stroke of
brush under which the figures of sixteen (16) females have been placed. The 3rd segment
depicts a two-roofed house.It is difficult to learn why five folios of the Ms. are left incomplete
without giving any colours. It appears the artist might have encountered scarcity of colour
or hue.
The folio no. 07 is a profusely illustrated plate that painted with vibrant and common
colours like red, black, white, yellow, and olive green that contains a total of 10 human
figures and two animal figures (tusked elephant and another one a winged bird god Garuda).
Illustrations of human figures, divine figures, semi divine figures and
anthropomorphic forms in Sattriya style are generally static and profile, but in our study a
total 07 figures are found drawn in frontal styles, where 04 nos. of figures viz.; Krishna
(folio no 54), Ghar-danava (folio no 52), Dhuliya, and Indra have been illustrated,it appears
03 nos. of figures have been painted only with sketch mark.
In one folio, Lord Indra is depicted in frontal profile style appear seated in crossed
legged position on a three tired Simhasana supported by six lion motifs. It is similar with
the Simhasana of Sattra and Namghara. Another folio (49)depicting Dwarakanagara is
artistically depicted with three amalgamated houses decorated with a floral designed door
representing the style of architecture of Namghara or sattra.We have come across one
panel enriches with 06 human figures with three dwarpalas, Bosuma, Narad , Satyabhama,
and Indumoti. Almost all the musical instruments used in an orchestral party (Gayana
Bayana)in presentation of a nata can be seen here in a single folio under one frame in red
background. It includes eight musicians wearing turbans and long attires and dancers who
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play sankha, khol and cymbal. This tactfully illustrated folio has presented a fine specimen
of miniature paintings and expertise of a penmanship of the artisan.
On making a comparison of the two illustrated folios of Citrabhagavata and
Parijataharana it appears, in the folio of Citrabhagavata 10(A)some musical instruments
viz. khol, cymbal, flute played by artists celebrating Krishna’s birth. Following the trend
of Citrabhagavata, it is believed, Sasadhar Aata painted one folio of Parijatharana with
such instruments in vibrant colours with line drawings.
Frontal depiction is rare in Sattriyas. But in one folio of Citrabhagavata Ms
(51A; v.v. 71-78) sketch of lord Vishnu (56B; v.v. 892-897) and Katyani have been
depicted in frontal style. Likewise, in Parijataharana of our concern 04 folios are seen with
the figures of Lord Krishna, Ghardanava, Dhuliya, and Lord Indra in frontal nature.
Immense maturity of the artist proves in this huge illustration where he shows his
expertise in selection of hue and proper usage of space that reflects his shrewd ability of
imagination in selecting the theme. Expressive simplicity, format selection, stylization in
illustrating Krishna etc are noticeable features of the Khanikara of the Parijatharana.
Observing various aspects of this Ms. prominent art critic Naren Kalita opines Parijatharana
of Sasadhar Ata is a classic and the last such visible and illuminated sattriya Ms. of 19th
century in context of structure.12
Shyamnta-Harana
Another beautifully illustrated Ms.that we try to discuss here is ShyamntaHarananata (Ac. ASM No. 5814) of ŒaEkaradeva that comprises 54 nos. of illustrated
folios. The highest that we derive at ASM. Although it is recorded with 58 folios; from our
scrutiny actually 54 nos. of folios intact with illustrations comes to light. Out of that, 51folios
contain single illustration with depictions taken from texts constituted under single or dual
arches. This Ms. had been commissioned and compiled in C- 18th century A.D. but author’s
name is not found anywhere. Here 03 folios appear without any illustration where the
Navirandhras are properly inserted. In this Ms. the un-known Sattriyâ khanikar believed
to belong to the Bardowâ house used vegetable colours like - red, olive green, yellow, and
off white where the base material is sanchipat. The length and breadth of this Ms. is 28cm
x 8cm.
This is the smallest illustrated Ms. in the collection of the ASM. Unlike other
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manuscripts, it does not depict much natural scene. Here we do not come across depiction
of hills, seas, typical ponds with fish, clouds, sunlight, or rain. Another important aspect is
in other manuscripts the human figures are mostly shown in profile format but here in
some folios the figures have been depicted in a frontal view. This shows the furtherance of
development of styles during this period. Likewise, the figures of amaytas are shown wearing
topi (turban) in Mughlai style, which is a common feature. The artist achieve success in
providing naturalism to the figure of Jambvana both in terms of drawing and colouring 14
times (folio nos.3A,8A,9A,9B, 10A,10-B,11-A,11-B,12-A,12-B,13-A,13-B,14-A and 14-B).

The last available folio of this Ms. contains pictures of palaces and buildings
representing prasadas. Here the pictures of the two tired roofed building bear the figures
of dragon motif for decoration, that motif resemblance with some figures of the upper
Burma or South-East Asia and perhaps became very popular in the Brahmaputtra valley.13
In that context we may say that both, court style or Rajaghariya and Sattriya styles have
merged, which becomes a special characteristic of the Assamese painting commissioned
in 18th century. Like the artist of Citrabhagavata Parijata-harana is also concerned with
looking things in contrast rather than harmony.
From the forgoing discussion, we may come to the conclusion that later group of
the Sattriyâ or Sankari manuscripts follows almost similar tradition and style that set forth
in the first Assamese illustrated Ms. Citrabhagavata believed to have executed in the early
decades of the 16 th century. The potentialities of the three-different artiste lie in
communicating different situations related in the texts through pictorial conventions is
noteworthy. Among the three, the artiste of the Parijataharana was one of the most
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accomplished and last recognized artiste of the Sattriyâ school of Paining. However, certain
development from earlier works in stylization has been in giving an attractive illustration of
these Ms. that followed the original style known as Sattriya or Sankari. Our study tries to
say how a strong tradition of illumination of miniature paintings based on popular stories of
the Bhagavatapurana and other such religious texts and compositions of Srimanta
ŒaEkaradeva continues to remain a dominant feature till the early decades of 19th century.
From the foregone discussion, we may presume that although some pan-Indian elements
from Rajasthani, Mughal and Pahari can be seen here and there, these Ms. are profoundly
controlled by the local traits which relegated these existing high styles in the background.In
terms of depiction gestures, household objects, utensils, architectural styles of house
buildings, costumes, flora, fauna, the unusual themes taken for illustration and the size of
the manuscripts are unique. Thus, we can safely attribute existence of a thin stream of
activities carried out by some artist of yore belonging to the latter group of Neo-VaicGavite
institutions where the tradition existed till the end of 19th century.
This unique tradition of fine art practiced that spearheaded by the leaders of the
Neo-VaicGavite movement is now a dying form; needs immediate attention for further
study of its background and methodical study. Government agencies and Universities may
come forward and take initiative to promote this unique and distinct style of painting and
calligraphy that developed and circulate in Assam since 16th century. Further comparative
study of illustrations of such Ms. with contemporary other paintings belonging to different
schools may shed new lights when a definite format and style emerged. Finally, I would
like to conclude with the observation of erudite art critic S.P. Gupta ‘ any amount of outside
help will not solve the problem of either the preservation of manuscripts or an academic
research, local initiative on long term and continuous basis is the only way to resurrect
these gems of heritage.14
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Wage pattern in rural areas influences the livelihood pattern of the rural workers.
Rural wages in India usually higher for non agriculture occupations than that of the
agriculture or farm sector occupations. However, if labour market segmentation exists,
the lower end of the workers becomes more vulnerable to their occupations. The wage
pattern is also impacted by productivity of labourers. In India, historically wage disparity
has been in existence between farm and non farm sector. The North Eastern Region (NER)
is not an exception to it. The states of NER have been taken as low wage rate states. NE
states in general and Assam in particular is basically agriculture predominant states.
Industrial performance of the entire region is still at a nascent stage. Employment and
output have been generated in the manufacturing sector is largely informal where labour
protection is almost absent. Labour bureau collects data on wage rate in the name of Wage
Rate in Rural India (WRRI) for 20 major states. In their sample states, there are four NE
states namely Assam, Manipur, Meghalaya and Tripura are also present. Amongst them,
Assam is the largest state in terms of area. The present paper seeks to explain the disparity
in wage rates among the four NE states and also tries to explore within the group disparity
for Assam.
Concept and approaches
Wage differences do exist between different occupations. It usually exists because
workers are not homogeneous in terms of their productivities. Theoretically, wage difference
may occur due to existence of non-monetary advantages and disadvantages of different
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occupations. However, this hypothesis cannot be applied in case of our statement of the
problem as physical hardship in agriculture occupations are empirically higher than the
non agriculture part. Agriculture based occupations are positively related to heavy physical
burden, but its wages are relatively lower than that of the non agriculture based occupations.
Further, imperfect labour market and concentration of large informality in agriculture may
also be few factors for which disparity exist between these two sectors. Agriculture has
been the major occupation and largest employment provider in rural India, although non
farm sector is steadily increasing in many parts of the country. Venkatesh (2013) locates
the recent trend in rural employment and wages and also identified few factors on trickle
down effects of economic growth on agricultural labourers. Wage rate of agriculture based
occupations has been lower than non agriculture. But, the growth of agricultural wages has
been found to be higher than non agriculture part. It was also found that agricultural
productivity and concentration of Rural Non Farm Sector (RNFE) have a positive influence
on agricultural wages. Moreover, gendered wage differences are common characteristic of
Indian rural and agricultural sector (FAO, 2011).
Objectives
The paper is based on following broad objectives:
a)To understand the wage differences in four NE states between farm and nonfarm
occupations.
b)To locate the wage disparity in various occupations in the state of Assam.
Data Source and Methodology
Present study is based on secondary sources of information. Data on wage rate
(Wage Rate in Rural India) released by Labour bureau between 2009 and 2015 are used.
Disparities between agriculture and non agriculture occupations are analyzed by calculating
Coefficient of Equality (CE) which is given by X1/X2, where X2 e”X1. X1 and X2 are observed
values of the wage rates. The value of CE will range between 0 and 1. In case of no
disparity (i.e., perfect equality), CE will be 1. Thus, it can be interpreted as the smaller the
value of CE higher the extent of disparity and higher the value of CE lesser the disparity. In
our study, X1 indicates daily wage rate of agricultural occupations and X2 indicates daily
wage rates of non agricultural occupations. The same values are calculated separately for
Assam since 2009. Further, real wage rate for the state of Assam is calculated separately
during 2009-10 to 2014-15 by deflating CPI-ALRL on nominal wage rates of respective
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occupations. Moreover, literatures related to wage rate and earning pattern of labourers are
studied from the articles, reports, clippings published in reputed Journal and books.
Wage disparity in NE states
North Eastern Region of India, have shown stagnant agricultural performance as
compared to mainland India since long. Firstly, the region could not be explored by western
model of Green revolution and secondly shifting cultivation in hilly part of the region cannot
sustain minimum livelihood. Of course, there are many other detrimental factors associated
with such stagnancy. Agricultural wage has been the significant source of rural income in
all North Eastern States. The contribution of agriculture to Gross State Domestic Product
(GSDP) has declined in majority of the states excluding Tripura. However, there is an
incremental workforce who has settled their livelihood in agriculture as agricultural labourers.
Census 2011 data shows that marginal workers and agricultural labourers have been
increasing rapidly in Assam as compared to main workers and cultivators. In India, wage
rates in agriculture based occupations have been lower than non agriculture occupations
since long. Therefore, wage rates of five occupations from agriculture (ploughing, sowing,
weeding, transplanting and harvesting) and five from non agriculture (Carpenter, Blacksmith,
Cobbler, Mason and unskilled labourers) are compared for four NE states to see the disparity
in wage pattern through Coefficient of Equality.
Table 1.1
Co-efficient of Equalities between Wage rates of Farm and Non Farm Sector occupations in Rural
North Eastern States
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Table 1.1 shows the coefficients of equality of wage pattern between wage rates of
agriculture and non agriculture based occupations which are calculated from WRRI data
of Labour Bureau since 2009-10 to 2014-15. Firstly, disparity between wages has been
found between the two set of occupations in Assam since 2009 except for 2010-11 and
2011-12. Secondly, Assam has recorded highest disparity in NER in all the years. On the
other hand, Tripura has been continually maintaining higher value of CE (lower disparity)
in all the years from 2009-10 to 2014-15. The state has also maintaining highest equality in
wage rate between agriculture and non agriculture occupations than all NE states and
mainland India during the period. Manipur has been the second best egalitarian state in
terms of wage equality. CE values of Meghalaya have been tilted towards near unity only
after 2011-12, but still in a moderate inequality than the country as a whole. However, all
the NE states alongwith rest of India shows an increasing trend in wage disparity after
2013-14. In a nutshell, all NE states show more egalitarianism in wage pattern between
farm and nonfarm occupation as compared to all India average.
Growth and pattern of wage disparity in Assam
Yearly data from 2009-10 to 2014-15 and their CE values indicate that Assam
has recorded higher disparity in wage rates between farm and nonfarm sector occupations
than all India average except for 2010-11 and 2011-12 (Table 1.1). On the other hand, all
India figures show a trend of uniform wage structure from 2009-10 to 2012-13. But,
since 2012-13, it has been stagnant for two years namely 2013-14 and 2014-15 and
thereafter CE values gradually declined indicating higher disparity (Table no. 1.1). Our
study is confined only to five selected occupations which are predominant in NE states,
thereby relegating many other occupations for both the categories. Thus, the Indian trend
of disparity cannot be well represented with our limited occupational wages. However, as
a region or state get developed, occupational pattern also changes simultaneously. It means
more people tend to be employed in non agricultural occupations. When it happens, there
is every possibility that inequality will persist. Thus, it has been tried to locate the simple
annual growth rates of wages of same occupations during 2009-10 and 2014-15 for the
state of Assam .
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Table 2.1

Simple Annual Growth Rates of Wage Rate of Agriculture and Non agriculture occupations in
Rural Assam during 2009-2014

Source: Author’s Calculation based on Annexure A-1,A-2,A-3,A-4,A-5,A-6

Note : Growth Rate

=

Value Present- Value Past

x 100

Value Past

It is seen from table 2.1 that at all India level, positively growing growth rates are
more than proportionate than the negatively growing growth rates in case of non agricultural
occupations while the opposite trend is observed in case of agriculture based occupations.
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Secondly, growth rates of nonfarm occupations are far higher than farm sector occupations
after 2011-12. Thirdly, Assam shows higher growth rate in wage share of non agriculture
based occupations than its counterpart. Thus, it can be said that the growth rates of wages
in non agriculture occupations are higher in the state than the agricultural occupations.
Disparity between wage rates of farm and non farm sector occupations can also be
analysed from the perspectives of real wage. Labour bureau collects data on Consumer
Price Index Agricultural Labour and Rural Labour (CPI-ALRL) in every year for 20 major
states. CPI-Agricultural Labour (CPI-AL) is used as proxy to find out real wage of
agricultural occupations and CPI-Rural Labour (CPI-RL) for non agricultural occupations.
Data from 2010-11 to 2014-15 (five years) are used and have been put on the following
formulae:

Real Wage Rate =

× Base CPI (Previous Year)

Table 2.2
Real Wage Rate of Agriculture and Non Agriculture Occupations in Rural Assam
during 2010-2011 and 2014-2015

Real wage provides a clear representation of an individual’s wage in terms of what
he or she can buy with those wages. Table 2.2 shows real wage of agro-based occupations
are lower than non agricultural occupations. Further, it also shows that real wage of nonfarm
occupations has an increasing growth while the opposite is observed in farm sector
occupations. Moreover, the growth of real wages in farm based occupations is far slower
than that of off-farm occupations.
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Summery and Conclusion
The study has analysed inter-sector and inter-state disparities of wage rate. The
inter-sector disparity have been found to be characterised by larger share of money wage,
incremental growth rates and real wages of non agricultural occupations in Assam, NE
states and India as a whole. The Coefficients of equality have shown that Tripura is the only
state in NER to have a relatively more egalitarian wage structure between farm and nonfarm
occupations. Assam has shown the highest inequality in the same parameter. Growing
workforce in marginal and agricultural labourer category with high disparity between farm
and nonfarm occupations in Assam has been a matter of further research. However, NE
states, altogether, shows a relatively more uniformity in wage distribution between farm
and nonfarm occupations than that of India as a whole.
Annexure
A-1
Wage disparity between Farm and Non Farm Sector Occupation in Rural Assam in 2009-10

Source: Author’s calculation based on WRRI data
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A-2

Wage disparity between Farm and Non Farm Sector Occupation in Rural Assam in 2010-11

Source: Author’s calculation based on WRRI data
A-2
Wage disparity between Farm and Non Farm Sector Occupation in Rural Assam in 2011-12

A-4
Wage disparity between Farm and Non Farm Sector Occupation in Rural
Assam in 2012-13

Source: Author’s calculation based on WRRI data
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A-6
Wage disparity between Farm and Non Farm Sector Occupation in Rural Assam in 2014-15

Source: Author’s calculation based on WRRI data
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